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SPIRITUAL MOVEMENTS OF THE HALF CENTURY.
BIBLE SCHOOLS, AND CONVENTIONS. 

BY THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF. 

When that great commentator, Ewald, holding np a Greek New 
Testament, declared to his theological students, that that one little 
book had in it more than all the wisdom of the ages-he put in one 
sentence the sublime secret of its hold on the mind, as well as the heart, 
of intelligent believers. But more than this, it explains the fact that 
exactly in proportion to the actual prominence of the Bible in our 
faith and life, will holy living and holy serving most trnly develop. 

The nnique position of the Word of God lies in this, that it claims 
to be, and justifies the claim to be, the One Book which God has given 
to man as a revelation of His will. Claiming plenary inspiration, and 
complete adaptation to man's wants, it is at once, as James teaches, , 
the perfect mirror of character; as DaTid teaches, the perfect medicine 
for the soul; as Paul teaches, the perfect mold of holy manhood 
(Rom. vi, 17. Greek); and, as all inspired writers agree, the miracle· 
worker which transforms the heart and life. 

We must remember, moreover, that there is a reason, and a very 
special one, for giving to this authoritative Word of God a present 
exaltation in our daily life of study, which had been in previous cen
turies impossible. How few of us appreciate the difference between 
ancient and modern times, in the facilities for individual Bible read
ing and searching. Contrast the remote days of Ezra-when copies 
of the sacred books were so rare that all the multitude could hope to 
do would be to hear passages read and expounded, and when such 
privileges brought overwhelming joy. (Ezra viii.) Or think of 
Luther's day, only three and a half centuries since, when the Bible 
was found only in convents and public sanctuaries, and even there 
was chained to a pillar as a rare and costly treasure. 

Finely, indeed, does Ruskin remind ns in his lecture, "Sesame-Of ' 

• TIlls periodical adopts the Orthography at the following Rule, recommended by the joint actlon 
of the .American Philological Asaoclation 'and the Philological Soclet10t EnglaDd :-Change '41 or 
ed 1IDal to , when so pronounced, except when the e aJfects a preceding sound.-PuBLlSllBIIII. 
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King's Treasuries "-how books introduce us to the company of the 
wise, and great, and good, at whose doors we otherwise so often wait 
vainly for admittance. What shall we then say of the supreme honor 
and privilege of Bible study, since this is the "open sesame "-the 
mystic watchword which opens the door to the true King's treasuries! 
By this devout search into the Word of God we actually unlock the 
secret chambers of God, and find that "where the Word of a King is, 
there is power." (Eccl. viii. 4.) Here are the most marvelous wonders 
bursting on our astonisht eyes. The Bible is God's palace, and it has 
palatial apartments, indeed. There is one-the very sanctuary of the 
Word-where the living oracles are heard; another, where the complex 
mirrors reflect all our past and present, and even forecast our future 
history; yet others which are chambers of peace, whose windows 
look out on the heavenly hills, and the very atmosphere of which is 
rest. The Bible has its picture galleries, with portraits of holy men 
and women, and, above all, the very image of the Son of God; it has its 
museum with the unfolding mysteries of God, and the curious relics of 
antiquity for instruction and admonition; there is also a banquet-hall 
for the refreshment of all believers, where babes may find milk, and the 
strong man, meat and honey. And in one of these glorious rooms 
we may find the crown jewels, which are there in store for God's 
crowned kings in the day of Ohrist's coming. 

Neglect of the Scriptures is in a sense a sin that hath no for
giveness; for it implies irreparable damage to spiritual life and for
feiture of spiritual blessing. No repentance and reformation can ever 
restore the years which this cankerworm of indifference to the Word 
of God has eaten. What an insult to the royal Author, who puts in 
our hand the key to His treasure chambers! What a sign of apathy 
and lethargy of soul, when even the carnal ambition to be )Vise and 
great, and move in the society of the wise and great, actuates us more 
than the aspiration to be wise and great in God's eyes, and abide in 
His companionship! Do Bible possessors realize that they have a 
chance to enjoy a university education in the school of God? That 
the Word of God is itself life and light, a passport to heavenly 
society, free to all alike, as children of the King? 

Believing and perceiving, as we do, that God has been by various 
voices calling His people to a new life of holy living and serving, it 
would be natural to expect that Bible study would form an inseparable 
condition of such advance. And what is more conspicuous than the 
fact that during the last half century the facilities for such search 
into the King's treasuries have been indefinitely multiplied, so that 
every man and woman may now possess a first-class copy of the Word, 
with all the best helps, bound in the one cover, and all the material 
so well put together as to last with ordinary care for a lifetime. 

If the facilities for Bible study have been so increast, Bible sbudy 
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itself has kept pace with them, for never were there so ~mmense a 
number of careful and habitual searchers into the Word of God, and 
new methods of study have come into prominence. We can distinctly 
remember when that devout and lamented Irishman, Harry More
house, first introduced into America, "Bible Readings." What a 
new and beautiful way of comparing Scripture with Scripture, when 
he distributed little slips of paper, each containing a text, illustrative 
of some great theme, like "Forgiveness," "Salvation," "Grace," 
"Eternal Life;" and then, calling for the reading of them in succes
sion, with a few words interposed as explanatory, or connecting links, 
the subject grew before the assembled company as a building rises 
from cornerstone to capstone, and the climax of impression was 
reachtl 

This and a multitude of other methods have brought the Bible 
itself to the front, as never before. And, tho some of these Bible 
readings have, of course, been travesties, evincing no thorough search, 
and attracting derision as examples of "grasshopper exegesis" or 
tI kangaroo exegesis," from the monstrous leaps taken without regard 
to contextual difficulties, yet we thank God for the grand advance in 
acquaintance with His book. We thank Him for the Bible in a port
able form; for the era of the Bagster and Oxford presses; for the 
Sunday-school lessons, and the varied expositions of them; for the 
Bible-schools and conventions-and scores of other means whereby 
the great mass of believers, rich and poor, learned and ignorant, old 
and young, may be henceforth without excuse if they do not know 
what rich mines of wealth are in the blessed Word, only waiting to be 
dug into and explored. 

For a number of years now there have been held, especially in 
summer, Bible-schools, or conferences, for the study of Scripture with 
the best aid that man can supply. The conference at Northfield, 
Mass., now so famous, and linkt with that lover of Scripture, Dwight 
L. Moody, is perhaps the most conspicuous of all; but that smaller 
conference at Niagara City, Ontario, attended by about 300 believers, 
is perhaps second in spiritual power to no other, and is exclusively 
for biblical study and prayer. At the "Thousand Islands," "Geneva 
Lake," "Round Lake," "De Funiak Springs," etc., similar schools 
are held-indeed, the number is too large to enumerate them. Per
haps it will suffice to call attention to the one first mentioned, as an 
example of the spiritual movements of the half century in this 
direction. 

We therefore put on record here, what has been substantially pre
sented to the public in other forms;* but which is needful to the 
present purpose, as forming part of the divine development of spirit
uallife . 

• " North1leld Echoes," vol. I, pages 1-13. 
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THE STORY OF THE NORTHFIELD CONFERENCES. 

Every place has its atmosphere. Better sanitary conditions insure 
a delicious fragrance in place of unsavory odors, and healthful inspira
tions instead of malarial exhalations. In the higher realm of mind, 
intellectually and socially, morally and spiritually, every community 
has its atmosphere, and what is more needful than to improve the 
conditions on which depend a purer, holier influence? 

Northfield, Mass., has become known as the "Home of Conventions," 
a New England Jerusalem, whither the tribes of the Lord go up annu
ally, to keep solemn feasts and joyful festivals. There is literally a 
yearly Feast of Tabernacles-for many are compelled to dwell in tents 
if not in booths; and a feast of Pentecost - for hundreds get a blessing 
from above. 

These conferences originated with Mr. Moody, who loves North
field as his birthplace and home. His career as an evangelist has been 
conspicuous for quickening disciples as well as for arousing and con
verting sinners. As he went from place to place, he found many 
believers anxiously longing for a fuller salvation, a higher knowledge 
of God's Word, a deeper draught of the fnllness of the Spirit; and it 
occurred to him to call together at Northfield, for a few weeks, such 
as yearned for closer fellowship with God, and greater power in ser
vice. Now that such convocations have a world-wide reputation and 
influence, we gather up some historic fragments and give them a per
manent form. 

The August Conference of 1897 will be the fifteenth of its kind. 
The first was in 1880, and the second in 1881; then, Mr. Moody's 
campaigns in Great Britain caused an interval of three years; but, 
since 1885 they have been annual. 

In 1880 the call was mainly for" A CONVOCATION FOR PRAYER." 

It read thus: 

"Feeling deeply this great need, and believing that it is in 
reserve for all who honestly seek it, a gathering is hereby called to 
meet in Northfield, Mass., from Sept. 1st to 10th inclusive, the object 
of which is not so much to study the Bible (tho the Scriptures 
will be searcht daily for instruction and promises), as for solemn self
consecration, and to plead God's promises, and to wait upon Him for 
a fresh anointing of power from on high. 

"Not a few of God's chosen servants from our own land and from 
over the sea will be present to join with us in prayer and counsel. 

" All ministers and laymen, and those women who are fellow-helpers 
and laborers together with us in the kingdom and patience of our 
Lord Jesus Christ -and, indeed, all Christians who are hungering for 
intimate fellowship with God and for power to do His work - are 
most cordially invited to assemble with us. 

" It is also hoped that those Christians whose hearts are united 
with us in desire for this new enduement of power, but who can not 
be present in the body, will send us salutation .and greeting by letterl 
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that there may be concert of prayer with them throughout the land 
during these days of waiting." 

This conference in September, 1880, was attended by some three 
hundred persons, among whom was a delegation from Britain. East 
Hall, being then built, served in part to lodge visitors, but tents, gar
rets,- every available place - was in requisition, and the quiet village 
waked up to a new sensation - the dawn of a new era. The Oongrega
tional church was scarce large enough for a meeting place, and a large 
tent became needful. The predominant idea of that first conference 
was Spirit1tal Powerj the doctrine of the Holy Spirit was dwelt upon, 
and prayer pervaded the meetings for a new effusion of power. Mr. 
Moody presided; and the meetings, devotional and heart-searching, 
left a deep and permanent impression. 

The convention of 1881 occupied the whole of August. The con
spicuous figure was Dr. Andrew A. Bonar, of Glasgow, whose accuracy, 
precision, unction, can never be forgotten. He combined deep insight 
into truth with characteristic quaintness of manner and a strongly 
markt individuality; and, besides Mr. Moody, Dr. Pentecost, A. J. 
Gordon, J. H. Brookes, E. P. Goodwin, Evangelists Whittle, Needham, 
and Hammond, and Editors R. C. Morgan and H. L. Wayland, were 
among the speakers. The leading feature was Bible Study. Every 
afternoon in the Oongregational church one leading address, followed 
by briefer ones, treated in a somewhat connected presentation leading 
Ohristian doctrines. Morning and evening worship, and various side 
meetings of a devotional character, filled up the time. In the course 
of the month from eight hundred to nine hundred persons were in 
attendance. The school buildings, and every honse that had spare 
rooms, was full, and a large delegation was present from across the sea. 

The convention of 1885 occupied ten days in August. Perhaps 
the prominent figure in this gathering was J. E. K. Studd, Esq., of 
London, who told the story of the movement among the English 
university students, and of the Cambri.dge band who went to Ohina, 
among whom were Mr. Oharles T. Studd and Mr. Stanley Smith. From 
Northfield Mr. Studd went to visit American colleges and car.y the 
sacred coals. Two famous temperance reformers were heard that 
Bummer, William Noble, of London, and John B. Gough. Dr. A. J. 
Gordon spoke with great power on "Christian Life," and Dr. L. W. 
Munhall, Rev. W. W. Olark, and the writer, gave aid. "Marquand" 
and" Stone ., halls being now built, became temporary hotels, the latter 
supplying the main auditorium, a tent near the road serving for addi
tional and occasional gatherings. The predominant idea of this 
convention was Life and Service. Great prominence was given to 
foreign missions, and the interest culminated in a "call" issued by 
the convention, and signed by representatives of each Ohristian 
denolIljnationl sumlllonin~ a World's ConferenCe on }fisl$ions, which 
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call was one of the first steps which led to the great Wodd's Confer
ence of 1888, in Exeter Hall, London. 

In the 1886 convocation, Rev. Marcus Rainsford, of London, was 
conspicuous. His unfoldings of Bible truth were remarkable, but 
scarcely more so than the narratives by which they were illumined, 
drawn from his pastoral life. Drs. Nathahiel West, W. J. Erdman, 
H. M. Parsons, and Mr. William E. Blackstone were heard, in addition 
to the neighing of the usual "war horses." Perhaps the prominent 
idea of this convention was Dispensational Truth, especially the Lord's 
Second Coming. 

This year was markt also by a convention - the first of its sort
of college representatives of the International Y. M. C. A., held at 
Mount Hermon, Mass., in the school buildings, beginning July 7th, 
and continuing for twenty-six days. It owed its origin to a suggestion 
of L. D. Wishard, Esq., that these students should be called together 
for" a snmmer school of Bible Stndy." Invitations were sent to two 
hundred and twenty-seven college associations, and a total of about 
two hundred and fifty students responded, representing ninety insti
tutions. Mr. Moody and Major Whittle, Drs. Gordon, Brookes, West, 
Prof. W. G. Moorehead, Rev. W. Walton Clark, and A. T. Pierson, 
with Messrs. Wishard and C. K.:Ober, addrest and taught the students. 
The first morning hours were given to " Association work;" from 10 
to 12, to systematic teaching on Christian Evidences, Prophecy, Bible 
Analysis, etc. If anyone idea was pre-eminent, it was God's Word 
and Work. Great Missionary meetings were held, at one of which ten 
young men, representing as many different peoples,- Siam, China, 
India, Persia, Armenia, Japan, Norway, Denmark, Germany, and the 
Indians of America,-made short addresses, and, at the close, repeated, 
in their various tongues, " God is Love." It was like a new Pentecost, 
and proved the source of one of the greatest movements of our day. 
Some twenty-three had come to Mt. Hermon pledged to the foreign 
field -the number rose to a full hundred before the students disperst, 
and so hot did the missionary fires burn that two of their number 
were sent on a visiting campaign through the colleges. This was 
the origin of " The New Crusade," whose motto is "The Evangeli
zation of the W orId in this Generation." * 

Two annual conventions were henceforth to move side by side. 
The year 1887 saw four hundred delegates, from some eighty-two 
colleges, assembled at Northfield from July 3 to 12. Perhaps the 
conspicuous personality was the late Prof. Henry Drummond, who 
then first spoke in America. Beside Drs. Gordon, Pierson, etc., Profs. 
John A. Broadus and L. T. Townsend, Rev. Jos Cook and H. L. Hast-

* This motto was suggested by the writer, who has often been askt where he himself found 
it. Anyone wh<;> will ()arefuIIy examine Acts. xiii ; 22l\I1d 86, will tlnd Its suggestion there, 
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ings, and Dr. Jacob Chamberlain,of India, spoke. If anyone thonght 
ruled this convention, it was Preparation for Service. 

The August convention of 1887, which surpast all that preceded, 
held up a High Ideal of Character. Prof. Drummond, Prof. W. H. 
Green, of Princeton, Dr. Josiah Strong, author of "Our Country," 
Francis Murphy, the temperance agitator, as well as Drs. Gordon, 
Pierson, Pentecost, and Clark, were among the speakers . 

. The students' conference of 1888 reacht again four hundred, from 
ninety institutions; twelve delegates were from Europe, representing 
Oxford and Cambridge, Edinburgh, and Utrecht. Dr. Broadus again 
taught, as did Dr. H. Clay Trumbull, Bishop Hendricks, Dr. Alex. 
MacKenzie, and Prof. W. R. Harper; Rev. Geo. W. Chamberlain, of 
Brazil, Messrs. Wilder and Forman and Rev. J. Hudson Taylor fanned 
the missionary fires. 

The August convocation of the same year magnified Spiritual 
Power. More foreign missionaries than at any previous gathering 
were there, and J. Hudson Taylor's deeply spiritual addresses swayed 
the great throng. 

In the convention of 1889, among the new features were the 
addresses of Rev. I. D. Driver, from Portland, Oregon, a vigorous, for
cible, original speaker, and of Bishops M. E. Baldwin, of Huron, and 
Cyrus D. Foss; Robert E. Speer, John G. Woolley, the temperance 
orator, and Pastor Charles Spurgeon, son of the metropolitan preacher, 
also gave addresses. Four hundred and seventy-three students were 
present at the college gathering, and fully the usual attendance was 
observed at the later conference. 

In 1890, three hundred and eighty students appeared from one 
hundred and twenty-one institutions. Prof. W. W. Moore, Pastor 
Adolph Monod, of Paris, Rev. H. G. Mowll, of London, Bishop Thoburn, 
of India, Rev. W. P. Prague, of China, Dr. R. S. MacArthur, of New 
York, and Dr. Charles Parkhurst will be remembered in connection 
with this gathering. 

At the August conference the central thought was Oltrist, Oonse
cration, the Holy Spirit, and again Rev. Marcus Rainsford gave grand 
help, and David Baron, a true prince of the house of David, opened 
np the Messianic prophecies, as only a converted Jew could. 

In 1891 four hundred students again gathered, and Rev. John 
Smith, of Edinburgh, and John McNeill, the Scottish Spurgeon, were 
among the speakers. 

In August, Rev. F. B. Meyer, of London, made as deep an impres
sion as any man who had ever spoken there. He struck the keynote, 
Holiness, which was maintained throughout. Dr. Edward Judson, 
Dr. J. E. Olough, of the Telngu station in India, Dr. J. R. Hykes, of 
China, Dr. H. O. Mabie, and Dr. Eddy, of Syria, all spoke. 

In 1892 Mr. Moody was in Britain1 but Dr. A. J. Gordon proved 
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equal to the emergency and nobly led the August convention, at which 
Dr. J. T. Gracey, Dr. J. L. Nevius, Dr. Arthur Mitchell, and Dr. S. L. 
Baldwin spoke on missions. Mr. J. R. Mott guided the students' 
conference. 

In 1893 Mr. Moody was again absent, during a part of the time, 
engaged in work in Ohicago during the W orId's Fair, but Dr. Gordon 
once more took his place. Dr. Geo. E. Post, W. M. U pcraft, Dr. Lyman 
Jewett, and Dr. A. O. Dixon were among the speakers. This year in
augurated the YOttng women's conferences-over two hundred college 
women bein~ present from thirty-one educational institutions, societies, 
and associatlOns. They came to study the Word of Life as the sword 
of the Spirit, and to confer as to practical Ohristian work. 'rhis year, 
therefore, a third conference, which bids fair to be annual, took its 
place beside the other two. 

As we review the history of these seventeen years, a few general 
facts seem essential to the full annals we now record. 

First, the original purpose of these conventions has been perma
nently controlling. Bible st1ieiy, mutual conference, devout prayer, 
waiting for enduement, have been the conspicuoulil features; and, of 
late years, there has been much comparison of methods of Ohristian 
work. As the conventions have multiplied. and their influence has 
been enlarged, this little New England village has been taxed to its 
utmost to lodge and feed the gathering throngs, and in view of this 
large inflow of guests, addresses and Bible readings fill up the inter
vals between the convocations. As early as the first of May parties 
seeking accommodations can with difficulty obtain them, tho 
accommodations are at least fivefold what they were when that first 
assembly was convened in 1880! 

This "Saints' Rest," which unites many charms of Keswick, 
Mildmay, and Exeter Hall, affords a rare opportunity to see, hear, and 
come in contact with some of the men and women of the church uni
versal, who, like John the Baptist, are" great in the eyes of the Lord." 
Taking the whole list of speakers since 1880, it may be doubted 
whether an equally varied and illustrious groupin~ of ministers and 
evangelists, theological professors and college presIdents, bishops and 
benefactors of humanity, foreign missionaries and home workers, has 
been found on any other convention platform. 

Noble free-will offerings have here been made from a few hundred 
dollars up to three thousand, which on two occasions was given to 
Bishop Thoburn's work in India, and ten thousand for theevangeliza
tion work in Ohicago, and toward fifty thousand for the new audi
torium opened in 1894, and holding twenty-five hundred persons. 

We have given the Northfield Oonventions prominence merely as a 
type of similar gatherings. The original purpose of them has some
wliat expanded, until Northfield now stands for a sort of Ecumenical 
Oouncil, annually meeting to consider the truths of the word and the 
claims of the work of God. Perhaps its present keynote is full 8S 

much aggre&&ive activity for Christ, as anythin~; but this is largely 
owing to the strong pelSonality of Mr. Moody hImself, who is a born 
leader in active evangelism. 

What grand occasions are these Bible Oonventions for stimulating 
all that is good in thought, in love, in life-giving aims! ,Harrison 
Gray Otis, perceiving that Daniel Webater, while speaking in Faneuil 
Hall1 had lost the thread of his thought and broken the continuity of 
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his utterauce, sagaciously asked him a question, which touched the 
very quick of his being and at once roused to their full exercise all his 
giant powers. In such gatherings, somehow, a new impulse is con
stantly furnisht, ronsing to fullest exercise and exertion all the best 
that there is in the hearers; so that for the sake of such living 
impulses to new consecration and activity, such new inspiration in 
Bible study and incentive to prayer, many go far, and stay long, at no . 
little cost. They feel as J. Lothrop Motley did, in college, that they 
can spare the" necessities of life, but not its luxuries." Here is illus
trated Arthur Hallam's famous aphorism, that the" Bible is God's 
book because it is man's book, fitting at every turn and curve the 
windings of the human heart;" and many there are who at Northfield 
and Keswick have learned so to love this Word, that they feel toward 
it some such devotion as Michael Angelo did for the famous Torso of 
Hercules, when he not only went to the Vatican museum to sketch it 
from every point of view, but, when sight failed, begged to be led where 
through the touch of his fingers he might experience delight in con
tact with its symmetry. 

Here believers get into touch with the men and women who 
move the world, and with God's Holy ones, some of them, like Burke, 
whom you could not meet under a porch, while waiting for a shower 
to pass by, without the conviction that you had met an extraordinary 
person. 

We must not fail to note that the visits of Rev. F. B. Meyer, and 
notably of Prebendary H. W. Webb-Peploe, of London, and Andrew 
Murray, of Wellington, S. Africa, (who were at Northfield in 1895), 
have introduced into Northfield conferences the grand teaching of 

. Keswick. Indeed, since their visit it has been felt that what America 
most needs now is an annnal gathering where the specific truths, so 
ma~nified in the English Lake district, and so blessed to thousands of 
belIevers, shall receive prayerful attention. During the visit of Messrs. 
Murray and Webb-Peploe, the truth already taught by Mr. Meyer was so 
exprest, imprest, illustrated and enforced, that impressions were mad~ 
which never can be forgotten, but what is of far more consequence, 
believers actually did so appropriate divine promises as to enter npon 
a new career of victory over sin and rest life by faith. The Jordan 
of a new Consecration was crost, and the Land of Promise entered. 
"Keswick" is having its" clouds of witnesses" now in America also. 

The Niagara Conference holds tenaciously to the study of the 
Word, and prayer, and there is felt to be a certain advantage in the 
restriction and limitation of its purpose. There is no encouragement 
given to those who have a " speech" to make or a " cause" to present, 
and who are sometimes the bane of spiritual gatherings. 

Pastor Archibald G. Brown, lately visiting Boston, was askt to 
give some account of his work in London, and his narrative was 
thrilling. He attributed any success he had enjoyed to two things: 
dependence on the Word and the Spirit of God~' on Sunday mornings 
he gives a Bible reading, and on Sunday evenings, a simple Gospel 
sermon, and yet he has baptized 6,000 believers in thirty years! No 
meritricious attractions of art, music, sensational oratory, or secular 
festivity. And Pastor Brown might have added, if his modesty had 
not forbidden, that through the East London Tabernacle, thus edu
cated and edified by Bible teaching, a work has been done for London 
and fQf far off lands~ that any congregation might envy. 
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THE MORAVIAN MISSIONS IN LABRADOR. 

BY THE REV. PAUL DE SCHWEINITZ, NAZARETH, PA. 

Labrador is probably the most inhospitable country in which the 
Moravians have establisht missions. Altho the stations lie farther 
south, as far as parallels of latitude are concerned, than those on 
the neighboring coast of Greenland, or those in Alaska, the other sub
polar mission provinces of the Moravian Brethren, yet peculiar climatic 
conditions make Labrador probably a more heroic field than either of 
the other two, i. e. as far as contests with the natural elements are 
involved. 

Labrador was discovered by the Cabots in 1497, and was three or 
four years later given its name by the Portuguese. This has generally 
been interpreted as a'sarcastic appellation, like" Greenland" for the 
iceclad coasts of the neighboring continent, or the" Friendly Isles" 
for the islands inhabited by cannibals in the South Sea,-Terra Lab
rador being understood to mean a "cultivatable land." However, it 
may also signify a "land of laborers or slaves," indicating that the 
Portuguese, who have always been slave-dealers, at once catalogd the 
aborigines as suitable for slaves. But whatever be the signification 
of the name, the land itself is hopelessly barren, strewn with boulders, 
with scarcely enough subarctic vegetation to furnish subsistence for 
the fur-bearing animals, which are the only source of income to the 
natives and traders in this icegirt land. 

It is a huge unwieldy-shaped peninsula, bounded on the west and 
north by the Hudson Bay and Hudson Straits, and on the east and 
southeast by the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, being 
tackt on to the mainland along the northern boundary of the Prov
ince of Quebec. Newfoundland lies off its southeastern coast, and the 
inhabited eastern and southern districts of Labrador are supposed to 
be under the jurisdiction of Newfoundland, but practically there is no 
government at all, the natives and southeastern halfbreeds being a 
law unto themselves, except in so far as they have been, and are, con
trolled by the Moravian missionaries. Little is known of the interior. 
A few years ago some Americans penetrated to the Great Falls, and 
described their discoveries in the Oent1try Magazine. Some remnants 
of Indian tribes are found there. 

Our present interest lies in the narrow strip along the east coast. 
Here are found the Moravian mission stations, and the Moravians are 
the only ones carrying on missionary work in this dreary land. The 
southernmost of the stations lies on about the same parallel of latitude 
as Edinburgh in Scotland,:and all are found between the 55th and 60th 
parallels of north latitude, but owing to the polar currents sweeping 
down from the Arctic Ocean along the coast, the land is rendered 
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entirely barren, with but a brief summer and a long, dreary, bitter 
cold winter, when the thermometer registers occasionally 70 degrees 
below zero Fahrenheit, and 30 degrees below is considered normal. 
The bays, which indent the coast in great numbers, are often 
frozen over from November until May. One wonders how even the 
sparse native population manages to subsist. Indeed one may say: 
it don't, for famines are of not infrequent occurrence, and epidemics, 
rendered fatal by lack of proper nourishment, often more than deci
mate sections of this ill-favored land. 

Those not filled with the spirit of Ohrist can scarcely be blamed 
for asking, whether it is worth the heroism it has cost, and costs, to 
strive to evangelize this miserable people. 

But the Moravian brethren held, and hold, that heaven would be 
incomplete, if there were not some redeemed ones there from these 
dreary shores of frozen Labrador. The very wretchedness of their 
condition appealed with irresistible power to the warmhearted Morav
ian pioneers, and they knew that souls saved from such wretchedness 
would prove Do very precious part of the reward of the Lamb's suffer
ings. The Lamb, Who had conquered, and Whom they followed, had 
purchased these miserable Labrador Eskimos with His blood, and they 
went, and go, to bring home to the Lamb that was slain His own. 
That was the spirit that led to the inception of the Labrador mission. 

The natives are Eskimos, and were originally even more debased 
than their relatives on the Greenland coast. In their heathen state 
they were filthy, repulsive, treacherous, cruel, and murderous. They 
subsisted almost exclusively by fishing and hunting; the latter event
ually forming a basis for trade. 

In the course of time there has grown up a mixt population of 
whites and halfbreeds in the southeastern districts. The fisheries are 
quite valuable, and in the summer months are frequented by fisher
men from the Oanadian provinces in large numbers. 

As stated, the land was discovered in 1497, but being so desolate 
little interest was taken in it. In 1669 the Hudson Bay Oompany 
took possession of it under the sweeping charter granted by Oharles 
II., and it continued under their exclusive jurisdiction until 1863. 
They used these rights purely for the purposes of trade, establishing a 
few forts and trading posts, and doing nothing whatsoever for the 
natives, whom they considered scarcely better than a superior kind of 
animal, valuable merely as a catcher of other animals, whose fur had 
a commercial value. Altho the members of the Hudson Bay Company 
were nominally Christians, they did nothing for the evangelization of 
the Eskimos, and, in fact, utterly refused to allow the Moravians to 
make any mission settlements in the neighborhood of their trading 
posts. 

But the Lord was preparing His messengers to bring tidings of sal~ 
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vation to even this remote corner of the earth. The" apostolic suc~ 
cession" is often transmitted through devious chaunels. The mate 
of a Dutch ship, John Christian Erhardt, came in contact on one of 
his voyages in 1741 with Frederick Martin, the Moravian missionary 
among the negro slaves in the West Indies. The Gospel message for 
the slaves was sufficient for the conversion of the Dutch sailor, and 
Martin transmitted the apostolic spirit to Erhardt. Subsequent voy~ 
ages brought him to the Moravian mission stations among the Eski~ 
mos in Greenland. Far from having his apostolic zeal quencht by 
witnessing their trials, and by seeing the utter repulsiveness of those 
stolid northern people, he writes, that there has been engendered in 
him" an amazing affection" for those debased Eskimos, and he prays, 
that the Savior may choose him to be His messenger to these people. 

About this time Matthew Stach, the Greenland pioneer, r~turned 
to Europe with Lawrence Drachart, and they seconded Erhardt's 
appeal, and urged Zinzendorf to authorize a mission to the Labrador 
Eskimos. Finally, in 1752, some members of the London Moravian 
congregation' fitted out a ship and sent Erhardt at the head of a body 
of missionaries. On July 31, 1752, he landed four miseionaries at a 
place called by them" Nisbet's Harbor," while he went farther north 
along the coast. But the Labrador mission, like so many others, had 
to be begun in blood. Erhardt landed with an additional party of 
five, and, as was afterwards learned, all were foully murdered by the 
Eskimos. The ship hastened back to the other party, and the skipper 
begged them to come home with him, as he did not have enough 
hands to navigate the vessel. 

This disastrous outcome did not deter the Brethren from making 
further attempts, altho they were compelled to allow some time to 
elapse, in order that they might be able to adopt better tactics. Jens 
Haven went to Greenland in 1758, and spent six years there, thor
oughly mastering the Eskimo language, and acquainting himself with 
their habits and customs, and adopting, as far as possible, their man~ 
ner of life and dress. Then, in 1764, thus equipt he went to Labrador 
as an Eskimo coming to Eskimos, and thus succeeded in gaining a 
friendly reception. He returned in 1765 with Drachart, but difficult~ 
ies with the Hudson Bay Oompany and other reasons prevented the 
establishment of a mission station at that time. 

The Brethren were not to be defeated, however, in their purpose. 
One must admire the courage and determination of these pioneers. 
All they wanted to do, was to be allowed the privilege of bringing the 
Gospel to a debased people at the risk of their lives, and at best under 
conditions which robbed life of all earthly comforts. Yet they met 
with constant opposition from the nominally Christian authorities at 
home. With indomitable energy they overcame all obstacles in Eng
lapd. ld:en htbor thus to gain wealth of s€llfi~4 ends i the~ did it ill 
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order to gain the privilege of laying down their lives, if needs be, in 
Ohrist's service. 

In 1741 Bishop Spangenberg had organized, in London, "the So
ciety for the Furtherance of the Gospel." This society now took hold 
of this mission. They determined to secure a grant of a hundred 
thousand acres along the coast of Labrador, so as to be absolutely 
secure from the interference of the Hudson Bay Oompany or others, 
and to endeavor to support the mission by trade. But for 60 long time 
they could not get the needed concessions. Here, again, a strange 
chain of providential circumstances helpt to overcome the opposi
tion. A marauding party of Eskimos was captured in the neighbor
hood of one of the southern forts in Labrador, and some of the cap
tives sent to England. One of these, a boy, Karpik, was sent to the 
Moravian school at Fulneck, where he became a Ohristian, and was 
baptized. Thus the first fruits of the Labrador mission, paradox
ically enough, were gained in England. Unfortunately he died the 
next year, 1768. The mother of the boy, Mikak, was another one of 
the captives, and she remembered a prayer which Haven and Drachart 
had succeeded in teaching her during their brief sojourn in Labrador 
in 1765. She came in contact with a number of persons of rank, and 
excited their compassionate interest, so that, just as the negro Anthony 
at the court of Ohristian VI., of Denmark, became one of the causes 
of the inception of the first Moravian mission to the negro slaves in 
the Danish West Indies, the Eskimo, Mikak, among the curious 
nobility of England helpt to overcome the opposition to the Labra
dor mission. More than that; she was sent back to her home, and, 
resplendent in European finery, given her by the Princess of Wales, 
made a deep impression upon the natives, and tho herself unconverted 
as yet, prepared them to give the missionaries a favorable reception. 

On May 3, 1769, the desired concessions were secured from the 
Privy Oouncil. The following year Haven and Drachart made another 
exploratory tour, and then in 1771, at the head of a little missionary 
party, they left England for the actual establishment of the mission. 
Aftel' a tedious voyage of three months, beset with many perils inci
dent to navigating in chartless,waters, anchor was finally cast off the 
coast of Labrador on August 9th, 1771, and the first mission settle
ment begun, receiving the name of "Nain." 

All the materials for the home of the missionaries had to be brought 
on the ship from Europe, which is likewise true of all the subsequent 
stations founded. Altho the land was granted the mission by the 
Orown, yet it was purchased in all due form from the natives, and a 
solemn treaty of eternal peace made. 

While the mission was thus establisht, and friendly relations with 
the natives instituted, the work was only begun, and the real object 
seemed almost impossible of attainment. Many privations had to be 
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endured. Communication with Europe could be had only once a year, 
when the mission ship arrived, and in the meantime the missionaries 
were cut off from all supplies and help of every kind. It was likewise 
exceedingly difficult to exert any permanent influence upon the natives, 
for when winter came they scattered in all directions to carryon their 
hunting, so that all good that seemed to have been done was obliter
ated before they came back again. Journeying after the natives was 
fraught with great peril, as it had to be done in small open boats in 
summer, and with dog-sleds in winter. Two missionaries lost their 
lives on such a tour, and marvelous escapes without number have ever 
markt the long history of this perilous and heroic mission. The ice 
that bound the hearts of these uncouth people of the North seemed 
to be harder than that which encrusted the rugged shores of their 
isolated land. The latter, after all, yielded to the summer's sun, but 
the former, summer and winter, refused to be melted by the warmth 
of even a Savior's love, presented with untiring zeal by devoted and 
self-sacrificing missionaries, whose own hearts glowed with the con
straining love of Christ. 

But finally the change came. On February 17, 1776, after nearly 
five years of unrequited labor, the first convert was baptized, and he 
was a notable one, the great" Angekok," or sorcerer, medicine man, 
Kingminguse, who, at his own request, received the name of Peter. 
Not so very long after this, the aforementioned Mikak and her hus
band, Tuglavina, likewise submitted to Christ. He had been a notori
ous Angekok, guilty of the most revolting crimes, and had even made 
an attack upon the missionaries themselves. Thus a slight beginning 
was made. 

Early in the history of the mission it became evident that, owing 
to the scattered state of the natives, it would be necessary to have 
several stations. The influence of the Hudson Bay Company confined 
the missionaries, however, to a narrow strip along the eastern coast. 
Overcoming many obstacles, a second station WIJ,S founded 150 miles 
north of Nain, on an island near the coast, called Okak,1776. In 1782 
a third station was founded 150 miles south of Nain, which the Breth
ren called Hopedale. Various difficulties prevented the founding of 
further stations until 1830, when Hebron was started 100 miles north 
of Okak. In 1865 Zoar was begun between Nain and Hopedale, and 
in 1871 the sixth station, Ramah, 50 miles north of Hebron, in order 
to reach, if possible, the remaining heathen. In 1894 Zoar had to be 
given up, owing to sad difficulties with some insubordinate natives, 
but the natives in the neighborhood will be reacht from Nain and 
Hopedale. In place of Zoar a new mission was founded in 1896, 50 
miles south of Hopedale, called Makkovik, the purpose of which is to 
reach especially the halfbreeds and settlers, who have been without 
any spiritual care other than the missionaries could give them in fleet-
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ing visits made at great peril in the winter time. Thus the extreme 
distance between the southernmost and northernmost stations is about 
500 miles. It is hoped that a seventh station, still farther north, may 
soon be founded, and thus the few remaining heathen be gathered in. 

Up to the beginning of this century the work was exceedingly dis
couraging, but in 1804 a blessed awakening began. It commenced at 
Hopedale, was carried by some eager converts to Okak, and thence up 
and down the coast. Since then the work has progrest with many 
ups and downs, but none the less slowly and steadily forward. until 
now, with the exception of a few heathen in the extreme north, the 
country may be said to be practically evangelized. 

If space could be given to it, many acts of heroism could be 
recorded. Such victories are not gained at a slight cost. The devo
tion of the missionaries has been especially tried in times of famine 
and pestilence, which, in spite of improved conditions, still occur ever 
and anon. Only two winters ago more than half the population of 
Nain was swept away in a terrible epidemic, which sad time was 
crowded with pathetic and heroic incidents. 

In spite of the fact that Labrador is attacht by land to the Cana
dian province of Quebec, the intervening iceclad highlands have thns 
far proved an impassable barrier, and the only communication with 
the outside world has been by means of the mission ship from London. 
Latterly Dr. Grenfell of "the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen" has 
visited Labrador in summer, and the ubiquitous tourist has actually 
succeeded in getting there too. 

But during all these 126 years the work has been carried on solely 
by the mission ships of the" Society for the Furtherance of the Gos
pel." The expenses of the missions have he en borne largely by trade 
carried on by this society, bnt this has not been an unalloyed blessing. 
The society in this period has owned nine vessels, four of which have 
borne the name of Harmony, and it is now striving to raise funds 
for a fifth Harmony. In all these 126 years of navigation in those 
treacherous and dangerous arctic waters not a single shipwreck or 
serious accident has happened to the mission ship. During the last 
voyage it was struck by an iceberg towering high above the masts of 
the vessel, but again escaped destruction. This is certainly a most 
remarkable record, which may reverently be ascribed to the overruling 
providence of God. 

There is something very pathetic in the thonght of that little band 
of patient missionaries on that bleak coast waiting with longing hearts 
for the advent of the Harmony. It can only remain a few days at 
each station, and then for a whole year they are shut out from all 
communication with their kindred. Each time it retnrns, it carries 
with it some precious children whom parents have had to give np to 
be educated, and whom they may perhaps never see again. 
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Separated by 100 miles or more from the nearest station by country 
that can only be traverst with considerable danger, the missionaries 
Iltand very much alone. Nor can much enthusiasm be aroused by 
l1Umbers, for the natives are but few. 

Unsere Reis durch Schnee und Eis 
Geht auch um cine Seel allein-
Our journey through snow and ice 
For but one soul as the prize,-

they sing in one of their hymns, and it is an apt characterization of 
their labors. But that is the highest test of devotion to Christ, to 
rllmain loyal and zealous when there is no outward spur to enthusiasm. 
Yet in spite of the depressing character of this field :of labor, there 
has never been a lack of laborers, and in spite of all obstacles, the 
work has been so successful that, as said before, the east coast of 
Labrador may be lookt upon as almost completely evangelized. 

In this rapid survey we have not been able to say anything about 
the labors of translating the Scriptures into this terribly gutteral 
language, which the missionaries themselves had to first reduce to a 
written form. 

It is hoped that this narrative may reenforce the now well-known 
, truth, that there is no people so degraded, so dull and stupid, that the 

Gospel can not reach and redeem them, and that there is no country 
so dreary, no land so desolate, no people so repulsive, that devoted 
followers of Christ will not go to. 

May this story of the Labrador mission be an encouragement and 
en inspiration in some measure, at least, both to those who are being 
sent into heathen lands, and to those who are sending them. 

Altho Labrador is practically evangelized, there is y~t much genu
ine mission work to be done in gaining individnal souls and, as the 
La.brador trade is no longer profitable, and as the emergency caused 
by the need of a new ship, and the founding of a new station. is very 
great, there is at this present time an urgent need of funds. 

There are at present thirteen married couples, and two single 
brethren holding their lonely watch scattered along 50i miles of 
the bleak Labrador shore, and they have in their charge 1,359 souls. 

MISSIONARIES' TRIALS.-I. 

THE TRAGIC DEATH OF THE INTERPRETER. 

BY REV. EGERTON R. YOUNG, TORONTO, CANADA. 

Many and varied are the hardships and difficulties that have to be 
bravely met by the missionaries of the different churches, who for 
Christ's sake, and the love of souls, leave the comforts and blessings 
of home, and go to far-off lands to preach the glorious gospel of the Son 
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of God. Among the difficulties that have to be faced at the very 
beginuing of their career, is the strange and often barbarous lan~ 
guage of the people to whom they go to preach the Gospel. Apply 
themselves as they will to the mastery of this new language, sometimes 
long years must elapse ere they cau fluently preach in it to the people. 
The result is that the missionary is entirely dependent upon his inter
preter for the correctness with which his message is given to the 
people. Some of these interpreters have been called "interrupters," 
and some of them are indeed very trying to the missionaries. Others 
are just the reverse. I can call up some in my own experience, who 
were not only gifted in the knowledge of the different languages, 
but were men of such spiritual power that there often seemed a most 
blest, influence to attend their words, as they received them from 
me in English, and then, with such marvellous power, preacht them 
to the people in their own tongue. 

A gifted godly interpreter, full of zeal for souls and anxious to 
make the words of the missionary the power of God unto the salva
tion of the people, was indeed a blessing and a benediction. Of 
such an one am I to write. His Christian name was Joseph Has
selton. What his long Indian name was has &Scaped my memory, 
but he cared not to be called,by it after he became a Ohristian. And so 
as Joseph Hasselton he was ever after known. He was born and lived 
to young manhood in paganism. He believed in a good spirit and in 
a bad spirit, and was early taught that while the good spirit loved us, 
yet he was so taken up with his own affairs, as to care but little for us, 
but the bad or malignant spirit was ever on the lookout for some excuse 
to do us harm. Hence it was necessary to propitiate him by sacrifice, 
and so the worship of his people had really degenerated into a kind 
of devil worship. This brought them no comfort or peace of mind, and 
so they were miserable as they literally sat in "the shadow of death." 

When Joseph Hasselton was nearly grown to manhood, his village 
was visited by a missionary with a Bible. What he had ,to say to 
them filled them with astonishment and surprise. To hear that the 
good spirit did really love them, was indeed news to them. And when 
told that this love was so real and tangible, that it had showed itself 
in his giving his only Son to die for all nations, white, black, and red, 
seemed at first to them absolutely incredible. 

However, under the faithful and repeated preaching and teaching 
of this devoted missionary, Joseph Hasselton gladly accepted this 
good news as true, and boldly renounced his paganism, and became an 
earnest, devoted Christian. None of his family followed his good 
example. While his mother did not try to discourage him in the 
course he had taken, some of the other members of the family were 
very angry with him for leaving, as they said, "the ways of bis fathers, 
as tho he was better than they." 
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At length, their treatment became so harsh, that Joseph decided to 
leave the village and go elsewhere. So for some years as he traveled 
to different places, and met Indians speaking different languages, 
partly out of curiosity, he began to try and master their language, 
and found that he could acquire a new language very easily. This is a 
gift that some persons possess in a remarkable degree, and Joseph 
Hasselton was one thus gifted. Little did he imagine as he wandered 
about from tribe to tribe, mastering the various languages, until he 
could speak ten of them fluently, that he was being providentially 
fitted for the career that was before him. In addition to mastering 
Indian languages, he associated as much as he could with English
speaking people, principally the white servants of the great Hudson 
Bay fur trading company. Thus, before long, he was able to talk Eng
lish as well as the rest of them. 

Not long after this, a devoted, courageous missionary, the Rev. 
James Evans, came into that country, and began some most successful 
missionary work. He found that in order to attain to the highest 
success, he must be on the go most of the time. In summer he tra
veled on the great lakes and rivers, principally in a birch canoe, 
manned by two very skillful Indians. . Often they had to sleep out on 
the rocks, or in the forests in the drenching rains, or chilling blasts. 
Sometimes wild beasts assailed them, and they were" in perils oft," 
from these as well as from savage men. They carried their guns and 
lived on what they could shoot as they hurried along. This meant 
sometimes abundance, and sometimes nothing. 

In winter, they harnest up their sagacious dogs, and with them 
attacht in fours to their sleds, they pusht on through the country 
for some thousands of miles each winter. They had many hardships. 
The cold for weeks and months together was sometimes terrible. They 
found no friendly home open to receive them, when night overtook 
them, but out there in the bitter cold in the "forests primeval." they 
had to dig a hole in the snow, gather ,some dry wood, make a fire, cook 
their supper of fat meat, then after prayers they rolled tkemselves up 
in blankets and fur robes, and there in that wintry open place, they 
slept, or tried to sleep, with the temperature sometimes fifty or sixty 
below zero. 

On these journeys Mr. Evans had as his companions Joseph Has
selton, and generally another godly Indian, by the name of Henry 
Budd. They visited many places, that up to their coming had never 
seen a missionary, or heard the story of God's great love in the gift 
of His Son. In all the services, Joseph Hasselton was of very great 
service to the missionary. Not only did he accurately and zealously 
translate the words of Mr. Evans, but also did he, because of the in
tense love he had for the unsaved, frequently hold services on his own 
account, and abiding good often resulted. Thus he traveled for years 
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with Mr. Evans, the peerless missionary, and some or the most suc
cessful missions of to-day are those that were begun by them long 
years ago. 

Very sudden and tragic was the end of the career of this most suc
cessful and godly interpreter. Mr. Evans, with Joseph Hasselton as 
his interpreter, had already establisht a successful mission away 
north in the regions of the Athabasca and McKenzie River country. 
For all his Indian converts he had translated portions of the Word of 
God, and printed them in very interesting syllabic characters, which 
he had himself invented for the purpose. 

Hearing that some priests who would refuse to allow the people to 
read the Word of God in their own language, were trying to get into 
his distant mission, Mr. Evans resolved, if possible, to anticipate their 
coming to the injury of his Indian converts, by taking another route 
than that selected by the priests, and, if possible, being there on the 
ground when they should arrive. So with Joseph Hasselton and an
other godly Indian, whose name was Oig, Mr. Evans started on his 
long perilous journey, which would occupy them for many weeks. 
They traveled in a light canoe, that could be easily carried around 
many portages in that wild rough country. 'rhey could not take 
much food, but they had their guns and ammunition, and so lived on 
what they could shoot as they rapidly journeyed on. Sometimes they 
shot a wild goose 01' duck. These were very good. At other times 
the best they could kill were the muskrats in the marshy places, these 
did not taste so well. Thus their bill of fare varied from bear's 
meat to beaver's tails. But they were well and strong, and so in good 
spirits they hurried along with high anticipation of being a great 
blessing to the young converts at the distant mission fields. 

Very early one morning while paddling along with the current in 
a great northern river, Joseph Hasselton, who was in the front of the 
canoe, said: "I see some ducks in the reeds near the shore. Hand me 
the gun." This was good news, as ducks were better than what they 
had been eating lately, and so it was resolved to try and shoot some of 
them. At the time Joseph askt for it, the gun was in the stern of 
the canoe, and the man sitting there as he pickt it up to pass it for
ward to Joseph, foolishly pulled back the trigger. Mr. Evans, who 
was sitting in the middle of the canoe while anxiously watching the 
ducks, reacht back his hand and received the gun from Oig to hand 
it on to Joseph. Not knowing that the gun was cocked, he brought 
it forward with the muzzle pointing to the front. In doing this, the 
trigger unfortunately struck against the cross-bar of the canoe, called 
a thaft, and went off. The heavy charge of shot entered into the 
head of the good man sitting in the front. He was just able to turn 
and look into the eyes of the agonized missionary, and then fell over 
dead. The two survivors were wild with grief. It was an awful acci-
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dent. The loneliness of their surroundings made it so much worse. 
Here they were a couple of hundreds of miles from the nearest settle
ment.' There were none to whom they could tell of their dreadful 
sorrow. None were within long days' journeying who could sympa
thize with them. It was indeed a terrible ordeal through which they 
had to pass. In such a boat as a frail birch canoe, it was an utter impos
sibility to think of taking the body back to the distant mission-field, 
and so there, when their first great paroxism of sorrow was over, they 
made a grave in the wilderness, and reverently they laid him away. 
No use now in going on, and so they returned to their homes. 

When the sad news circulated through the village, great, indeed, was 
the sorrow. It seemed as if every family had sustained a personal loss. 
The place was indeed a Bochim, for the weepers were everywhere. 
Not only was their mourning for the loss of the devoted interpreter 
who was so universally loved, but there was consternation in the 
hearts of all when it became known what the missionary had resolved 
to do. He seemed crusht and broken with his great sorrow, and bit
terly chided himself for what he called his great carelessnes and stu
pidity in handling that gun. 

After mourning over this sad event for some days, he resolved to 
go and give himself up to the avengers of blood in the tribe to which 
Joseph Hasselton belonged. As we have stated, they were yet a wild 
pagan tribe, and" life for life" was still their motto. They lived far 
away, and it was a difficult route to their land. In spite of all the 
pleadings and protestations, Mr. Evans resolved to go and put himself 
into their hands to do with him as they thought best. Arranging his 
affairs at the mission, and bidding farewell to his broken-hearted 
family, he started on his lonely journey, knowing not what would 
befall him. 

When after many hardships he reacht the distant village, he in
quired for the wigwam of the relations of Joseph Hasselton. Being 
directed he walked into it, and sitting down on the ground he told 
them that his heart was broken, and then he candidly gave them all the 
circumstances of the sad accident that had resulted in the loss of their 
relative. Strong, angry words were uttered, and weapons drawn, but 
Mr. Evans was utterly careless of what might happen. So deprest was 
he, that he felt he would not make the slightest effort to save his life, 
and so there he sat on the ground in that wigwam while the fierce 
controversy raged round him. The hot-headed brothers who once 
persecuted Joseph for becoming a Christian, now seemed, as the aven
gers of blood, very zealous to kill the man who had accidently shot 
him. The heated discussion was abruptly ended by the aged mother, 
who, while deeply moved by the news of the death of her son, had 
been watching the missionary and had observed the deep sorrow of his 
heart. Springing up from where she had been sitting on the ground, 
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she went over to the broken-hearted man, and putting her hands on his 
shoulders she said: "He shall not die. There was no evil in his 
heart, he loved my son. He shall live and shall be my son in the 
place of the one who is not among the living." 

This settled the matter, and so with all their Indian ceremonial, he 
was taken into the family in Joseph's place. An Indian name was 
given to Mr. Evans, and with them he tarried some days. Then kiss
ing him they sent him back to his family and his work. As long as 
he lived, he was as far as possible all that Joseph had been to them. 
Everyt:!ling that he could afford was sent to the aged parents, and 
thus they were kept comfortably by the tangible evidences of the 
love of their adopted son. 

Mr. Evans never fully recovered from the terrible shock he re
ceived at this tragic death. Still he toiled on and was in labors if 
possible more abundant. Nevertheless the great sorrow of his life 
was with him, and one night not very long after, while sitting in 
his chair talking to a friend, the messenger came, and "he was not, 
for God had taken him." And once again the devoted missionary and 
his faithful interpreter were united. 

THE TRANSFORMATION OF UGANDA.-II. 

BY REV. T. A. GURNEY, M. A., LL.B., LONDON, ENGLAND. 

Matters in Uganda came to a climax in May, 1886, when Mwanga 
himself attackt a Christian boy in his court with his spear, and sent 
him forth to execution, following this up with orders that all 
Christians should be killed. Many hid till the storm past by, but 
some openly avowed their faith. Munyaga Robato, the man who re
covered Hannington's Bible, was seized in his house, but told his 
murderers that he would offer no resistance, and was flung into the 
flames after terrible mutilation. Alexandro went boldly to the Court 
and confest himself a Christian. Nua, the blacksmith, pleaded with 
his gaolers to accept Christ, and begged the life of cattlestealers im
prisoned with him, because they were not ready to die. Kidza 
prayed for his master, the fierce executioner Mujasi. Some were 
thrust into the stocks. Thirty-two were burnt at one time. Even the 
executioners owned to Mwanga that the Christians did not die like 
other men. Yet boys and women, as well as men, came still for bap
tism, and were received into the ark of Christ's Church in the deep 
shadows of the night. 

Gradually the storm past away. But it left its permanant im
press behind. M wanga had fought Christianity with all his might 
by his torturers and he had failed. Henceforth ita oQmplete victory 
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over Uganda was a mere question of time. The Infant Church came 
forth from the ordeal stronger than ever, tho its strength was not 
yet to appear. The whole Christian world had been thrilled with the 
story of the martyrdoms, and not only England, but even remote mis
sion fields, such as Tinnevelly, sent their offerings of help. But a sea
son of apparent weakness was yet to follow. For a year Mackay was 
left alone, sometimes, brave man as he was, "shedding tears like a 
child." Meanwhile Mwanga went from bad to worse. Heathenism 
was not to die without one more supreme struggle directed both 
against Christians and Moslems for the mastery. The worship of 
Lubare, the heathen deity of the Lake, with its holocausts of human 
sacrifices, was to be restored. And with a view to this the power 
both of the Cross and the Crescent must be finally cl'Usht. The 
actual plot consisted in the announcement that Mwanga had deter
mined to destroy the worship of Lubare by attacking a certain island 
in the Lake which belonged to its priests, and a summons was issued 
for all the Christian and Moslem chiefs to embark with him in canoes 
for this purpose. It reminds one of Jehu's subtle attempt to destroy 
the prophets of Baal. Upon landing on the island the canoes were to 
be withdrawn, and the chiefs and their followers left to starve. But 
the plot was discovered; the chiefs already enraged by Mwanga's 
growing exactions refused to embark, and Mwanga was dethroned. 
A compact was formed between Christians and Moslems, and Kiwewa, 
his brother, was placed on the throne. Thus perisht the last serious 
attempt 01 heathenism to destroy Christianity in Uganda. 

The compact was not kept, and before long it became apparent 
that Kiwewa was really in the hands of the Arabs, and the Christians 
were driven by the Moslems into exile. Even before Mwanga's expul
sion Mackay had retired to the south of the Lake in the hope that 
this step would allay prejudice, and Gordon and Walker had taken up 
the work in Unganda. Another noble life, that of Bishop Parker, 
Hannington's successor, was laid down at U sambiro through fever. 
The mission premises in Mengo, the capital, were destroyed, and the 
missionaries huddled forth almost without clothing, and, with near 
peril of shipwreck, they joined Mackay. The Christians retired to a 
country west of Uganda. For a time it seemed as tho the mission 
were blotted out. Where idolatry had failed, the False Prophet seemed 
to have triumpht. For many months scarcely a word was heard of 
the mission which had once thrilled the world with its heroism. And 
when the message of its victory came, it burst upon the Church in the 
most startling way, and came from the lips of the very man who had 
by his challenge led to its foundation. 

The expedition of Stanley in search of Emin Pasha had reacht in 
the autumn of 1889 the shores of the Albert Edward Nyanza Lake, 
and Stanley was in some doubt as to their future course seaward. To 
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the north lay Uganda, with its half a million spears and 2,000 guns. 
Every preparation was, therefore, made for difficulties, and all were 
on tho alert. Just at this critical juncture, there suddenly appeared 
in camp a band of men in cotton dresses, spotlessly white, as well 
clothed as any of the tidiest natives of Zanzibar, intelligent, diplo
matic, and sober, who announced to Stanley that they were the 
Christians of Uganda, and that they had come to ask him to restore, 
with their help, Mwanga, who had become a Christian. Stanley him
self, has left on record the surprise and pleasure with which he heard, 
after listening to the details of the revolution, that the persecuted 
Christian Church had become in 12 years from its commencement a 
political power so strong as to be able to depose the most powerful 
King in Africa, and to hold together against all possible combinations. 
But this was not aU which he learned. He noticed that when they 
returned to their huts, they had little books which they drew out of 
the long folds of their dress, and lay on the ground reading. These 
were the Gospels and Prayer Books, which Mackay and Ashe had. 
printed for them. As he listened in camp to the stories of the martyr
dom from the lips of the converts, Zachariah and Samuel, it recalled 
to his mind the days of Caligulaand Nero, and the Christians of early 
Rome. Thus the world first learnt of the triumph of Christ in 
Uganda. 

It was not long before Mwanga was restored, mainly by the instru
mentality of the Roman Catholics, with whom he had been in exile. 
But battle after battle was fought, before Kalema, the brother of 
Kiwega, who had succeeded him, after murdering all his relations, 
was driven forth. In this struggle many perisht, who had been arch 
enemies of the faith before. Eventually, Mwanga succeeded, and the 
missionaries returned with him. But not Alexander Mackay. Just 
once the veil is lifted, as Stanley's expedition comes to Usambiro, and 
we see, with Mounteney J ephson at parting, "that lonely figure stand
ing on the brow of the hill, waving farewell to us." Soon after, stricken 
with fever at U sambiro, he is called away to his high reward, after 12 
years of nnbroken service in the cause of Christ, and of Africa, not 
living to see the success, so soon to crown his work. In the "West
minister Abbey of Central Africa, the quiet God's acre at U sambiro, 
his body lies side by side with that of Parker and others." 

A new danger arose to confront the mission just when all these 
difficulties seemed ovel'past. This was the disturbing effect of the 
coming, and of the threatened withdrawal of European influence. 
Krapf had written long years before as the result of his experience, 
"Expect nothing, or very little, from political changes in Africa." 
The mission was about to prove the literal truth of these words. 
Whilst these events were happening in Uganda in 1888 and in 1889, 
intense excitement was prevailing in Europe over the partition of 
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Africa. The Imperial British East African Company had been founded· 
in 1888, and already Germany was trying her best to steal a march 
npon England in the possession ~f the Nyanza highlands. Dr. Peters 
at the head of a German expedition, had actually marcht into Uganda, 
and concluded a treaty with Mwanga, tho Uganda was regarded as in 
the British sphere. The Anglo-German agreement prevented a 
serious breach by the partition of the two spheres. During these dis
putes Captain Lugard marcht with a small force into the country, as 
the representative of the British company, in December, 1890. About 
the same time the first bishop, who had actually reacht Uganda, 
arrived. In spite of the troubled times which were just over, Bishop 
Tucker saw wonderful tokens of God's blessing upon the work. On 
his first Sunday in Mengo, he preacht in a church built by the natives 
themselves of huge logs of timber, covered with grass, holding 4,000 
people, to a crowded congregation. But the Company who were now 
the one safeguard for the peace and progress of the country, were in 
difficulties, and were doubtful as to holding on, and the British ·Gov
ernment declined to take any responsibility. On Captain Lugard's 
return from a six. months' tou; over the neighboring provinces at 
Christmastide, he found the astounding news from home, that the 
Company contemplated an immediate withdrawal from Uganda. He 
traces in his notes, made at the time, the immediate consequences of 
such a step, stating among them the complete annihilation of the 
Protestant mission, and the swooping down of the Mohammedans 
afterward upon the Roman Catholics. "It is folly," he writes, "to talk 
about a temporary retirement, and resuming the good work I have done 
here. Well, if it is indeed to be done, there is a cruel wrong to be 
done! Hundreds, nay thousands, of lives may be sacrificed, and the 
blood must lie at someone's door. I have my orders. Not mine to 
reason whyj not mine to make reply; some one has blundered." 
Captain Williams, who was with him, was equally amazed, and decided, 
rather than give up, to spend his private fortune, " every penny he had 
in the world, sooner than consent to break faith by leaving the 
country after our pledges of protection." A few days after, in January, 
1892, a second letter followed, announcing that money had been 
'Privately subscribed, to continue the Company in Uganda for another 
year. The history of the Company's rule, by Macdermott, makes no 
mention of the way in which that money was forthcoming, in answer 
to special prayer. At the annual Gleaners' meeting, in Exeter Hall, 
on November 1st, 1891, it was announced that, if £40,000 ($200,000), 
the cost of maintaining the Company representatives in Uganda for a 
year, could be raised, the order for withdrawal would be repealed. 
Members of the Company and friends would raise £20,000, if Church 
missionary supporters could raise £20,000 more. After solemn words 
from Bishop Tucker, who was in England at the time, and prayer, 
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people were invited to send up promises. A promise of £500 was 
soon followed by £5,000, and these by a variety of other gifts. One 
wrote, "My four freehold plots of ground shall be given for Christ;" 
another promist a gold watch; another a bag of rupees, then a 
second £500, and other sums which made up the total to £8,000, 
which was swollen to double that amount in the next few days. 
From that moment Uganda was saved. Not, however, till after 
Lugard's return, and Sir Gerald Portal's mission, did the British 
Government proclaim, in April, 1894, a protectorate over Uganda. 
From that time Mwanga, has ceast to be monarch except in name. 

In order to realize adequately that progress, we must carry our 
minds back to that first scene in the days of Krapf, and view it in all 
its aspects. Africa unknown, untraversed, uncared for then. Africa 
to-day the central point in the policy of European nations. Uganda 
not even heard of, and, when first seen, reeking in bloodshed, ruled by 
Arab slavers, oppresst with perpetual warfare. Uganda now, under 
England's protectorate, slavery abolisht by the request of a great 
majority of the chiefs, the Pax Britannica establisht, the roadway 
for SOO miles from the coast to the Lake completed, the railway which 
is to unite it with Mombasa and the outer world actually begun. 
Then as we pass on, the first glimpse to English Christians of mis!'Jion 
possibilities in Stanley'S challenge, the little band of eight, two only 
of whom really reacht their destination, the heroic endurance of 
Mackay, a living martyrdom, and of Hannington in the martyrdom of 
death, the loss of missionary after missionary, the great persecution 
with its witness to the power of Christ. To·day, the mission which 
has past through those very reverses to its golden harvest time, the 
king himself a reader, the great chiefs its warm supporters and actual 
evangelists, the faith which could not then find room in Uganda to 
live, now spread abroad as a missionary faith iuto all the surrounding 
provinces, and the great church in the capital the mother of many 
churches. No Christian writings for Uganda when Mackay arrived. 
Now the Gospel not only in Swahili, but the whole Bible in the tongue 
of Uganda after many previous versions. Immoralities publicly allowed 
in the court itself and the great national assemblies scenes of cruelty 
and vice then. Law, order, dignity, and decorum conspicuous to-day. 
Women past from hand to hand then like chattels in payment of 
debts and fines; womanhood so respected now that even English 
ladies can live and work in the country safely amongst their Waganda 
sisters. The sometime murderer of Hannington now the sorrow 
stricken king, joining with his nation in the great thronged church of 
the capital to do honor to his bones on their arrival. Then a little 
later the church in exile, the mission a failure, the missionaries 
themselves withdrawn. The church to-day organized in church 
councils, possessing its ordained ministry, thrusting forth its own 
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missions into surrounding heathenism. We begin to wonder whether, 
like Rip Van Winkle, we have been in some magic sleep. Or com
pare it even with the pictnre five years ago I Europeans wrangling 
over Uganda, the Oompany about to leave, the nation itself torn with 
the bitterest civil strife, the whole work so carefully planned for 
years in danger of being wreckt by a foolish mistake. To-day order, 
security, peace, unity under accomplisht British rule. And those 
who have helpt towards this grand consummation, most of them 
utterly unconscious at the time, towards what result their efforts were 
carrying them. It is wonderful, passing wonderful, for it is t1te very 
finger of God Himself. 

But the figures just to hand from Bishop Tucker, are perhaps the 
most wonderful of all. They tell in carefully prepared tables of 
57,300 readers, scattered over 16 provinces; of 321 churches, with a 
church accommodation of 19,751; of a church attendance of 25,300 
on Sundays, and of 6,300 on week days; of 192 teachers sent forth 
with commendatory letters, and recognized as qualified Ohurch Ooun
cil Teachers, sndof 533 teachers recognized and approved either by 
their own local church council, or by the central council. There are 
22,972" Mateka" readers, who are being prepared in the elementary 
teaching of the creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Oommand
ments, and 20,586 "Gospel Readers," being actually prepared for 
Ohristian baptism, 35,743 New Testaments and Gospel portions have 
been purchased. The number of baptized Ohristians already reaches 
6,905, and 2,591 Oatechumens are being prepared, whilst 2,500 of these 
join in the Lord's Supper. What would Krapf, what would even 
Alexander Mackay say to these figures? The" Great African Fort
ress " has been taken, at the cost, as Krapf foretold, of many lives. 
The chain of light will soon girdle the zone of Africa from her east
ern to her western shore. 

PERSIAN MOHAMMEDANS AND MOHAMMEDANISM.-II. 

BY ROBERT E. SPEER. 

What the morals of the ancient Persians were, we do not know. 
As Sir John Malcolm justly observed, "The historians of that nation 
never write of common men; and it is, perhaps, unfair to judge of 
the mass by what we find recorded of their kings and heroes. If we 
should, the sentence would not be favorable. • • . If their example 
was generally followed, the morals of the Persians can not have been 
much better than their government and laws." (Malcolm's" History 
of Persia/' London ed., 1829, vol. I, p. 554.) The traditional view is. 
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that ct the Persian was keen-witted and ingenious, generous, warm· 
hearted, hospitable, and courageous. He was bold and dashing in 
war; sparkling, vivacious, and quick to repartee in social life. . • • 
He was self-indulgent and luxurious, but chary of debt. The early 
Persians were remarkable for truthfulness, lying being abhorred as 
the special characteristic of the evil spirit." (Barnes'" General His
tory," p. 97.) At the time of the Moslem conquest, the Persians were 
scarcely" courageous, bold, and dashing in war," tho self-indulgence 
and luxury were conspicuous. Al Kindi quotes as referring to the 
delicacies of the Persians, the words of Khaled, the Arabian general, 
after the battle of Walaja in 633, "By the Lord! even if there were 
no Faith to fight for, it were worth our while to fight for these." 
(Muir's" Caliphate," London, ed., 1892, pp. 52 f.) The common people 
were then, as now, probably weary bigots and subjects, drearily con
tent with that which they must of necessity endure. In any event, 
what single objectionable trait of the old Persians has Mohammedan
ism eradicated? It is sometimes claimed for Islam that it abolisht 
intemperance and the use of wine. This is indeed the doctrine of the 
Koran. "They will ask thee concerning wiue and lots: Answer, in 
both there is great sin and also some things of use unto men; but 
their sinfulness is greater than their use." (Sura ii, 216.) " 0 
true believers, surely wine, and lots, and images, and diving arrows 
are an abomination of the work of Satan; therefore avoid them that 
ye may prosper." (Sura v. 92.) And yet some Moslems do not under
stand that the Koran forbids wine. They read sura, xvi, 69, "and 
among fruits ye have the palm and the vine, from which ye get wine 
and healthful nutriment," and understand with our" moderate drink
ers," that only excess is forbidden. Islam, however, has undoubtedly 
discouraged the use of wine. It is doubtful, however, whether it can 
long continue to do so. Drunkenness has become a not uncommon 
vice, with its accompanying physical results on wives and sisters. 
There are wine shops here in Ramadan, patronized openly by Moslems. 
Drunkards stumble along the streets. The official class largely uses 
wine. At a dinner given recently in Teheran by a prominent Persian, 
a toast in honor of some member of the royal family was drunk by 
every Persian in wine. Our Moslem driver, as we left Teheran, had 
two whisky bottles from which he took unconcealed and frequent 
drinks. " Civilization," it must be admitted, has set the fashion for 
the" higher classes," while members of the Gregorian Church are the 
wine-sellers here. Let us accept our shame. Let Islam confess its 
failures. h has been unable to wait for the heaven which Mohammed 
described, " A picture of the Paradise which is promist to the God
fearing! Therein are rivers of water which corrupt not; and rivers 
of milk whose taste changeth not; and rivers of wine delicious to 
thos6 who quafi it." (Sura xlvii, 16.) 
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One virtue which the ancient Persians are reputed to have possest 
the modern Persians notably lack. They are notorious liars. False
hood· has sunk deep into the national character as one of its most 
prominent features. In high life and low, in relations with officials 
and in common intercourse on the highway, the Persian seems as 
ready to lie as to tell the truth, some say more ready. "The word of 
an Englishman," "the word of a Christian," are expressions used 
among Moslems as guarantees of reliability not to be found in "the 
word of a Mussulman." Whether the Persians of to-day are greater 
liars than the Persians of the seventh century can not be said, but 
Shiah Mohammedanism has not discouraged the vice or given the 
people that robust love of truth which is a fruit of Christianity. The 
deceit and hypocrisy of the mollahs are sufficient nowadays to school 
the whole people into a contempt for absolute truthfulness, from 
which it will take generations to rescue them, when Islam withdraws 
before the Cross. 

Islam is not contending at all against the spread of the opium 
habit. While not responsible for it-the native doctors probably have 
to bear that responsibility-it wages no such war on it as the Christian 
Church wages on intemperance and opium. The' habit has spread 
like wild-fire, and medical missionaries, who see the inside of Persian 
life, declare that the habit is as common as it is in Ohina. This curse 
and the lust authorized by the Koran, are visibly eating out the life 
of Persia. Her manhood is rotting away. The mollahs raise no voice 
of protest. 

In the absence of home-life and in the midst of a general weaken
ing of morals, the place of the child in Persia may be imagined. 
There are families where there is mutual love, no doubt, and where 
,the child is loved, and, after a fashion, trained, but these are rare. 
The child, as a rule, grows up as it can, and then is tost into life 
equipt only to hasten the decadence, not the progress of the nation. 
The frequency of divorce, the animal conception of marriage depreci
ates the value of the tie between parent and child. One of the mis
sion schools for girls is made up largely of children of whom their 

. parents wish to be rid, or whose mothers, having married again, are 
charged by their new husbands to dispose of the encumbrances of 
the previous marriage. In Saree, at the cltappar kltanelt, or post 
house, we saw a poor blind boy, shivering in the winter wind, in a mere 
rag of a shirt as his only garment, kicked about like a dog, and turned 
out into the village streets to beg, because as the fruit of a previous 
marriage he had no real place in the windowless den, into which his 
mother had married as a refuge from her last divorce. There will be 
mother-love wherever there are mothers, but Shiah Mohammedanism 
does nothing to save it from extinction. 

With a moral result so unsatisfactory, it is scarcely worth while 
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to ask what the technical religious fruits of Shiah Mohammedanism 
have been. It would be unjust not to observe, however, what sort of 
a priesthood it has developt. The mollahs are Mohammedanism in 
Persia. They are both its fruit and its root. In his seventeen years' 
wide experience in Persia, Dr. Holmes, of Hamadan, thinks he has met 
one mollah who was sincere, tho a very ignorant man. There are 
doubtless not a few others, but the ecclesiastical class of Shiahism can 
not be surpast for fanaticism, bigotry, hypocrisy, and ignorance of 
the world and history by the priests of any other non-savage faith. 
Curzon maintains that Conolly was well within the mark when he 
wrote of the mollahs of one of Shiahism's most holy shrines, "the 
greater number of these are rogues, who only take thought how to 
make the most of the pilgrims that visit the shrine. From the high 
priest to the seller of bread, all have the same end; and, not content 
with the stranger's money, those in office about the saint appropriate 
to themselves the very dues for keeping his temple in order." (Cur
zon's "Persia," vol. I, p. 163.) 

Islam, as a religion, apart from its ethics, has proved in Persia to 
be what it has elsewhere shown itself, a religion of doctrine and form, 
and not of life. It does not provide for fellowship with God. He 
spoke by Mohammed, and does still. The Koran is the last sound of His 
voice human ears have heard. Of a living God speaking to the soul 
and dwelling there as the light of our light and the life of our life, it 
does not dream. He, the Eternal One, sits on His throne and watches 
His mighty, fatalistic machinery roll out the unchangeably predestined 
result. He speaks not. According to the real life of Islam, neither 
does He hear. The deaf and dumb God drives the engines of fate. 
" Inshallah," "Kismet," "What am I." The Koran that has branded 
woman as an animal, has resulted in doing the same with man. The 
inadequacy of Islam's conception of fellowship and of God is shown 
with sufficient clearness in the Koran's prescriptions regarding prayer. 
"Observe prayer at sunset, till the first darkening of the night, and 
the daybreak reading; truly the daybreak reading hath its witnesses: 
and watch unto it in a portion of the night: this shall be an excess in 
the service" (i. e., a work of supererogation). (Sura xvii., 81, 82.) 
"Observe prayer at each morning, at the close of the day, and at the 
approach of night-verily good deeds drive away evil deeds." (Sura 
xi., 116.) "Recite the portions of the Book which have been revealed 
to thee and discharge the duty of prayer: verily prayer restraineth 
from the filthy and blameworthy." (Sura xxix., 44.) "Think 
within thine own self on God, with lowliness and with fear, and with
out loud-spoken words, at even and at morn." (Sura lxxxvii., 204.) 
"Turn then (in prayer) thy face towards the Sacred Mosque (of 
Mecca), and wherever ye be, turn your faces in that direction." "Seek 
help through patience and prayer: verily God is with the patient." 
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(Sura ii., 138, 148.) "0 ye true believers, come not to prayer when 
drunken, but wait till you can understand what ye utter." (Sura iv., 
46.) "When ye have ended the prayer (during war or battle), make 
mention of God, standing, and sitting, and reclining on your sides; 
and as soon as you are secure. observe prayer: verily, to the faithful, 
prayer is a prescribed duty, and for stated hours." (Sura iv., 104.) 
" 0 believers! when ye address yourselves to prayer, then wash your 
faces, and your hands up to the elbow, and wipe your heads and your 
feet to the ankles." (Sura cxiv., 8.) Perhaps half of the Mussulmans 
of Persia respond to the Muezzin's call, but to these and the other 
half who are unable to pray or be desirous, religion is a matter not of 
life, fellowship, and progress in God, but of assent to a dead man's mes
sage, delivered twelve centuries ago, of compliance with a few ritual
ized forms, and of a kind of cheerful and dependent assent to the 
drearily irresistible decrees of the Divine Fate, "the Compassionate, 
the Merciful." 

The picture must not be left wholly unrelieved, however. Islam 
taught, and would teach now, if men could hear, a mighty truth. As 
Carlyle says: "Islam means that we must submit to God, that our 
whole strength lies in resigned submission to Him, whatsoever He do . 
to us. . . . It has ever been held the highest wisdom for a man 
not only to submit to necessity-necessity will make him submit-but 
to know and believe well that the stern thing which necessity had 
ordered, was the wisest, the best, the thing wanted there; to cease 
his frantic pretension of scooping this great God's world in his 
small fraction of a brain; to know that it had verily, tho deep 
beyond his soundings, a just law, that the soul of it was good; that 
his part in it was to conform to the law of the whole, and in devout 
silence follow that; not questionipg it, obeying it as unquestion
able." (Oarlyle's" Heroes and Hero Worship," chap. ii.) This is 
part of the truth about our relation to God, but it is truth, truth, 
however, which the Shiah mollahs, not knowing God, can not teach, 
and the Shiah Mussulman, the vast majority of whom are unable to 
read, can not learn from the Koran himself. Persian Moslems 

. have learned just enough of the truth to make them prompt to lay 
the responsibility of their own shortcomings and transgressions on 
God. "It was fate," they say. The name of God is constantly on 
their lips. " Allah " is one of the most frequently spoken words in 
Persia, the" Allah" of the great machine. This conception of God, 
limited by their range, has bred a sort of contentment under the hard 
and oppressive conditions of their life. "It is God's will. It could 
not be otherwise." And so they endure what we, who believe that 
nothing is God's will that is not right and true, would reform or over
throw. This contentment, which a light disposition colors with 
humor and even cheerfulness, covers up much of what is darkest in 
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the people's life, and deceives the hurried glance. Under it, however, 
is the cancer of a. dead religion and a rotten national life. I have been 
writing, of course, of the Persians, and not of the Turks in Persia, 
who ar~ a virile people, tho much of what I have written would 
apply to them, nor of the Gregorians and Nestorians, who have had a. 
large measure of the truth. 

The Koran, also, can not be condemned in a breath. There is 
very much in it that is objectionable, horrible, but it can be, also, a 
really helpful book to the Christian. Much of Thomas a. Kempis is 
anticipated here, and amid its constant call to war is heard the quiet 
call to the soul to rest itself in God; but the Shiah Mussulman does 
not know the Koran. He can not read it, and his mollahs do not lead 
him by its call into that life of quietness and confidence, wherein is 
strength. They stop, as he must, with a fatalistic, contented endur
ance of what is, as the divine will, to be accepted, never to have its 
divine credentials scrutinized. 

It is fortunate for both church and state that this is the Persian 
attitude of mind. Otherwise the lifetime of their corruptions and 
abuses would be short, but of the decadence of the state there is no 
place to treat. In its system of village government and administra
tion, a vital question in these Oriental lands, which are made up not 
of cities or of farm-houses, but of villages, in its civil service, in its 
conduct of general internal affairs, in its moral atmosphere, the 
Kingdom of Persia is moving with rapid steps the way of the sui
cide. I do not think I have talked fifteen minutes with any Persian 
who has not himself introduced this subject, and hoped for the ab
sorption of his country by Russia or England, or its division between 
them. Of all the past glory of the nation almost nothing is left
barring a few piles of stone ruins-save two great wrecks, a wreckt 
government and a wreckt people. 

Shiah Mohammedanism is not responsible for all this. Other 
agencies have been at work. The process of decay had set in before 
on the plain of Nehavend, just over the lofty peaks of Elweand, under 
whose snow-covered glory I write. Nowan overthrew Firuzon, and 
subjected Persia to the dominance of Islam. But a religion is to be 
judged not only by its ability to foster life, where life exists, but also 
by its ability to arrest decay. A faith must lift the fallen. It must 
also prevent the upright from falling. And this Islam has not done. 
Its Arabian followers dominated Persia. They also doomed it, for, 
instead of being able to arrest decay in a civilized or semi-civilized 
people, Islam itself contains the seeds of decay. Rodwell states the 
case mildly, as each passing year shows, when he says, "There are ele
ments in it on which mighty nations, and conquering-though not, 
perhaps, durable-empires can be built up: for it must be admitted 
that no Moslem state appears to have had in it the progressive life 
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which Christianity, in addition to its diviner gifts, has imparted to 
the western nations. "(Rodwell's 'Koran," preface, p. xxiii.) Why 
it should be so, Hobart unhesitatingly points out. "An evil code of 
ethics, enjoined by the national faith, and accepted, by its appeal to a 
divine origin, as the final and irrevocable standard of morality, pres
ents an insuperable barrier to the regeneration and progress of a 
nation." (Hobart" Islam and Its Founder," p. 229.) All intelligent 
Persians acknowledge the downward movement. 

The late Shah veneered the land with a few civilized garnishments, 
the telegraph, the post, a few roads, but most of the importations with . 
which he sought to adorn the inevitable decadence of his country, 
have themselves shared in the general movement. A Persian general 
in Irak-Ajemi exprest it, when he said that things had been bad, that 
they were very bad now, and that they would grow worse and worse. 
It has been so ever. It will ever be so. Islam has lifted savages. It 
has slain, like a savage, all civilization. 

In the great work which will open upon the coming wreck of the 
Persian and Ottoman empires, the Nestorians, and Armenians, and 
Jews, among whom the missionary work now finds its field are to play 
an important part. However far the Oriental Christian Churches 
may have wandered from the truth, their superior honesty, and truth
fulness, and better morals have commanded in Persia, at least, some 
measure of respect from the Moslems. Undoubtedly they do treat these 
" Christians" with contempt, and look down often on their ancient 
churches "with compassion and disdain," and Sir William Muir's 
opinion is as discerning and judicious as usual, when he declares, 
"In establishing an Eastern Propaganda, for which the path is now 
being thrown so marvelously open, it would be a fatal mistake to attempt 
the work hand in hand with the unreformed churches. 'rhe contempt of 
centuries would attach to it. The attempt, so far as it concerns its influ
ence on the Moslem world, is doomed to failure." (Muir's" Sweet 
First Fruits," London ed., preface, xvii.) Only the clean, strong spirit 
of evangelical Christianity can do the work that is to be done, but this 
spirit ever increasing numbers of the members of the old churches are 
receiviNg from the missionaries from the West, and as they receive it, 
they are becoming the best and at present the only tolerated evangel
ists to the Moslems. Yet, in our just judgment upon the Oriental 
churches for their great sloth, for their treason to the pure faith, for 
their responsibility in part for the rise and spread of Islam, we need 
charitably to remember the pressure to which these churches have 
been subjected, and against which they have boldly maintained for 
twelve centuries the name of Christian. For these centuries the so
called Code of Omar has defined the attitude of the dominant faith 
toward the members of Christian communities: "The dress of both 
eexes and their slaves must be distinguished by stripes of yellow; for-
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bidden to appear on horseback, if they rode on mule or ass, the 
stirrups and knobs of tho saddle must be of wood; their graves level 
with the ground, and the mark of the devil on the lintel of their 
doors; the children prohibited from being taught by Moslems;mas
ters, and the race, however able or woll qualified, proscribed from 
aspiring to any office of emolument or trust; besides the existing 
churches, spared at the conquest, no new buildings to be erected for 
the purposes flf worship; free entry into all the holy places allowed 
at pleasure to any Moslem; no cross to romain outside, nor any 
church-bell rung." (Muir's "Caliphate," p. 147.) These disabilities 
were a gradual growth, and their asperity has been somewhat softened, 
as some of them destroyed themselves, but the bitter, tyrannical, ex
clusive spirit of them has ever been the spirit of Islam toward the 
Oriental Christians. Weak and corrupt these churches are, as needy 
almost of the pure Gospel as the surrounding Mussulmans, but that 
they have maintained their existence under Sunnite and Shiah, 
and almost every form of oppression, demanda our admiration and 
respect. 

How far distant is the day when the free evangelization of the 
Shiah Mohammedans may begin, no one can tell. There are many 
'who believe that a British and Russian protectorate or a British and 
Russian division of the country can not be far distant. The finances 
and the internal a<\ministration of the country alike, are in a condi
tion ominously foreboding some necessary change. Meanwhile there 
was under Nasr-ed-din, and there is under Muzafer-ed-din a degree 
of religious toleration, which would be wholly surprising and illogi
cal, if it were not, as has been shown, that the Persian state is not the 
Moslem church. The late Shah maintained, from the beginning of 
his reign, a struggle with the mollahs, in which his aim was to 
strengthen the state at the expense of the ecclesiastics. This struggle, 
together with his visits to Europe, and his natural disposition, in
clined him toward a measure of toleration denied to the missionaries 
in Turkey. What Freeman says is true, that" no Mohammedan ruler 
has really put his subjects of other religions on the samc footing as 
his Mohammedan subjects. He must treat them as the inferiors of 
his Mohammedan subjects, as men whose religion is tolerated, and no 
more." (Freeman's "The Turks in Europe," p. 25.) The Shah has 
made no pretensions to granting religious liberty and equality, but he 
has tolerated and even commended the missionary work, and has not 
barred the way of Moslems desiring to hear the Gospel. The princi
ples and prejudices of the Shiah, moreover, make him less kindly dis
posed to unbelievers, Christians and Jews, than the Sunnite, but tho 
often threatened and made to fear, the missionaries have dwelt in 
peace, and number among their friends both mollahs and sayids of a 
religion, whose Bible enjoins, "Fight thou against them (Jews and 
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Ohristians) until they pay tribute by right of subjection and 
they be reduced low." (Surah ix. 30.) And so in a place made by 
God's hands they wait, and back of them the church waits, until 
"the day dawn and the shadows flee away," and Shiah Mohammedan
ism may be brought face to face with the conquering Ohrist. 

A GLIMPSE OF IOELAND. 

BY lIISS ll. E. AD.illS. 

Iceland is not a very attractive name to those who love a warmer 
clime and has doubtle!s been thought of by many merely as a land of 
snow and ice. Yet there are few by-ways of travel which offer more 
novel attractions than this northern isle. The country is unique and 
picturesque, the atmosphere is wondrously clear, the inhabitants are 
hospitable and interesting, and are said to have a higher average 
culture than any other European nation. Beside this there is always 
a certain charm about places removed from the beaten track of travel 
and which thus have escaped contamination from the hosts of tourists 
which infest most of European summer resorts. 

Iceland has an area of some 40,000 square miles, about four
fifths the size of the State of New York, or one-half that of Great 
Britain. Not much more than two-fifths of the island is really habit
able, for" the interior is mainly a barren plateau, studded with ice
clad mountains and volcanoes." Much of the surface is covered with 
masses of twisted lava, one lava-bed being over 1,000 sqnare miles in 
extent. Iceland has no roads to speak of, and boasts of but two bridges; 
traveling is, therefore, in many places very difficult, the grandeur of the 
scenery, however, well repays a traveler, for the country offers a more 
varied landscape than any other of its size. The geysers, snow-capped 
volcanoes, waterfalls, and fjords, for which the country is noted, offer 
especial attractions at certain seasons of the year. 

The population numbers some 70,000 people, for the most part the 
descendants of Norse colonists. In 874, Ingolf, "the father of the 
Icelandic community," first landed on the island at the part which now 
bears his name, Ingolfsholdi. Sixty years later 50,000 Norsemen 
made their home in Iceland. The first Althing or Parliament met at 
Thingvellir, in 928, where it continued to meet in the open air for 
over 900 years. Here new laws were proclaimed and here paganism was 
given up for Christianity in the year 1000; here in 1874, at the millenial 
celebration of the first settlement, Christian IX, the present king of 
Denmark, and the people proclaimed the charter by whieh they are now 
governed. 

The Icelanders mainly inhabit the coastlands, and gain their living 
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by breeding sheep and ponies, and by fishing. Their ponies are invalu
able for traveling, and one soon learns to trust these faithful little 
beasts implicitly. whether riding over mountains or hillocks, through 
bogs or through rivers, on lava-beds or across a desert. They never 
loso their footing and seem never to become fatigued. Wool and eider
down, feathers, ponies, sheep, fish and oil are exported to some extent. 

The summer months are, of course, the busy season. Then there are 
brilliant nights of sunshine, the sunset tints only disappearing as the 
morning glow announces another day. Then work is performed early 
and late; milking tho cows and mangling clothes at midnight is no 
unusual thing. If the hay crop is scanty, and more grass is needed 
for winter use, men, women and children go with their ponies many 
miles to the bogs, where the coarso grass is cut and carried home. 
This kind of haying necessitates standing in spongy ground or water 
nearly knee-deep day after day. Even the fishermen go up in the 
country to hire out for the harvesting, and are paid by the week with 
butter, skins, wool, etc. 

The dwellings, e:tcept those in the towns, are made of lava 
and turf. The long passage from which the rooms are entered, 
is generally dark and dismal. The family, as a rule, sleep in a loft, 
around the sides of which the beds are placed. The kitchens are only 
lighted by a small door. a hole in the center of the turf roof letting out 
the peat-smoke. Stones built in a square in the center of the earthen 
floor form the fire-place, where. the simple cooking is done. One 
guest room, usually built of wood brought from foreign shores, light 
and cheerful, is a modern adjunct to many farms and, for a small 
compensation, travelers are welcome to use this for eating and sleeping. 
The honest, virtuous, and hospitable people will do all in their power 
to make travelers comfortable. In almost every farmhouse some 
books are found, sometimes in several languages. 

The first Bible was printed in Iceland in 1584, and quaint old illus
trated books of Psalms or the Testaments are often discovered in 
unexpected places." One may come across Ben Hur, ill English, with 
perhaps fifteen or twenty other books in Danish, French, and Ice
landic, in a little out-of-the-way farmhouse. 

The people have always maintained a high standard of education, 
and during the eleventh century many Icelanders went to the universi
ties of Europe to study. On their return they establisht schools, 
which were well attended and to-day, Reykjavik, the capital, boasts 
of a fine librafY of 30,000 volumes, and has a noted Latin School for 
boys, which has another library of about 7,000 volumes. Sanskrit, 
Hebrew, and Greek are also taught there, as well as modern languages. 
There is a theological and a medical school, but law students still have 
to go to Copenhagen to study. The women do not fare as well, and 
Iceland's greatest need is a good high-school for its women. Efforts 
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are being made to raise money to establish a girls' school at Reykjavik, 
where tnition will be free. Very few beside the daughters of officials, 
who can afford to go to Copenhagen, study anything more than the sim
plest elementary branches, and yet it would be difficult to find a coun. 
try where the people are more eager to learn, or where education is 
more highly esteemed. The women are industrious and intelligent, 
but rather stolid-looking. Many of the young girls have beautiful 
complexions and bright faces, and it is asserted that such a thing as 
immorality is unknown among them. The Icelanders can teach us 
all lessons in contentment and love of home. 

The people are religious, and by their manner of living and their 
Christian love for their neighbors, they show the sincerity of their 
religions faith. Owing to the difficulty in attending the churches a 
greater part of the year, the congregations are often small. Every 
member of a congregation has to come for miles on horseback 
through a country without roads, sometimes being obliged to return 
home because unable to ford swollen rivers. Only those who have 
been in Iceland can nnderstand what such a ride to chnrch means; 
and only the sturdy Icelandic ponies and the hardy people could make 
it possible. Another cause for the small congregations is, that part of 
the summer everything is sacrificed to the short hay and harvesting 
season. If seven persons assemble together, divine service is held. 
Owing to the distances traveled early service is nnknown, the nsual 
hour being twelve o'clock. After service the clergyman furnishes 
refreshments for all of his congregation, the expense coming entirely 
from his own private purse. As their salary is very meager, a man 
feeling rich on two hundred dollars a year, this expenditure means 
true self-sacrifice, even when a pastor is called upon only to feed a few 
of his congregation each week. Besides his salary, the pastor has a 
farm and a certain amount of stock given him, whereby he can con
tribnte to his own support. There is one Bishop on the island, and 
between one and two hundred priests. The Roman Catholic religion 
was entirely abolisht at the time of the Reformation, but the means of 
communication with other Protestallt countries being difficult, changes 
were made very slowly, so that even now, tho all belong to the Luther
an Chureh, Roman Catholic vestments are still used as in the days of 
papal power. The sacrament is administereu but twice a year, in 
spring and autumn. It is a very solemn service, for which much 
preparation is made.· Children are always confirmed on Whit-Sunday 
or Trinity, and on the following Sunday communion is observed. The 
children are usually confirmed between the ages of fourteen and six
teen, after haviug been examined by their pastors in the autumn, 
when all the children of the parish are visited yearly. The law for
bids the confirmation of children until they can read the church ser
vice and the authorized books of sermons. These sermons are always 
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read at home at twelve o'clock on any Sunday when the family can 
not attend church. Oandidates for confirmation must also memorize 
the catechism and the contents of a small book called "The Essence 
of the Bible." During Lent children go once a week to the clergyman 
to prepare for confirmation, and on the day on which the sacrament 
is administered the girls wear, for the first time, the full Icelandic 
costume. On Oommunion Sunday all the women appear in this old 
costume of the days of the Vikings. 

In this country there is no immorality, little intemperance, no 
unbelief, no slums, no criminals, no beggars, no alms-houses, and no 
suffering, starving poor. While none are rich, few are so poor as not 
to be glad to help a needy neighbor. There is a poor-tax, which is 
used to support orphans or old people who have been left without 
means of support, and who are boarded out on some farm. There is 
now an exception to this thrifty state of affairs. The earthquakes 
have recently devastated many homes, ruined many farms, and the 
homeless, suffering people need more help than the Icelanders are 
ahle to give them. The appeals in the public press have met with no 
practical results, neither food, clothing, or money having been donated. 

THE SOANDINA VIAN MISSION AMONG THE SANTHALS. 

BY REV. J. V AHL, USLEV, DENMARK. 

At the large missionary conference at Allahabad, in 1872, Mr. 
Skressrud gave an account of the Indian home mission to the Santhals, 
which was listened to with deep interest. This mission has gained 
many friends in Scandinavia, where committees have been started to 
support it. It was begun 1867 by Mr. Boerresen (a Dane), and Mr. 
Skrefsrud (a Norwegian), who were sent out in 1863 and 1864, by the 
Gossner Missionary Society, but soon left its service. In company 
with an English Baptist missionary, (who soon left them), they began 
a mission among the San thaIs, not supported by any missionary com
mittee, but only deriving a little support from the Baptist Missionary 
Society. For the most part they leaned on the Lord, and next to Him 
on what Mr. Boerresen could beg from friends in India. Thus they 
were virtually wholly independent of any society. As the Baptist So
ciety withdrew its support, and as the Word was extending more and 
more, this source of income was found to be insufficient, and when 
Mr. Boerresen visited Scandinavia (1876-77 and afterwards), com
mittees were formed in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, as well as in 
England and Scotland, and in 1895 among the Norwegians in the 
United States. These committees support the work, but h~vE) DQ 
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official connection with another, and have nothing to do with the 
management of the mission, that resting only in the hands of Mr. 
Boerresen and Skrefsrud. 

The mission works in the south-eastern part of Santhalistan, (north
west of Oalcutta), that part being given over to them, while other 
societies work in other parts; the Indian home mission being the 
most;flourishing of them all. 

It was from the beginning the intention of the originators of the 
mission, to lean as nmch as possible on the natives. But the San thaIs, 
having been cruelly treated by the rapacious Hindus, and having 
been misgoverned by the Euglishmen, met their advances with 
great suspicion, until by and by they saw that the missionaries were 
their best friend; now for many years Mr. Boerresen has only been 
called Father, and Mrs. Boerresen Mother. It not being the aim of the 
missionaries to civilize the natives by denationalizing them, they tried 
to get a deep knowledge of their religion, their language, their customs, 
and to graft the new civilization into the national customs and ideas. 
Therefore, they tried to show the natives how their best religious 
ideas were also found in an ennobled and truer form in Ohristianity. 
They endeavored to make all Ohristians interested in the conver
sion of the people, to have many of their native coworkers either un
supported, or supported by the people themselves, and to let them live 
as Santhals, not to Europeanize them. And in this respect they have 
succeeded. The beggar system is unknown in Santhalistan ; the old 
and weak are supported, when it is necessary, but by the congregation, 
and not by the missionaries. And when there has been famine, and 
support has been necessary, it has been given, but not as alms, but as 
payment for work, and such has been undertaken on a large scale, 
either on the roads, or digging tanks, etc. The mission also wishes to 
make more use of natives than of Europeans. It has only six Euro
pean missionaries, but four native pastors, thirty-two native deacon
esses, nine native training schoolmasters, 137 traveling elders, 15 vil
lage elders, eight male and female teachers, and they do not care to 
have many more European missionaries, but to develop the native 
element. 

The mission is evangelistic, not educational. Schools there are, 
but they are not kept as a means to win the adults over, nor to promote 
secular education, but principally to educate the children of Ohris
tians. At the head station, Ebenezer, there are two large institutions, 
one for boys (157), one for girls (about 200). The especially last, the 
head of which is Mrs. Boerresen, has succeeded very much, and is one 
of the best institutions of this kind, which is to be found anywhere. 
A large number of the girls are truly converted, and they are edu
cated to be Ohristian wives and mothers. 

The deaconesses and the traveling elders are ever on the move, 
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each in his district, trying to evangelize the heathen, and to fortify 
the Ohristians. Mr. Boerresen, altho being now seventy, is always 
traveling in the whole mission, inspecting the whole, and trying to 
help everywhere. Mr. Skresfrud lives in Ebenezer, and, being an 
able linguist, is creating a Santhal literature, and making text-books 
for the government in the different Kolarian languages. The other 
missionaric;,s and pastors have their own stations. Once every month 
the different elders are gathered together at Ebenezer, where they 
give reports of their work, and where all matters about the mission 
are discust and decided on by the missionaries. 

In 1881, the mission sent out an off-shoot to Assam. Santhalistan, 
not being very fertile, many of the Santhals emigrated as coolies, and 
were thereby lost to the mission, and also in the most cases to Chris
tianity. Therefore, the missionaries got from the government a tract 
of Assam, to be colonized by the Santhals, and in 1881 the first emi
grated. Now the colony has 1968 inhabitants (1312 Santhals), dis
tributed in several villages. Some few years ago the colony bought a 
neighboring teagarden, to prevent the corruption of the natives com
ing therefrom. The whole was until very lately governed by an excel
lent Norwegian compounder, the botanist Mr. Bahr, married to the 
daughter of Mr. Boerresen, who last summer died from malaria. 
Spiritually the whole is presided over by a native pastor. The colony 
has eight schools. In the whole mission there are 9,721 Christians, 
nearly all communicants. The mission belongs to the Lutheran 
church. 

THE WORSHIP OF THE EARTH IN CHINA.* 

BY REV. HENRY BLODGET, D. D., PEKING, CHINA. 

On the twenty-first of June each year, in accordance with the 
statutes of the empire, the Emperor of China goes early in the morn
ing, attended by princes and mll-gistrates of the highest grade, a.nd 
with a large retinue of soldiers and servants, to offer sacrifices and 
worship on the Altar to Earth. 

This worship of earth at the summer solstice, and of heaven at the 
winter solstice, has been handed down from the earliest periods of 
Ohinese history. If in any respect it differs from the worship of the 
earliest emperors of China, the difference is in matters of detail and 
outward form, not in the inner significance of the worship. The lit
erati of China would with one voice affirm that the state worship at 
the present day of Heaven, Earth, the Sun, the Moon, the Stars, Wind, 

• Reprinted from the Ohinese Recarder. 
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Rain, Clouds, Thunder, Mountains, Rivers and Seas, differs in no 
essential respect from the worship of the earliest emperors, Yao and 
Shun. 

The Altar to Earth is on the north side of the Manchu city, within 
half a mile from the city wall, while the Altar to Heaven is on the 
south side of the same city, at a distance somewhat greater from the 
wall. Why is the Altar to Earth on the north side of the city? Be
cause the earth belongs to the dark, or Yin principle, while the Altar 
to Heaven is on the south side of the city, because the south belongs 
to the light, or Yang principle, this dual principle pervading Chinese 
philosophy, religion and literature. It is "Father Heaven, Mother 
Earth," the dual deity worshipt at weddings by every married couple. 

The outer wall of the enclosure of the Altar to Earth is not far 
from two miles in circumference, and the altar itself, with the build
ings near it, are all of proportional magnificence. They are second 
only to the Altar to Heaven and the corresponding buildings, as the 
place which the worship of earth has in the Imperial cult, and in tho 
statutes of the empire, is second only to that of the worship of 
heaven. 

The altar is square, while the Altar to Heaven is round, since" the 
earth is square and the heaven round." The altar is made of dark col
ored marble, since the earth belongs to the Yin, or dark principle, 
while the Altar to Heaven, on the contrary, is of white marble, since 
heaven belongs to the Yang, or light principle. 

The tablet to be worshipt is brought out on the appointed day and 
placed on the south side of the Altar to Earth, facing the north, or 
Yin principle, while the emperor ascends the altar from the north and 
prostrates himself toward the south before the tablet. The reverse of 
all this is true of the worship at the Altar to Heaven. There the tab
let stands on the north, while the emperor ascends the altar from the 
south and prostrates himself toward the north, the tablet facing the 
south, or Yang quarter of the world. 

In worshipping earth the emperor is clad in robes of yellow, as be
fits the color of the earth (at least in North China) for the greater 
part of the year. When he worships heaven he is clad in robes of 
azure, as befits the color of heaven. 

The tablet before which the emperor worships bears the inscrip
tion, "The Angust Earth Spirit," "Hwong Ti Ohi," or " Tlte Spirtt, 
August Earth." So in worshiping at the Altar to Heaven the tablet 
reads, " August Heaven, the Ruler Above," Hwang T'ien Shang Ti. 

By the side of this tablet to earth are arranged, as associated or 
equal tablets, the tablets to all the preceding emperors of this dynasty, 
and lower down, in a secondary position, tablets to the Five Great 
Mountains, the Three Lesser Mountains, the Two Lofty Hills, the 
Four Seas and Four Great Rivers, that is, to prominent parts of the 
earth. 

With heaven are worshipt the same associated or equal tablets, as 
those mentioned above, to emperors of the present dynasty. But the 
secondary tablets in the worship of heaven are those to the Sun, the 
Moon, the Constellation Great Bear, the Five Planets, the Twenty
Eight Constellations, all the Stars of Heaven, the Clouds, the Rain, 
the Wind, the Thunder, that is, parts and powers of heaven. 

The offerings set forth to earth are the same as those set forth to 
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heaven, consisting of the libation of wine, the young heifer, the jade 
and silk, and the various viands. The offerings also to the associated 
tablets and to the secondary tablets conrespond to those on the Altar 
to Heaven. 

In worshiping earth as in worshiping heaven the emperor goes 
out of the palace in the night time, in great state, as above described. 
He enters the hall of abstinence and prepares for the ceremony. At 
the earliest dawn of day he ascends the magnificent altar of dark col
ored marble, and there, without any image, under the open sky, before 
the tablet to august earth, he performs his" three kneelings and nine 
prostrations," bringing his head quite down to the pavement at each 
prostration, offers his prayer-and his sacrifices, all with the greatest 
care according to the prescribed ritual. 

The gray dawn, the silence of the multitude in attendance, the 
swell of music, the absence of any image, all conspire to make the 
scene very impressive. 

Confucius says, "By the ceremonies of the sacrifices to heaven and 
earth they served Shang-ti." Is this dual worship of heaven and earth 
to be identified with the worship of the true God, as taught in the 
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments? This is the question 
which vexed the Roman Church, and now presses upon the Protestant 
missionaries of the present day. 

It is very noticeable that visitors to the city of Peking and some 
writers on the temples and altars of this city give a very prominent 
place to the Altar to Heaven, and say very little in regard to the Altar 
to Earth; little also in regard to the Altar to the Sun on the east side 
of the city, and to the Altar to the Moon on the west, and to the other 
altars. It would seem that they regard the Altar to Heaven as some
what by itself, standing out from the other worship in this city, soli
tary and alone, a tradition of prehistoric monotheism handed down to 
the present day. 

It has even been the case that pious and well educated Christians 
from Western lands have taken off their shoes from their feet in 
ascending this altar, and sung the doxology, standing upon its marble 
pavement, recognizing there the worship of the true God as having 
been handed down for four thousand years. 

Is this the real state of the case? Men will not long be satisfied 
with partial and one-sided representations. They will wish to know 
the whole truth. If the worship of earth is as much a part of the 
national cult as the worship of heaven, men will wish to know it. If 
the joint worship of heaven and earth stands at the head of all wor
ship and sacrifices in the national ritual, if they are worshiped with 
equal honors, and according to the dual principle of Chinese philoso
phy, and if this is the true and lawful interpretation of the worship 
of Shang-ti, as it stands in the minds of the learned men of China, 
the scholars of the nation, then the real state of the case should be 
known to all. If this worship is part of one whole, including the 
worship of the sun, the moon, the stars, all the parts and powers of 
heaven, all the parts and powers of earth, the worship of deceased em
perors, sages and heroes, and of all the gods known to the Chinese 
state religion, scholars will wish to know the whole truth in regard to 
it, and in view of the facts of the case they will judge whether the 
Shang-ti of China is to be identified with Jehovah, the true God, as 
the knowledge of Him is taught in the Sacred Scriptures, or is not. 
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II.-INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT. 

EDITED AND CONDUCTED BY REV. J. T. GRACEY, D.D. 

An International Missionary Oouncil
Board Needed. 

J. T. G. 

We do not know that it may come 
within the range of practical mission
ary economics, but we venture to sug
gest that the Ecumenical Missionary 
Conference of 1900, to be held in the 
city of New York, might well consider 
the propriety and possibility of estab
lishing a great World Missionary Coun
cil of an advisory character, which 
shall make a complete study of all the 
fields of the world compiling the exact
est geographical, ethnological, political, 
commercial, and religious data, and be 
prepared to furnish to every society 
information in regard to missionary 
needs, and adaptations for the supply 
of that need in any part of the world. 
Such a council might make a series of 
maps on a far larger scale than has yet 
been attempted, with direct reference to 
the character and adaptations of mis
sionaries, or missionary societies, with 
II. view to the best geographical distri
bution of the total force available in all 
Protestant countries. 

Further, tho the Christian comity of 
the different missionary societies might 
lead them to a most careful geogra
phical distribution of their forces, there 
would still remain other features which 
mUllt be studied, in order to know what 
variation from these merely geogra
phical features is necessary. Taking 
up a language-map of India, or a lan
guage-map of Africa, it might be found 
that it were more effective in many 
cases to make the distribution of the 
total force more or less subservient to 
the philological necessities; and even 
this, in turn, might be subject to modi
fications when the ethnological phases 
were taken into consideration, for many 
of these philological, ethnological, and 
geographical forces penetrate and inter-

, pencn-ate each other. A score of other 

phases of a sociological nature might 
further affect all these. The great 
question of the tendencies and drifts of 
population also deserve special con
sideration. It is said no man living 
can read Brainard's translation of the 
Bible for the Delaware Indians, and 
amongst the Maori of New Zealand two 
generations are found in a population 
thirty ycars of age, thus marking a 
steady decline of the people to whom 
the missionary administers. This 
method of administration is not inaptly 
illustrated by the prayer of the pious 
deacon that the Lord would "bless the 
missionaries who had takcn their lives 
in their hands and gone into the unin
habited portions of the earth." 

POSSibly with all our increast inter
denominational liberality we are not 
even yet prepared to consider in a plain 
business-like way, missionary econom
ics. Whether a great pan-missionary 
movement can be planned by which 
with ease fields and forces can be read
ily interchanged, so as to put the most 
efficient men, societies, denominations, 
and nationalities in the several parts of 
the world, with due regard to their 
proclivities, genius, training and other 
qualities, is not certain. But it is a 
problem which ought to have the most 
careful and elaborate consideration of 
the various churches and Christian 
nations. 

We are not aware that any proper 
consideration has been given to a sub
ject presented twenty years ago by 
Prof. Christlieb, of Bonn, with relation 
to national or race appetencies in the 
distribution of miSSionary force. In 
that discussion Dr. Christlieb furnlsht 
an illustration of the whole topic by the 
contrast between the special qualities 
and adaptations of English and German 
missionaries on the foreign fields. 

Amongst the special qualities he ac
corded to English missionaries were: 

1. Their boldness and joyfulness iu 
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Christian testimony; without reserve, 
in all the world, in any society, they 
are not ashamed to witness for Christ. 

2. Their practical way of sticking to 
the main poiniIJ in teaching Christianity, 
and anti-speculativencss and downright
ness of assertion. 

S. Their "great practical talent for 
organization;" their discipline, cour
age, and use of lay talent. 

4. Their care for individual souls, 
" giving attention to every single mem
ber of the community," seen in pastoral 
and church life, at home and in the 
missions, ill a unique power. 

He accorded these same excellences to 
the American missionarics, but charged 
them, and we think not unjustly, with 
precipitate haste, or what he called 
.. genuine American haste," in trans
ferring their church forms into the 
heathen world, cut and dried, without 
delicate consideration either of ancient 
modes or of ethnological peculiarities. 

The German missionaries, he said, 
exhibit distinctive qualities. calculated 
to .. supplement" those of the English 
and American. 

1. The theological training of the 
Germans he thought less confessional, 
i. e., less denominational, than others, 
and therefore more universally evan
gelical, broader-hearted, less one· sided 
than others. He excepted Leipsic, Her
mannsberg, and the Berlin missions of 
South Africa from this grouping, but 
emphasized the training of Basle and 
Barmen, as well as that of the Univers
ities in this regard. 

2 .• , Germany-eTangelical Germany 
-is the land of the school-master like 
no other upon earth," he said, inspeak
ing of another peculiar feature of the 
German qualifications for missions. If 
.. go hence and teach" is the command, 
the German has a special gift and com· 

, mISSIOn. His education is methodical, 
and has the trait of thoroughness, and 
from this comes a calm precision and 
systematic gradation of instruction 
which is for the German missionary 
"the priceless dower of his mother 
country." He said this capacity and 

training for work as catechists and 
higher theological teachers, alone ought 
.. to determine the call of Germany to 
the work of missions." 

3. He made a sharp point against the 
British and American pUlpit, when he 
said, tho these •• nations are, as a whole, 
more trained to be orators than the 
Germans are, that yet, because in Ger· 
many, with few exceptions, sermons 
are delivered without reading or from 
notes, the Germans will preach with
out notes more readily than the British 
or Americans, and this, he holds, is 
better certainly for all early forms of 
eVliJlgelistic work. A herald's cry 
would not be effective if read off from 
a paper." 

4. A fourth distinctive qualification 
of the German missionary is found.in 
the linguistic talent of the nation. Ger· 
man missionaries usuany master most 
difficult languages with ease. .. For 
decades of years, for example, the Was
leyans have preacht the Gospel on the 
Gold coast of West Africa only through 
interpreters (a fact which is certainly 
to be attributed, in part, to the rapid 
change of missionaries), while, by their 
side, the Basle missionaries have mas
tered the Ga and Tchi languages, after 
living there a comparatively short 
time." 

5. There is nothing, however, in 
which he struck a greater home-truth, 
than when he claimed for Germans a 
greater respect for and more delicate 
treatment .. of a foreign nationality." 
He said it can be easily understood, 
when a nation lik/! the English has won 
for its language and customs a suprem
acy in half America and possesses colo
nies, and is the first world-power, that it 
should attempt to make the immense 
preponderance of its own might and 
culture .. fclt by small, weak, and un
cultivated populations." It is natural 
that subject races should be made to 
feel the propaganda of Engli8h com
merce, language, and custom at the ex
pense of others. He charged as the 
natural outgrowth of this in the mission 
field a tendency to denationaliz8 the 
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natives and make of them semi-English
men and Americans. This he said 
.. has only recently been recognized as 
a wrong in relation to the native races." 

The Germans, he said, had few colo
nies, and it is quite true that they have 
less of purely national prejudice to 
foreigners at home or abroad than have 
others. The instinctive prejudice 
against the social equality of the black 
man, for instance, is almost nil with 
the German. Germans in Africa marry 
black women in many cases and with
out any triumph over training or 
natural repugnance, such as most Eng
lishmen or Americans would exhibit. 

Germans endure the malarious climate 
of West Africa better than the British 
or Americans. Presbyterians exhibit 
more patience in waiting for the result 
of educational labor in missions than 
the Methodists; hence they are possibly 
better fitted for countries which admit 
of mainly, or only, this kind of work. 

Thns if there were some Von Moltke 
among the missionary forces to whom 
all must submit, we can dimly discern 
that there might be developt a much 
greater economy of the whole mission
ary forces of the world than obtains at 
present. We wait for the better way, 
but work on cheerily in the good. 

We have spent our space on our illus
trations from Christlieb and can not fur
nish others from our own observation, 
nor discuss the matter in its practical 
applications. The physical tendencies 
and appetencies of nations, and the 
genius and history of a denomination, 
should be duly considered for relative 
efficiency in the total distribution of 
the missionary force. 

The Power of Ohristian Song in Mission 
Work. 

BY REV. J. W. WAUGH, D.D. 

Music is a gift to the human race; it 
was sent into the world by the Master 
of Harmonies; by Him, who at the 
dawn of creation, was present, when 
He caused the morning stars to sing to
gether, and "all the sons of God shout-

ed for joy." The purpose of the Divine 
Author in bestowing upon His creatures 
this precious gift-the beauty of melo
dy, and the power of harmony-was 
for their benefit and enjoyment, for 
their highest good. Doubtless the gift 
of music, especially of song, was be
stowed for advancing the purest and 
best objects possible to the race; pre
eminently the making known to the 
whole race the good tidings of great joy, 
announced in song on the plains of Beth
lehem by a chorus of angels. Like 
other gifts or powers, that of music 
may be perverted, debased to meaner 
purposes, but it may also be made of 
more than angelic assistance. All na
tions have this gift. some in greater, 
others in less degree. Its highest use 
is in the worship of the great Creator, 
the author of being and blessing; next, 
its importance and use in publishing 
the glad tidings of salvation to the un
saved millions of the race. 

Far less use has been mnde of the 
power of song in evangelistic and mis· 
sion work than might have been, or 
should have been, made. In fact, in 
the history of mission work, taking all 
missions in all lands, there has been 
manifest a lamentable lack of the use of 
music as an adjunct of great and effect
ive power. Until during the present 
generation little was done towards in
troducing music and making it an ele
ment of power in evangelistic efforts. 
We can well remember the stir made 
when Mr. Moody associated himself 
with Mr. Sankey, who sang the Gospel 
into the hearts of the people, while the 
preacher preacht, argued, and testified 
it into their heads. But before Sankey, 
Philip Phillips, the singing evangelist, 
had given in song the Gospel to thous
ands, and P. P. Bliss, in his brief life, 
had testified and manifested, through 
sacred music, the power of the Christ
life. Before these, again, Wm. Taylor, 
that marvelous world-evangelist, had 
used the songs and hymns of tho Method
ist Hymn-book in many lands in the far 
West and in the farther East, and with 
glorious success. Half a century ago 
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he 'Was going up and down the world, 
calling the unsaved multitudes to Jesus, 
and inviting them to start for " the 
Eden above." We can hear him yet, 
as, with lusty voice and old-time melo
dy, he sings-" Sinner, come, will you 
go to the highlands of heaven, II and he 
so moved the people that many said 
"Yes, I'll go," and thousands, led by 
the power of sanctified song that started 
upon the King's highway, have already 
reacht that land far away, and are sing
ing still in "the Eden of Love. II 

My observation has shown me that 
those missionaries and missions which 
have made most use of song and cymbal, 
voice and viol, and those evangelists 
who use music of some kind, vocal or 
instrumental, or both, are by far the 
most successful in their work j they are 
happier in that work; they pursue hap
pier methods, and the many who come 
under their influence, or who accept the 
joyful Christianity which they teach aud 
exemplify, yield more readily and are 
better Christians, and better Christian 
workers than those who are silent, if 
not gloomy, while others sing and enjoy 
the full benefits of the new faith they 
have espoused. These observations ex
tend to many lands, many foreign 
fields, taking in the work and workers 
in various parts of India, China and 
Japan, in Egypt and Palestine, Italy, 
Germany, England, and America. In 
these latter countries the hopeful, happy, 
successful Christian workers make large 
use of music, more particularly of stir
ring spiritual songs, as all our readers 
know, and those who use the power of 
song but little, and yet are blessed with 
some degree of success, would beman!
fold more successful, if they did but 
follow the example of those who have 
the highest success in the great work_ 

We do not admire all the methods of 
the Salvation Army workers, but we do 
admire their wisdom in utilizing music 
to so large an extent, and we rejoice in 
their success. But take from their pub
lic services, whether indoor or upon the 
street, the music which is their never
failing accompaniment, and what would 

be their chances of success? Small, 
indeed_ Their music may not be of a 
high order-in fact. it is often the very 
reverse-but it is the best part, the most 
efficient Item in their success. Thous
ands have been brought to Christ, and 
saved from lives of degradation and 
crime by the efforts in stirring Christian 
song, even by the band-music of the 
Salvationists. Who will deny this? 
And in every land, and in all the varied 
languages of earth's babbling millions, 
the same success has followed, and will 
continue to follow, the singing of tlI6 

Gospel. 
In the missious of the Methodist Epis

copal Church in North India, where 
such wonderful success has been seen 
during the past few years, a very im
portant item in that success has been 
the music which has accompanied every 
effort in evangelistic services. Music, 
usually vocal, has been used to call 
together a crowd of listeners in the 
marts of business or street-crossings of 
the cities, or by the river's bank where 
thousands assemble to bathe according 
to the rites of heathen worship, or in 
the quiet village street 01' public square, 
and rarely, if ever, without success. A 
thousand times, where a simple, earnest 
invitation to the passers-by to listen to 
a discourse, or the reading of a few 
verses from one of the Gospels, would 
fail to draw the people, I have sung a. 
verse or two of a Ohristian hymn, and 
before the singing of a singlo verse 
was ended, there would be gathered 
about me and my native brethren a 
hundred, three hundred, or even five 
hundred people, ready· to hear our 
Gospel message, Then, after II brief 
discourse of fifteen or twenty minutes, 
another song, followed by another brief 
sermon or addrcss, and thus on with 
song and speech until all who .1esired 
had delivered their message, and the 
multitude had absorbed an amount of 
truth. Without the enthusiasm of the 
music the crowd would often melt 
a.way. Not infrequently they would re
ceive more benefit from the singing 
than from the preaching, and they cer-
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tainly enjoy it better. Knowing the 
tune and catching up the words, they 
would sometimes join in, and thus the 
bazar service would end with excellent 
effect. 

I have also seen a native catechist, 
preacher or exhorter, and not infre
quently a band of lay brethren, pay a 
visit and hold religious serviceil in the 
house of some simple villager, or in the 
dooryard of a resident of one of the 
wards of such a city as Lucknow, 
Barnilly, Cawnpore, or AUahabad, and 
gather as many as would come within 
the enclosure, standing or seated, some 
on a primitive bench or cot, or more 
commonly squatting upon a mat or on 
the hard ground, by singing native 
tunes to which earnest Christian words 
had been suited; and this singing. by 
one, two or more, would be kept up, al
ternating with brief prayer or genuine 
heart-testimony, the reading of the 
New Testament with brief, pointed 
statements of Gospel truths, until late 
in the night; and I have seen tears flow 
down the cheeks of heathen as the 
songs from consecrated Christian hearts 
and lips reacht their hearts and opened 
the fountains. Usually such singing is 
accompanied by the thrumming of a 
tambourine, or small drum, struck hy 
the fingers, and sometimes by smaU 
brass cymbals, or even by a native vio
lin or guitar. All present and taking 
part keep time, either by jingling a 
bunch of keys, clapping the hands, or 
patting the foot upon the ground. 
Theod{)re Thomas, Walter Damrosch, 
Sims Reeves, or Madame Albani might 
not pronounce this kind of orchestra a 
first· class one, or the music quite up to 
grade, but it goes to the heart of the 
simple· minded native, and carries in 
the words sufficient Christian truth to 
save a soul, and to this end we keep up 
our native music, and go on forming 
orchestra after orchestra, not even beg
ging the pardon of the musical doctors 
and maestros. 

We have in India the standard hymns 
of church psalmody. the songs and 
solos of later times. Sunday-school 

hymns and tunes of all kinds, the words 
being translated into the native lan
guages in the same meter; but we pre
fer for effective servipe, the indigenons 
music of the country, the bhaJam and 
ghazals, with their own tunes, for all the 
people take hold of and can sing these, 
and to see and hear them is to know 
how they enjoy them. In all the pre
liminary evangelistic work in missions, 
IDusic, singing especially, is of prime 
importance in finding a way to the 
heart of heathen, old or young. After 
churches have been formed, and day
schools and Sunday-schools establisht, 
music is, if possible, still more impor
tant. It seems to me more of a necea
sit yin mission work, in church services, 
prayer-meeting, class· meeting, Epworth 
League, Christian Endeavor, or Sunday
school in heathen lands than in Chris
tian countries. All can judge how 
much the music of our churches and of 
all our services here is prized, and 
what these services would be without 
it. The power of Christian Bong in 
mission work has already accomplisht 
much, and will go on doing more and 
more in winning a lost race back to God 
until" the kingdoms of this world shall 
become the kingdoms of our Lord, and 
He shall reign forever and ever." 

A Preaching Tour in West China. 

BY H. F. DYMOND, CHAO-TONG FU, 

YUNNAN. 

Monday, .Lhtg. 8. I started away in 
company of Mr. len, our young evan
gelist, and had an enquirer, one Li, to 
carry my bedding, clothing, etc. A. 
Chinaman travels without anything, he 
does with the bedding provided in the 
inn, and the great majority of them 
have only one suit of clothing. A mis
sionary wants a few more things, and is 
therefore obliged to take one coolie at 
least. Li, the man I took, has been 
carrying for us some years now. When 
first he was taken on he spoke against 
me, but now, I am glad to say, the truth 
has taken hold of him, and he helps in 
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a conversational way in extending the 
knowledge of Jeslls Christ. 

The first day we started late, only 
going seven miles to a village called 
Kin-hu, which we have often visited, 
I put up in the inn of one Hu. In the 
evening a few came about, and we had 
an opportunity of preaching a little. 
Among others some aborigines came, 
the original owners of this Province 
before the Chinese had taken it, with 
whom we had some interesting conversa
tion. I bought one of their books, 
quite different characters to the Chin
ese, and tried to find out more of their 
religious beliefs, but found them very 
confused about them. They believe in 
a female deity who came down from 
heaven. Now they have adopted to a 
large extent the religions of their con
querors, and also their other evils, 
such as opium-smoking. When the 
sun was down, I witnessed a torchlight 
procession, which is annually kept up 
by the Chinese all over China. '1'he 
procession goes all around the fields of 
young rice and maize to drive away the 
evil influences from injuring the crops. 
I failed in finding out the root of the 
custom, but they all think the neglect 
of this performance would mean ruin 
to the crops. Tens of miles away one 
could see the torches lighting up the 
whole plain. For tea we had bean
curd, eggs, and rice, eaten with chop
sticks. Then came bedtime, and what 
with bugs, mosquitoes, and fleas we had 
a far from pleasant time of it. A very 
common way in China of getting rid of 
mosquitoes is by smoking them Ollt, 
nearly everywhere at dusk this smok
ing is commenced. Altho it was tried 
here, it failed, for they swarmed thicker 
than ever very soon after. Next day 
we went another seven miles to a large 
market called Sah-ti-ho. It is one of the 
largest in the immediate neighborhood. 
On our way we drank of a bubbling 
spring, which on account of the bub
bles is called by the Chinese " Grape
well." Here they have erected a tem
ple to the Dragon and burn incense to 
the beautiful spring. On our way we 

often fall in with some strange char
acters, this morning two caught us up, 
one a pork-butcher whom I knew well 
in the city, who had been dismist his 
situation, and was cursing his late em
ployer as only a Chinaman can. A 
butcher in China is generally lookt 
upon as one of the greatest of sinners, 
because he kills animals. Accompany
ing him was some relative, who had 
been to Pekin some years ago, on which 
account he felt somewhat important, 
just as a countryman at home does who 
has been to London. Getting to the 
market we went to the inn, rested a 
while, and then pasted up tracts. Then 
to preaching, outside some house or 
under the kindly shade of some high 
wall or tree. Our very presence brings 
the people around. How strange we 
seem to them even after eight or nine 
years in the district. The doctrine, too, 
is strange. Hoary tenets have to be 
overthrown, and Christ proclaimed as 
the only Savior. How strange to them 
is the story of the Great Sacrifice on 
the Cross, of God's only Son. We were 
fortunate in getting shady places, some
times we can not, and to stand in the 
blazing sun with a crowd of perspiring 
natives all around one is rather too 
much of it. We preach on and on 
about the unity of God, His being the 
great Creator, of His Son, His love 
in dying for us, etc., until one's heart 
warms towards the poor people. We 
strive in every way to make it simple 
to them. On finishing we hear remarks 
which make us see where they are and 
how hard it is for them to take in 
spiritual truths. I decided to return 
home in the evening, as my feet were 
too sore to continue my journey with
out a horse. I first tried to get a sedan 
chair, but failed, then I hired a horse. 
The halter was made of plaited straw, 
reins ditto, stirrups ditto, pad under 
saddle ditto, saddle itself of hard wood, 
with an apology for a pad. In three 
and one-half hours we reacht home. 
Next morning I started off again with 
horse and a lad to look after it. That 
day we went fifteen miles to Ts'ing-
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Kang-lin, where we had a long and en
joyable time in telling another crowd 
of the love of Godin Jesus Christ. One 
story we never tire of telling and can 
always rely upon having an attentive 
audience, is that of the Prodigul Son. 
Whenever the theme seems to be be
yond our audience, or the interest flags, 
a return to this story brightens up 
everything, puts us in touch with the 
people, making apparent the truths we 
have been laboring to enforce. The 
people were willing to listen to all we 
would tell them, till threatening rain 
dispersed them early to their homes. 
We had an interesting time in the even
ing out on the stone· bridge, enjoying 
the pleasant breeze. Quite a large 
number gathered there, the boys full 
of fun and frolic sat huddled together 
In the center of the little bridge, some
times tieing one another's" pigtails" to· 
gether, or giving one another sly pokes. 
They had heard the preaching during 
the day, but now the men wanted to 
hear of other things. "How far is your 
house from here? Have you any em
peror? Do you get rice to eat? Is it true 
that over there you weave by means of 
wooden men? Are the best artizans 
made into magistrates? How do you 
come across the water, punted overY" 
Questions such as these come thick and 
fast, two or three sometimes asking at 
once. The interest is very keen; some· 
things we tell them they can hardly 
believe, such as the rate of trains and 
steamers, the height of houses, etc. 
But our presence is an educator, as all 
over the street the foreigner is the topic 
of conversation. Hearing of our aver
sion for live stock, we are put up in the 
front room, two forms, a door and a 
plank to make the bed wide enough, a 
straw mat and the bedstead is com
plete. As we unwrap our bedding they 
are amazed, it is so clean, the sheets flO 

white, the muslin curtains, the rug 
woven finely, and no wonder, when you 
see the dirty heap of rags they give to 
guests for a covering. Next day to 
Siao-p'u-tsi, about four miles off. I put 
up in the inn of one Rell. I had been 

here before at the inn of an old Si
chuan man witl"> one eye, now I find 
him dead, his coffin here on the prem
ises awaiting a lucky day for burial, a 
light always burning at the foot and 
other burnings made at frequent inter
vals. such as paper money, silver and 
gold and incense, to release and appease 
the spirit of the old man, and keep him 
from worrying his son. The money Is 
burnt and sent to hell to pay his ex
penses there, and tip the minions who 
would otherwise increase his torture. 
And there he lies, only a short time 
ago he heard the truth, but listened not. 
An old, bad tempered, wine-drinking, 
opium-smoking, cursing bad man, he 
died at sixty-eight. Another warning 
to us to buy up the opportunity. !tIen 
cross our path and die away without a 
ray of hope in the intense gloom of 
heathenism. The market here Is a very 
busy one. The hum of many voices 
calls me away, and here for four or flve 
hours len and I turn by turn proclaim 
"the Old Old Story of Jesu8 and His 
Love." Thank God it is sweet to our 
own taste. A dilapidated old shed is 
our preaching place, the owner came 
along presently protesting, but I prom-
1st him a few cash for my privilege, 
and he smiling gave way. The crowd 
keeps moving, we continue telling 
them of the woman who toucht the 
hem of Christ's garment, the feeding of 
5,000, the raising of J airus' daughter, 
the storm on the sea of Galilee, the 
cross, burial, resurrection, ascension 
of our Lord. How He lives and reigns I 
Comparisons are drawn between Him 
and Idols, their impotcnce pointed out, 
a leak in the roof above thcm causing 
them to crumble to atoms. AU this is 
referred to in a pleasant, but sober man
ner, the great sin against God is driven 
home, and we warn men of their only 
hope through the sacrifice of Jesus 
Christ upon the cross. Our work being 
done, we return to our inn for tea, feel
tng more and more that only God enn 
give the increase. Next morning we had 
only three miles to go, so I had no need 
to hurry, I enjoyed reading some pages 
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of "The Trial and Death of Jesus 
Christ," by Stalker. It refresht my 
lIoul and buoyed me up for work. The 
horse being saddled, away the four of 
us went, locking the door of our room, 
(a mud-floor compartment with a hole 
in the roof for light), and giving the 
landlady a word that we should be 
back in the evening. The market was 
held at Ta-ing, the scene of desperate 
fighting between the Chinese and Mos
lems twenty years ago. How .they 
crowded around to see the foreigner! 
We needed no other attraction than 
ourselves. 

A mixture of Moslem and Chinese is a 
difficult audience to preach to, any
thing said about idols is chuckled over 
heartily by the former; but Jesus the 
Savior is denounced by them. " We 
preach Christ and Him crucified, to Mos
lems a stumblingblock, to the Chinese 
foolishness, but unto us who believe 
the power of God and the wisdom of 
God." 

Next morning we went off early to a 
place called High Bridge, distant ten 
miles from Little Shop. It was a beau
tiful ride along the river's bank in the 
glorious morning sunlight. We got to 
the place early, only to find that the ac
commodations for travelers were 80 

wretched that we couldn't think of 
staying there, especially as next day 
was Sunday. Right outside our bed
room which was, of course, on the 
ground floor, was an ugly black cess
pool bubbling with living filth. Re
luctantly I came away and made for 
another place forty li (thirteen miles) 
away over a road I had never been be
fore; had I known what we were at
tempting, I should never have started. 
It was the steepest road I have ever tra
veled, and was a gTeat strain on our 
poor willing coolie; how he carried 
about 47 English pounds on each end 
of his pole, I do not know. To aggra
vate things we found the people told 
many different stories about distance, 
one said it was seven miles away, an
other thirteen. On we go and find 
one who says it is only five miles away, 

then after going another hour we met 
another who was quite sure it was more 
than ten. We got to the place too late 
to do much, as the people had scattered, 
there being only a few drunkards 
about having some last drops before 
totterin~ home. Just as we came a 
fight took place between two youths 
about twenty, one had given the other 
a terrible beating. The case was taken 
to the village elder who ordered him to 
pay a fine and wear a criminal's chain 
about his neek as a disgrace. Another 
old man went moaning past presently, 
saying that a certain one had been beat
ing him. Every other word was a 
filthy oath: one couldn't but feel how 
low down they are and how much they 
need the saving power of J esllS Christ. 
The inn we got was:a dirty affair, not 
much better than Kao-k'iao, but there 
was no help for it, and here we had to 
remain over Sunday. The place was 
called" A basin of water," and is beau
tifully situated, all around are high 
cliffs covered with rich green foliage, 
here and there hamlets with towers 
erected in them, into which the people 
flee for protection from thieves;. bar
ricading the door they mount to the 
top where a plenty of stones are piled 
up, these they pitch on the heads of the 
assailants, and so drive them off. 
Every available nook and corner is 
cultivated, either with rice, maize, or 
buckwheat. This year everything is 
flourishing, we are having one of the 
finest years for a decade. Sunday I 
preferred the open air and the shade of 
the beautiful trees to the dirty little 
room in the inn. I spent most of the 
day reading and conversing with one 
and another. Other than market days 
very few are about in these markets. 
Next morning we came ten miles into 
the city of Takuan. It is a busy little 
place with a major in residence. Mon
day we spent preaching. Plenty came 
to listen, but there was not that atten
.tion we could have desired. The peo
ple were noisier and more akin to 
SU-chuanese than those of Chao-tong. 
How much they need the Gospel I 
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Next day I went to the market at Ih
nan-shu!. Preacht a good deal. 
Next day at Takuan again, the people 
seemed better than on :rtIonday, at any 
rate, we enjoyed the work more. We 
saw the people busy preparing for the 
feast this month. The ancestors are to 
be welcomed back, they go to the door 
and welcomr them as they would a 
long absent friend just back from a 
long journey. "Grandfather or great
grandfather, we are glad to see you, 
come in, sit down." This is all said to 
the deceased's 8pirit, and thus the living 
talk away to the dead. Mealtimes, 
chopsticks and basins are provided for 
them as for the living, and the dead an
cestry is always served first. When 
the food gets cold, the essence of it is 
supposed to have been eaten by the 
spirit; then the living can commence 
their meal. This is kept up for several 
days; apples, pomegranates, wine, etc. 
are constantly placed before the ances
tral tablet, and incense kept burning. A 
saucer of wheat-sprouts is placed there 
too, in which the dead ancestor is said 
to reat and cool. Beside this, paper 
money is bought, put in envelopes, 
and addrest to so and so in Hades, 
full name, date of birth and death, 
amount sent, the donor's name being 
written on the envelope. Not only is 
paper money enclosed, but paper-made 
shirts about a foot long:are also enclosed, 
and on certain days these are burnt 
most devoutly and sent into Hades for 
the comfort and support of the deceast. 
A Chinaman who has no one to attend 
to these offices for him after death, is 
supposed to be of all men most miser
able. Hence the great desire to have 
sons in order that these things may be 
properly attended to. 

Thursday we came away. That day 
we reacht U·chai, where a wall had 
fallen down two or three days before, 
killing three men. Instead of abusing 
the owner of the house for not repair
ing his miserable shanty, they reviled 
the men and called them vile siuners, 
whom the gods would not permit to 
live; they were bound to meet a violent 

death sooner or later, do what they 
would. 

Next day we reacht home. 

Missionary Instruotion in Theologioal 
Seminaries. 

BY REV. HENRY W. LUCE, SCRANTON, 
PA. 

An informal conference of theological 
professors was held in Brooklyn, May 
12-13th, to consider the subject of mis
sionary instruction in theological se
minaries. Nine professors were present 
from eight seminaries and five denom
inations. Other professors from other 
denominations had planned to be pres
ent, but at the last moment were de
tained. By special invitation two rep
resentatives of The Student Volullteer 
Movement were present. 

The aim of the conference was in 
keeping with the motive prompting it, 
which was announced by the presiding 
officer" as the longing to know whether 
steps may be taken to emphasize the 
missionary idea in our seminaries, and 
to exalt in the minds of the young men 
the apostolic conception and sphit of 
missions. This is why we have come 
together." Four points served to guide 
the discussion. 1st. The pZace of mis
sionary instruction in the seminary, 
especially its time-relation to other 
studies. 2d. The scope of this instruc
tion. 3d. The methods of this instruc
tion. 4th. Special instruction of mis
sionary candidates. 

As the outcome of prolonged and 
fraternal discussion, the following min
ute was adopted, as representing the 
mind of the conference: 

"Resolved: That being deeply sen
sible of the opportunities God is opening 
in the world for the evangelization of 
man; and believing that those who aro 
preparing for the ministry of the Gos
pel should be thoroughly penetrated 
with the missionary spirit, and inflamed 
with a. passion for the saving of human 
souls; we, professors in various semin
aries of the Church of Jeans Christ, do 
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express our solemn convictions in the 
things following: 

" In order to the awakening and the 
maintaining of the true spirit of mis
sions, we recognize the preeminent im
portance of promoting in our theolog
ical seminaries such infiuences as shall 
develop and enrich the spiritual life of 
the students, and shall nurture in them 
habits of devotion and of personal con
secration. 

" Weare of the opinion that some 
earnest efforts should be made to secure 
more time on the seminary curricula 
for instruction in the whole subject of 
missions; that its biblical, historical, 
philosophical, practical, and personal 
aspects should be carefully and exten
sively set before seminary students, to 
the end that their affections may be 
roused, and that their minds may be 
educated to broad and thorough knowl
edge of the missionary spirit of Chris
tianity and of the development of mis
sions in the past and the present claims 
of missions upon the ministry and upon 
all the churches of our Lord. 

"We express the hope that, while in 
our seminaries all branches of instruc
tion should be contributary to the mis
sionary idea, and should converge upon 
it as the distinctive note of practical 
Christianity, some individual member 
of this faculty shall be specifically in
trusted with the care and development 
of this subject, to which shall be given 
an increased proportion of time." 

This was subscribed by: 
Henry M. Booth, Auburn Theological 

Seminary (Presby.); Lewis O. Brastow, 
Yale Divinity School (Cong.); George 
Bullen, Newton Theological Institution 
(Bapt.); Charles Cuthbert Hall, Union 
Theological Seminary (presby.); James 
I. Good, Ursinus School of Theology 
(Ref. Ch. in U. S.); Edwin Knox Mit
chell, Hartford Theological Seminary 
(Cong.); James F •. Riggs, New Bruns
wick Theological Seminary (Ref. Ch. 
in U. S.); J. Preston Searle, New 
Brunswick Theological Seminary (Ref. 
Ch. in U. S.); David Van Horne, Hei-

031 

delberg Theological Seminary (Ref. Ch. 
in U. S.). 

This meeting marks a significant step 
forward. As far as is known, for the 
first time have theological professors 
come together to consider specifically 
this pressingly important question. The 
discussion brought out clearly several 
important points. 1st. The need was 
recognized by all of a wider and more 
specific instruction in missions. " The 
scope of missions, the modern enlarge
ment of missions, and the necessity of 
a thorough knowledge of missions on 
the part of the ministry demand it. We 
are agreed on this." 2d. The study of 
missions, especially the biography of 
missions, was felt to be a large factor 
in developing the spiritual life of the 
seminary, while on the other hand 
strong conviction was exprest that a 
true, broad missionary spirit is insepar
able from a deep, devotional life. 3d. 
It was made evident that more definite 
attention is being given, and will be 
given, to the curricula, with a view to 
securing more time for this instruction. 
One large seminary has a committee 
now at work, rearranging the curricu
lum, with a view to placing missions as 
a required study on the same basis with 
any other study. 

It is very evident that our professors 
are addressing themselves to this prob
lem with markt earnestness and care, 
and such a meeting as this has a tre
mendous bearing on the preparation of 
the coming leaders of the chureh for a. 
world-wide ministry. 

Revere Lay College, an institution 
for the training of Christian workers, 
is in need of fresh, modern, missionary 
literature. Christians interested in mis
sions can aid the cause by sending such 
books as they can spare, or the money 
to purchase them, to either Rev. Silas 
P. Cook, at the College, Crescent Beach, 
Mass., or Rev. James M. Gray, D.D., 
Boston, who will be glad to receive and 
acknowledge such donations. 
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III.-FIELD OF MONTHLY SURVEY. 

The Islands of the Sea, * Australasia, t Arotio Lands,t The American India.ns.§ 
BY DELAVAN L. PIERSON. 

TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE PACIFIC. dustrial arts. Many of the natives have 

The contrast of the present with the 
former condition of very many of the 
Pacific islanders is truly marvelous, and 
must call forth from every thoughtful 
and devout mind grateful praise to Him 
whose "holy arm has gotten Him the 
victory." 

The beneficial changes effected in the 
Bocial and indWltrial life of the natives 
are clearly defined. In many islands, 
Christianity has remodelled the domes
tic constitution, and placed it entirely 
on a new basis. Polygamy is abolisht, 
and infanticide, formerly so prevalent, 
is now thought of only with horror and 
abhorrence. The marriage tie is re
spected, and the women are no longer 
slaves of lust and beasts of burden. 
The children are reared with more in
telligent affection, and, for the most 
part, with earnest regard for their spir
itual and moral welfare. The aged, 
and sick, and infirm are well cared for 
in their families. There are no poor or 
destitute amongst them. The family 
circle dwells in decently constructed 
and well-regulated homes. The innate 
indolence of the natives has given 
place to industrial pursuits, and in sev
eral instances to the acquisition of in-

* NEW BOOKS: "Darkness to Light in Poly
nesia," W. W. Gill; "Letters from the New 
Hebrides," Mrs. John G. Paton; "Natives of 
Sarawak and British North Borneo," H. Roth. 

RECENT ARTICLES: "The Philippine Isl
ands," National Review (February); "The 
Cuba of the Far East," North American Re
view (February); "The Samoan Islands," 
Catholic World (March). 

t NEW BOOKS: "Among the Maori." 
RECENT ARTICLlllS: "Among the Waikato 

Maor1s," Frank Leslie's (January). 
:t: See also pp. 490,514 (present issue). 
RECENT ARTICLES: "An Artist in Green

land," New England Magazine (May). 
§ See also pp. 19 (January); 496 (present is

sue). 
NEW BOOKS: "The Boys in the Wild North 

Land," E. R. Young. 
RECENT ARTICLES: "Home Life Amon!: the 

Indians," Centur'll (June). 

become useful mechanics. The men 
are now able to build and furnish with 
their own hands comfortable dwellings, 
and they are also frequently engaged 
for the same purpose by the white set
tlers. The women make decent clothing 
for their families, and are all well clad. 

In the eastern islands the natives can 
build small sailing vessels, on good 
models, and well constructed, and man 
and navigate them themselves. They 
carry on tr"ding operation with distant 
islands, and occasionally sail to South 
American and other ports. This com
mercial intercourse forms but a smsll 
part of the trade done in the islands. 
Ships and steamers of large tonnage 
visit the islands every month, with 
goods and merchandize representing 
several thousand pounds' worth, and 
convey thence native produce to a much 
larger amount. Merchants, traders, and 
planters carry on extensive business 
operations among the natives, whose 
wants formerly were few and easily 
llupplied from what the land almost 
spontaneously produced. Now, how
ever, under the progress of civilization, 
their wants are increast, and their ener
gies aroused to provide means for sup
plying them. Their reception of Chris
tianity has not only produced a change 
of heart and character, but it has also 
vastly improved their social and domes
tic condition. 

These important changes in the social 
habits of the people have produced also 
a complete revolution in their political 
life. The civilizing process of Chris
tianity required a thorough alteration 
in their methods of government. One 
of the great changes was to abolish war, 
and substitute in its place pesce and 
the majesty of the law. This was not 
speedily or easily effected; the war 
spirit is inherent in the heathen mind, 
and cultivated from childhood. Mutual 
destruction occupies their thoughts COD-
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tinually, and is pursued with deep cun
ning and keenness. Human life is held 
very lightly; no quarter is expected or 
given; neither age nor sex is spared. 
Many districts and whole islands were 
depopulated in the exterminating wars 
of these savage tribes. Now the plains, 
once appropriated as battlefields, are 
Inhabited and cultivated. Chiefs for
merly possest very little power or au
thority except in time of war. Every 
tribe had its own chief or chiefs, but 
they could hardly be said to govern, 
for every man was a law to himself, 
and did what was right in his own eyes_ 
Superstition and the tabu system were 
the controlling powers, and the idol
atrous and sanguinary priests held chief 
sway. The oppressive acts of the con
querors, and the slavish condition of 
the conquered rendered life intolerable. 
Christianity has entirely changed this 
state of things, and brought to the 
people the blessing of peace and good 
will. Chiefs now rule with nobler pur
pose, and the people yield them more 
regard and obedience. Laws, founded 
on just and equitable principles, and 
adapted to their peculiar circumstances 
and surroundings, are exercised with 
beneficial effect to the advantage of all. 
In a few instances the laws are mixt 
with some of a puerile and vexatious 
character. 

The religious change in the condition 
of the South Sea Islanders is that of 
the most vital importance, and that by 
which the social and political improve
ment has been effected. The abomin
able system of idolatry, and debasing 

• superstitions prevalent in the islands, 
held the people in slavish subjection to 
the prince of darkness, and molded 
their minds and conduct in accordance 
with the malignant principles of their 
evil system. What could be expected 
from a people whose chief idols were 
Hiro, the god of thieves, and Oro, the 
god of war and murder? The idols 
have long since perisht, with the excep
tion of some spared for missionary and 
other museulIll'. Christianity is now 
tlstablisht in all tae groups, from Tabiti 

to New Guinea. Several islands in the 
west and north-west have yet to be 
brought under the benign sway of the 
Redeemer's Kingdom. When we view 
the feeble agency by which this mar
velous change has been effected within 
the present century, we must recognize 
the powerful, all-subduing work of the 
Holy Spirit. " Not by might, nor by 
power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord 
of Hosts." 

The Christianity of the natives in 
many parts is characterized by much 
fervor and energy and devotedness; 
and, altho there is often wanting the 
bright, spiritual intelligence and earn
est consistency the missionaries long to 
see more general, many of the converts 
manifest in their lives as well as pro
fession evidences of a new birth and 
consecration to the service of the Lord. 
Every town and village possesses a 
suitable place of worship and school
house, erected by the -free labor of the 
natives. The people generally have 
shown their appreciation of the bless
ings of the Gospel by their liberality, 
not confined to sustaining the work in 
their own localities, but also in their 
contributions to the missionary societies, 
to help forward the good work in other 
lands. Their contributions for Christian 
work last year amounted to the sum of 
£4,266 ($21,000). The missionaries 
everywhere receive pleasing marks of 
the grateful regard of the people among 
whom they labor, and the native pas
tors and teachers are liberally supported. 
Native agency is one of the most pleas
ing and effective means for carrying on 
the work in the Pacific. The devout lives 
and devoted consecration of these men 
and women, who readily forsake all to 
follow Christ, commands our warm ap
proval and thankfulness. To these 
native Christian workers we are largely 
indebted for the rapid and widespread 
extension of Christianity in this part of 
the globe. Their devotedness, deep 
consecration, earnest faith, and patient 
endurance should stimulate many in 
our churches at home to "go and do 
liltewise. " 
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Schools and other educational insti
tutions form a large and valuable part 
of missionary machinery. Remember
ing the Divine command, "Go, and 
teach all nations," the missionaries have 
always recognized the great importance 
of education as a moral and spiritual 
factor in their labors. The work of the 
Christian teacher, in elevating and puri
fying the minds of the people, young 
and old, takes a prominent position in 
missionary service. Secular knowledge 
is imparted as fully as it can be re
ceived, but it is subordinated to the 
spiritual. Day-schools and Sunday
schools exist in connection with all the 
churches. For every mission there is 
founded an institution for training 
native teachers and pastors for home 
and foreign work. From these the na
tive pastors, evangelists and school 
teachers are drawn. The missionary 
wives labor diligently in educational 
work, and there have lately been added 
several single ladies who have devoted 
themselves to this sphere of women's 
work. 

The translation of the Scriptures into 
the many languages of the Polynesian 
people has commanded the earnest at
tention and learning of the missionaries 
as a primary duty, and has been 
crowned with most gratifying results. 
In the early mission-fields of the Pacific 
the complete Bible has been translated 
and printed in several languages of the 
peoples of the different groups, and the 
New Testament and Psalms and other 
portions in the later missions, and the 
work is still progressing. The British 
and Foreign Bible Society has rendered 
ready and liberal aid in printing the 
Scriptures for the respective missions. 
AB the books are generally sold to the 
natives at a price sufficient to cover the 
expense of printing, the Bible Society, 
in most cases, has been recoupt for its 
outlay. In addition to the Scriptures 
many other books have been printed 
for the natives. 

Comparing the past and present con
dition of the Polynesians, we see much 
to fill the heart with gratitude and. 

praise to the Divine Head of the Church 
for what has been accomplisht, and 
much to encourage and stimulate us to 
further effort for the evangelization of 
all the tribes of the Pacific islands. 
There still remains much to be done, 
and many lands yet to be possest. We 
need-and daily feel more and more 
our need-the quickening power of the 
Holy Spirit to animate the native 
churches with purer life and more vital 
godliness. ., Brethren, pray for us, that 
the Word of the Lord may have free 
course and be glorified, even as it is 
with you." - Re'/}. 8. Ella, in The 
Ohronicle (L. M. 8.). 

The Waiting Isles. 

On the islands which have been al
ready occupied for Christ, where most 
of the people are now nominally Chris
tian, it is clear that there is little or 
no need for additional volunteers. A 
glance at the field may help us to de
termine the present situation. 

The first islands to be occupied by 
Christian missionaries were the &cietll 
Group, of which Tahiti is the best 
known. Here the London Missionary 
Society commenced its work now over 
a century ago, but after some years, 
the English missionaries were com
pelled by the French, who took pos
session of Tahiti, to leave the island. 
Only one missionary was allowed to 
remain as chaplain to the foreign resi
dents in the port of Papaiti. But be
fore they were driven away they had 
translated the Scriptures, had educated 
native ministers, and had provided for 
the continuance of their work by the 
natives. As the French extended their 
authority over: the rest of the Society 
Group and other adjacent islands, they 
made it difficult, and in some cases im
possible, for English missionaries to 
remain. The London Missionary 
Society, therefore, in the year 1889, 
past over the Society, the Paumotu, 
and the Austral Groups to the care of 
the Paris Missionary Society, which, 
being French, does nQt meet with thI) 
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opposition which English encounter 
from French officials. 

From the Society Group the mission
aries of the London Missionary Society 
carried the Gospel to the Her1Je1/, or 
Cook, I8landB, and also to Sarrwa. 
These groups have long been Christian. 
From Samoa the work has spread to 
Niue.(once Savage Island, a name now 
no longer appropriate), to the Tokelau, 
or Union Group, and to the Ellice, and 
the southern half of the Gilbert I8lands. 
These are still under the care of the 
London Society. They all have the 
Word of God, and are amply provided 
with the means of grace. 

The Tongo or Friendly I8lands and 
Fiji have been evangelized through 
means of Wesleyan Methodist Missions. 
Here, too, the people are all nominally 
Christian; they have the entire Bible 
in their own languages, and have their 
spiritual needs abundantly provided 
for. 

In the North Pacific, first in import
ance are the Hawaiian, or Sandwich, 
I8landB. The people of this group 
were rescued from heathenism through 
the labors of missionaries of the Amer
ican Board of Commissioners for For
eign Missions. The work was so far 
consolidated that more than twenty 
years ago the American Board past it 
over to the care of a local Society 
known as the Hawaiian Evangelical 
Association. Before this change was 
made the American Board had extend
ed its work to the Marque8a8 Islands, 
northeast of Tahiti, and to the Mar-
8hall and Caroline I8lands, as well as 
to the northern portion of the Gilbert 
Group. But the Hawaiian Association 
has never been strong enough effi
ciently to occupy these groups. Thus, 
while all the rest of the groups of is
lands in the South Pacific, eastward of 
the New Hebrides, have been evangel
ized, the Marquesas Group remains 
to-day largely heathen. The Marshall 
Islands, the Carolines, and the north
ern portion of the Gilbert Group have 
also suffered deprivation through the 
lack of sufficient workers. Of late 

years the MissioIlS in ,:the Caroline Is
lands have been greatly hindered, and 
in some cases almost destroyed, by the 
Spanish authorities who have assumed 
control over that group. Protestant 
Missions have, in fact, been practically 
put a stop to there. 

We come now to the Western Pacific. 
Beginning at the south, New Caledonia 
comes first. This island is under 
French rule, and is a French penal col
ony. Several attempts have been 
made, chiefly by the London Missionary 
Society, to introduce the Gospel, but 
the French authorities have frustrated 
all these efforts. And the French 
Roman Catholic priests have done lit
tle to win the natives even to Roman 
Catholicism. The poor people are dy
ing out before the settlers, without 
knowing anything of the Gospel mes
sage. 

The Loyalty i8lands are now a 
dependency of the French colony of 
New Caledonia. These were evangel
ized by the London Missionary Soci
ety. But French opposition and per
secution have been great hindrances to 
the work. On one island-Mare-no 
English missionaries are allowed to 
reside, the work being entirely in the 
hands of native pastors. Most of the 
people in the three islands which con
stitute the group are, however, Chris
tian and Protestant. 

The evangelization of the New 
Hebrides was commenced by the Lon
don Missionary Society, and here SORle 
of its martyrs laid down their lives. 
But when the Presbyterian Church of 
Nova Scotia wisht to undertake mis
sion work, this field was past over to 
the care of that Church. Other Pres
byterian churches-especially those of 
Australia and New Zealand-subse
quently joined in the work. Some of 
the islands have become Christian. 
Others remain partially, and some, 
largely heathen. There is still much 
to be done before the entire group be
comes Christian. The Melanesian (Epis
copal) Mission also works in some of the 
islands of the New Hebrides; but its 
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sphere of operation lies chiefly in the is
lands north of that group, its great field 
being the &lorrwn Islands. It is here, 
and in New Ireland, New Britain, and 
New Guinea that the main portion of 
the Pacific Islanders who are at present 
heathen is to be found. Practically 
these are the only portions of the Pac
ific where new foreign workers would 
find scope for service. 

As it would not be expedient to 
start new missions, we would strongly 
urge. any who wish to volunteer for 
this portion of the mission field to iden
tify themselves with one or other of 
the following societies: (1) the Scotch 
Presbyterian Mission for the New He
brides; (2) the Melanesian (Episcopal) 
Mission for the New Hebrides, Banks, 
Santa Cruz, and Solomon Islands; (3) 
the Wesleyan Mission (Australasian 
Conference) for New Britain or New 
Guinea; or (4) the London Missionary 
Society for New Guinea.-Rev. S. J. 
Whitmee, F. R. G. S. in the Student 
Volunteer, (British.> 

The Indian Problem. 
The Mohawk Indian Conference last 

year adopted the following platform, 
stating the creed of its members for 
the solution of the Indianproblem: 

"1. That the tribal system be abol
isht everywhere as soon as possible, 
and the Indian incorporated into the 
citizenship of the States and Territories. 

"2. That accordingly Indian agents 
be dispensed with wherever possible, 
especially where the Indians have been 
settled on their own allotments; and 
that, where it is necessary to retain an 
agent, preparations be made for his 
withdrawal in every possible way. 

"3. That legislation should protect 
the Indians against the land-grabber, 
the ~ambler, and the liquor seller; and 
partlcularly that Congress should pass 
the liquor bill approved by Commis
sioner Browning, or some other bill 
equally stringent. We further recom
mend that special attention be paid to 
the subject of marriage and divorce 
among the Indians, so as to bring their 
family relations under the laws of the 
States .or Territories within whose 
bounds they reside. 

•. 4. 'l'h~~ the lndllm agents should 

not be removed because of a change of 
Administration. Further, we commend 
the admirable methods of the present 
Superintendent of Indian Education, 
and we desire that he may be retained 
to carry out the plans that he has in
augurated. 

.. 5. That appropriations should be 
made promptly by Congress sufficient to 
provide for the education of all Indian 
;youth of school age; also, that the In
dian schools eventually, and as soon as 
is expedient be incorporated in the 
school systems of the several States and 
Territories, the United States paying the 
expense of the education of the Indian 
youth, so long as they are the wards of 
the nation. 

"6. That the work of surveying the 
reservations should as speedily as pos
sible be completed, so that IndIans 
may be enabled to locate their clabns. 

"7. That Indians on reservations 
should not be allowed to connect them
selves with shows traveling about the 
world to exhibit the savagery from 
which we are trying to reclaim them. 

.. 8. That the anomalous and deplor
able conditions in the Indian Territory 
should be remedied. Convinced that 
this can be done with justice to all 
parties, we desire the speedy passage of 
the Curtis Bill which past the House 
at the last session, with such modificia
tions only as will promote its efficiency 
and enable the Dawes Commission to 
introduce the Indians of the five civil
ized tribes to the full rights of Ameri
can citizenship. The utter failure of 
these tribes to protect the rights of 
citizen Indians III the tribal property 
lays upon our Government the obliga
tion to enforce the fulfillment of the 
trust which the tribal ~overnments as· 
sume in behalf of the Illdividual mem
bers of each tribe; and the duty of pro
tecting life and property in the territory 
devolves'upon the United States. 

"9. That it is of immediate import
ance that the natives of Alaska be put 
under the protection of organized terri
toriallaw, and be prepared for citizen
ship. 

"10. That coordinate with the work 
of the Government in providing the 
best facilities for the intellectual, in. 
dustrial and moral training of the 
Indian must be that of the preacher 
and teacher of religion. We therefore 
urge all Christian people vigorously to 
reenforce the work carried on by their 
missionary societies during this brief 
transition period, until the Indian shall 
be redeemed from paganism and in
corporated into our Christian life, as 
well alj into our national Citizenship." 
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IV.-EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT. 

The Presbyterian General Assembly 
has at last settled the much. debated 
question with reference to their new 
building, by accepting the report of the 
committee appointed by them in 1896, 
recommending that the building be re
tained. This committee is worthy of 
confidence, and since the assembly has 
come to an agreement on the subject, it 
is to be hoped that confidence in the 
governing board may be fully restored. 
It is believed that the offices will not 
only be no expensive luxury to the 
church, but will be a profitable source 
of income to the missionary societies. 

The insurrection in the Philippines is 
reported to have been put down. Thus 
the light of freedom-which in this 
case, however, might have meant li
cense-has been put out. Priest rule 
has not blest the islands, which still 
wait for the true evangelization which 
the pure gospel brings. Spanish and 
French rule are ever hostile to Protes
tant missions, as is illustrated in Cuba, 
and the Philippine Islands, held by 
Bpain, and in Madagascar, Tahiti, and 
other islands ruled by France. Mrs. 
Hutchinson, of California, has reccntly 
been refused permission to do mission
ary work in the Raitea island!:! of the 
Tahitian group. 

The mission of Dr. Barrows to India 
has, in many respects, proved eminently 
successful. He was welcomed, but 
looked doubtfully upon by some of the 
missionaries, and was greeted as a cham
pion by the Hindus. His lectures agree
ably surprised the former and disap
pointed the latter. He spoke over a 
hundred times, and always in unquali· 
:fied terms upheld the Gospel of 
Christ as presenting the only way of 
salvation. He has done much to put 
Christianity in a better light in the eyes 
of educated Hindus, and the results, 
while not yet apparent to any great 
extent, will doubtless be far reaching 
and lasting. 

The eighth annual closing exercises 
of the Gordon Missionary Training 
School, Boston, took place on Thurs
day, May 20th, at the Clarendon St. 
Baptist Church. The year's work was 
well represented by examinations in 
"Biblical and Practical Theology," 
and ' , Exegesis," under Rev. F. L. 
Chapell, "The Synthesis, History, and 
Interpretation of the Bible," under Dr. 
James M. Gray, and "Physiology. 
Hygiene, and Emergencies," under Dr. 
Julia Morton Plummer. 

The inter-denominational character 
of the school was evidenced by the 
fact that its one hundred and thirty-six 
members represent nearly all of the 
prominent evangelical denominations. 

Some of the graduates are already 
under appointment for the foreign 
field-some are to carry the Gospel 
message into the neglected portions of 
New England, while others will serve 
as pastor's aSsistants, church mission
aries, and rescue workers. 

The Springfield (Mass.) School for 
Christian Workers, has recently 
changed its name to the Bible Normal 
College. The courses offered are in
tended to fit men and women for work 
as Sunday-schoolnnd field superintend
ents, pastors assistants, city, home, and 
foreign missionaries. The Biblical 
course is excellent, and other depart
ments are well equipt and calculated 
to prepare the students for the service 
before them. 

It is getting to be a comparatively 
common thing for men and women to 
visit the mission :fields, either officially 
or privately. When this is done by 
consecrated Christians, the result can 
not but be a blessing, both to the mis
sionaries and to the visitors. Various 
organizations, until recently operating 
almost wholly at home, are now length
ening their cords and setting their 
stakes in foreign lands. The Christian 
E~deavors bave now thousands of 
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members in Asia. The Y. M. C. A. is 
strongly establisht in India, China, 
Japan, and elsewhere, largely through 
the visits of Mr. L. D. Willard sometime 
ago, and Mr. John R. Mott, who has 
recently returned from. his world tour. 
Mr. Speer's first article from abroad 
appeared in our last issue, and others of 
equal interest will follow. He is re
ceiving and transmitting a great bless
ing by his visits. The Women's Chris
tian Temperance Union has recently 
appointed Mrs. J. K. Barney, superin
tendent of penal, charitable, and re
formatory work, to be their Eighth 
"round the world missionary," and she 
has lately started: on her journey. 
Dr. D. M. Stearns is also on bis way 
around the world to visit his wide 
parish, which has claimed so much of 
his attention. 

On Easter Sunday, April 18, another 
faithful servant of the Lord was called 
to his reward. On that day Rev. 
James Hall Brookes, D.D., of St. 
Louis, fell asleep at the age of 67. He 
had been suffering for several years 
from the result of a severe attack of 
grippe, but still continued in active 
work, speaking and writing. He was 
a valient champion of the truth, and 
was so stirred by anything which 
seemed to him possessing a dangerous 
tendency, that many who did not come 
into personal contact with him never 
knew of the warmth of his heart. 
Dr. Brookes was born in Pulaski, 
Tenn., and after years of struggle 
to obtain an education, entered the 
ministry. He died in St. Louis, where 
for thirty-nine years he had been 
pastor of the Washington Avenue 
Presbyterian Church. As editor of 
The Truth he taught many in Bible 
doctrines, and strenuously opposed the 
evils of the day. 

On February 18, at the mission sta
tion of the Dutch Reformed Church at 
Mochuli, near Mafeking, in British 
Bechuanaland, a sad accident occurred 
to the missionary there, Rev. William 

J. Neethling, which has cost him his 
life. From telegrams received by his 
family, it seems that after a violent 
wind-storm, which had damaged the I 

mission church, he went to see what 
harm had been done to it, when a gable 
fell and struck him, seriously injming 
his back and thigh. He fell asleep in 
Jesus about three hours after. 

This young missionary has had 8 

very short term of service. He went 
through the theological course at the 
Theological Seminary of Stellenbosch, 
Cape Colony, and nine months' medical 
preparation at the Livingstone College 
in London. A few days after the tid
ings of his death were received, was 
the first anniversary of his ordination 
in his native town at Stellenbosch. 
Much sympathy is felt for the sister 
who accompanied him, and their fellow 
workers, Miss Retief and Mr. Joubert. 
Prayer is being offered that his vacant 
place may speedily and efficiently be 
filled by a missionary of his Master's 
own choosing. 

The Armenian orphans are the 
"Wards of Christendom." Their 
parents were Christian and it is largely 
through the criminal inactivity of 
European nations that the children are 
now without home or the necessaries 
of life. There is now some opportunity 
to retrieve the past by caring for the 
destitute orphans and thereby rescuing 
them from the horrible fate of being 
left in the hands of the unscrupUlous 
Turks, and educating them as Christians 
who shall form the nucleus of a new 
and nobler generation. Twenty-five 
dollars a year will suffice to furnish 
these children with home and instruc
tion for one year, but there are 50,000 
of them who need to be cared for. 
Much relief work has already been 
accomplisht in the distribution of food 
and clothing, care for the sick, provid
ing employment, and redeeming girls 
from the hands of their Moslem cap
tors, but the need is still pressing and 
the opportunity is great to give help 
"unto one of the least of these." 
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7he Ohri8tian Herald has been doing 
a most commendable work in raising 
funds for the relief of the Indian 
famine sufferers. We know of few men 
more actively alive to the needs of suf
fering and sinning mankind than Mr. 
Klopsch. 

We acknowledge as received for Ar
menian fund: Junior C. E. Soc., Taylor, 
Texas, through Bernard Garry, 60c.; 
also, Y. P. S. C. E., Shickley, Nebraska, 
through O. H. Johnson, f3.85. 

Dr. Wm. Ashmore, the honored vet
eran missionary, of Swatow, China, 
writes to the Editor-in-Chief under date 
of March 8, 1897 : 

Your remark about Missww being in 
danger qf a collapse has made a great stir, 
but a stir that was very much needed. 
Two of our district secretaries have 
written about it, and denominational 
papers have been delivering themselves. 
They think you are a little somber in 
your shading, yet every one of these 
concludes that it i8 best to whip up a 
little. 

Now, I am, myself, quite hopeful, 
for I am where I see the hand of God 
among the heathens; I am brimful of 
buoyancy on that account. Some of the 
facts of the situation might range 
themselves a bit differently in my field 
of inference. Things as I see them 
here make a bright picture. At the 
same time, if the question were put to 
me-How about In. Pierson'sjear oj a 
coUapse? I should say too much dan
F;er-altogether too much danger. If 
It were not that we see Christ at the 
head of his missionary column of the 
East, I should be appalled. There 
are drawbacks-distressing drawbacks 
even to my bright picture. 

I am heartily glad you have written 
as you have done. The peril at home 
is great, and the peril, in consequence, 
out here is great. The big conferences 
that are being held are not going to 
touch the difficulty. Our own Baptist 
conferences, to promote systematic giv
ing, are not beginning to meet the case. 
They don't go back far enough, nor 
down deep enough. They do not give 
a good diagnosis of the complaint. 
They are prescribing for a disease with
out having informed themselves just 
what is the nature of the disease. 

This they are all saying, the present 
state of things is due in a measure to 
the "apathy of the church," and the 

"apathy of the pastors," and there 
they come to a dead halt. That is just 
where they ought to begin. What 
would we think of a doctor who, be
cause a man has fever, makes a pre
scription without asking what kind of 
a fever? What caused the fever? Is it 
sun fever, or malarial fever, or bubenic 
fever." Yet our councils of doctors 
are telling us that there is "apathy" in 
the church; but never one of them, 
that I have seen, goes into the study 
of the apath!.. 

"Apathy '-anal)o'-without feel
ing; no feeling. Now what is the 
cause of that .. no feeling "-Does it 
arise from ignorance on missions alone? 

. Then one kind of treatment isrequired. 
Does it arise from the paralyzing 
effects of new theology-something 
bound to be a curse to missions, then an
other element must enter in. Does it 
arise from a general run-down spiritual 
condition-the want of real religion? 
then the treatment must be more radi
cal. A mighty revival is needed. 

Weare in receipt of the following 
letter from Mr. Geo. R. Witte, whose 
earnest appeal for a mission to a neg
lected part of the Neglected Continent 
appeared in our May issue, and has 
already been productive of promising 
results. The letter reads in part as 
follows: 

Will you permit me to report, with 
great joy, that my appeal on behalf of 
the Cherentes Indians has already borne 
some fruit? 

Among the responses was one from a 
lady in New York, who offers an 
annual subscription of $200 if the mis
sion is undertaken, and several smaller 
sums have been promist by different 
friends, to whose sympathies the singu
lar story of the Cherentes has appealed 
with strong force. 

But what we deem of still more im
portance is that the article has brought 
us into touch with a Presbyterian min
ister in Philadelphia (the Rev. J. Beatty 
Howell), who has been a missionary in 
Brazil for nearly 24 years, and who 
only returned from there last fall. Mr. 
Howell has had this work among the 
Indians on his heart for many years, 
and strongly urged the establishment of 
a mission among them in several of his 
annual reports. One of these came to 
the eyes of a gentleman in England 
last year, and resulted in an offer by 
this gentleman to establish a mission at 
his expense in this very province of 
Goyaz. Last year the proposition could 
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not be carried out, but Mr. Howell has 
volunteered to find out if the offer is 
still open, and has urged upon me the 
advisability of joining Dr. Graham in 
the establishment of the mission as soon 
as the necessary funds can be obtained. 

While this proposal involves an 
abandonment of my university studies, 
I can not but feel that the call is of 
God, and as one medical missionary will 
be sufficient for the present in the field, 
I have agreed to go with the Doctor as 
soon as the way opens. 

In the meantime I am endeavoring 
to become familiarized with the pecn· 
liarities and requirements of the field, 
and I am profoundly imprest with the 
vastness and importance of the open 
door, which has thus singularly been 
set before us. The province of Goyaz 
in Brazil, where the Cherentes live, is 
in extent as large as the combined area 
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti
cut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl
vania, Maryland, Virginia, West Vir
ginia, and Ohio, only Delaware being 
left out of this immense section of 
our country. 

TM8 whole 'Dast terriWryj does not now 
contain a 8ingle 1'esident Protestant 
missionary. 

We may well stagger at that stnpend
ous fact, and I am reminded of the ques
tion that was put to Robert Morrison 
when he set out for China: "Do 
you expect to convert China?" He 
promptly answered: "No; but God 
will, and can." 

Rev. Mr. Howell, who toucht the 
colonized portion of the state in one of 
his recent trips, says that he found the 
people everywhere eager and ready for 
the Gospel, and that in a journey of 
over 2,500 miles he was never interfered 
with by either civil or ecclesiastical 
powers. 

The Indian tribes contained in this 
one province number upwards of two 
hundred thousand, and they belong to 
the Tapulla or Ges nation, the best de
veloped and most promising of the four 
great Indian nations by whom Brazil is 
peopled. 

The Tapuya with the Tupi were for
merly located much further south, in 
the region of Paraguay, and while 
there they have doubtless been, to some 
extent. influenced by the extension of 
the Jesuit missions of the seventeenth 
century. One good result of their 
labors has survived to our day in the 
lingua geral, a peculiar adaptation of 
Indian language, which is, to some ex
tent, known to all of the 250 Indian 
tribes of Brazil, and which serves as a 

common basis of intercourse among 
them. 

As it would be well nigh impossible 
to translate the Bible into the language 
of each separate tribe, it will readily 
be seen that in this lingua geral we have 
a medium, already created and at hand, 
for the promulgation of the Gospel 
among these people, another instance 
where God in His own way has pre
pared a medium for the spreading of 
His kingdom, as He did by the Grecian 
and Roman conquests just before our 
Savior's appearance on earth. 

Nor is the territory as inaccessible as 
I had previously assumed. Steamboats 
run from Para some hundreds of miles 
up the Tocatins river, and from the 
cataracts, where the steamers stop, the 
journey inland can be completed by a 
large kind of canoe. This trip is 
frequently made by government offi
cials, merchants, and explorers. 

Dr. Graham and I both feel greatly 
encouraged by the responses thus far 
received, and we hope and pray that 
still other friends may come forward 
to enable us to speedily set out on this 
great mission to the neglected people of 
this most neglected continent. We 
commend ourselves to your earnest 
prayers. Very sincerely yours, 

GEO. R. WITTE, 
142 Second Ave., New York City. 

Attention has been caUed to the fact 
that in the January issue of the RE
VIEW, page 65, the words "and chil
dren" should have been omitted. The 
number of those baptized during 1896 
by the Church Missionary Society was 
16,000, of whom 7,000 were adults. 

Another error is noted on page 56 of 
the same issue, where it is stated that 
3,000,000 in Central Provinces, India, is 
untoucht. 

The population of the Hoshaugabad 
District at the last census is about 
350,000. In this district there are six 
mission stations, five of them are those 
of the Society of Friends, and at Harda 
the Foreign Christian Mission and the 
American Methodist Episcopal Church 
have successful work. The F. F. M. A. 
have been working in this district since 
1874. 

Subscribers who fail to receive their 
copies of the REVIEW, or in whose 
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bills mistakes are discovered, are reo 
quested to write immediately to the 
pUblishers. 

Rev. J. C. Denning, of Narsinghpur, 
India, in the midst of the famine dis
trict, writes in regard to the famine 
sufferers: 

This is the fourth year of short crops 
here. Many hundreds of fields have 
not been sown at all this year. The 
prices of foods have doubled and 
trebled work has almost ceast, so 
the people can get nothing to do, ex
cept as the government gives relief. 

In July we began a poorhouse here, 
getting funds by subscriptions. The 
Deputy Commissioner had it in charge. 
From 200 to 300 people were fed in 
that way till December 1st. Europeans 
(we have only 20, big and little, in this 
place) and natives subscribed. For a 
long time Mrs. Denning sent a bucket 
of ku1lji (gruel) twice a day from our 
own kitchen to the weak and sick in 
the poorhouse. In Godawara, another 
town in this district, a similar poorhouse 
with 550 inmates was started at the 
same time. 

More than a year ago people began 
to bring their children to me, and ask 
me to take them, and feed them. But 
during the past few months this has 
increast greatly. Some want money 
for their children. Some say, "take 
my children and I'll go off and die." 
The first woman that wanted to sell a 
child to me, brought a nice girl of 12 
and 2 boys younger. She wanted 
$5.00 for the girls, and thought nobody 
would buy the boys. She gave me all 
three for nothing, signing stamped 
paper releasing all claims. Another 
woman brought three boys. She said 
she could not part with the dear baby; 
I took the other two. A Mohammedan 
brought his boy the other day to my 
wife. He said he was a farmer, but 
his fields had produced nothing, and 
they both were starving; he had heard 
that the pOOri would take children. 
He had an earnest talk with the boy, 
the purpose was this: "My son, you 
know I love ;rou; but I can't feed you; 
I have nothmg. The padri will take 
you, and feed and teach you. Will 
you go ? U The boy consented, and is 
now with Rev. Mr. Bruere, in Poona. 
One day 10 mothers signed stamped 
papers, giving me their own dear little 
girls, never expecting to see them 
again. I have sent 203 children to 
orphanages in Poona, Bombay, and 
other places. Many hundreds of peo-

pIe have died of hunger and of dis
eases (sores, diarrhrea, intestinal gan
grene, etc.), induced by starvation. 
Many a child, many a man, many a. 
grandmother I have seen dying by the 
roadside. Yesterday morning I went to 
the railway station at 5 o'clock, to assist 
Miss Richardson of Bombay, as she 
was taking away 20 children. Return
ing home before daybreak, I found a 
man dead by the roadside. 

Since December 1st government is 
giving aid. About 1,100 are in the 
poorhouse here; and more than that 
number in two other poorhouses of the 
district; and they are increasing rapidly. 
Last Thursday 200 new ones were ad
mitted in this house here. Thousands 
more are 'Working on government relief 
works. People formerly well· to-do are 
now on charity. A native judge told 
me yesterday, that probably not one 
farmer in 10 is able to hold a plow. 
T1!ey are becoming so weak. 

We have here in Narsinghpur a 
boys' orphanage begun 4 years ago, and 
now have 70 boys. They leave off heath
enism when they come in, and learn 
Christian ways. Many of them are 
earnest Christians. We teach them the 
common branches, a great deal of the 
Bible. and a trade. We would like to 
take in 100 boys at once, if we could get 
the means. We have not an inch more 
room. But there is a Raja's palace 
just across the street from our school, 
and it is empty and for sale. It was 
built 9 or 10 years ago for a boy Raja; 
he is now of age and does not want to 
live in it. It is a handsome structure, 
solid brick, 90 ft. front; 100 ft. long, 
two stories high in front, has 26 rooms, 
and would accommodate 100 boys nice
ly. It is not European nor native in 
structure, and nobody wants it as a 
residence, but it would be splendid for 
a school. The Raja is anxious to sell 
it, and askt me to buy it for Rs. 8000. I 
am sure he would take Rs. 6000 ($3,000) 
for it. We muat have this building, 
and also money to support the 100 boys. 
I don't know where the money is to 
come from, but God has plenty of it in 
the pockets of some of His stewards. 
Now is the time to get the boys. We 
can get all we want of the choicest, 
brightest boys. I put in 8 boys yester
day, very fine, bright, little fellows. 
In ordinary times we can feed and 
clothe a boy for about Re. 3 per 
month. Food is higher now and it 
costs nearly 4 Rs. 

We must have that building. If you 
can buy it; or help in any way from 
Rs. 1 to any amount in its purchase, 
we should be very grateful indeed. 
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We need support for more boys. If 
you could support a number, and thus 
help to save some, body and soul, God 
would be glorified. 

The report of the state of religion in 
the Classis of Arcot (R. C. in A.) is 
an encouraging and hope· inspiring 
document. According to the report, 
" the year just closed has been the most 
successful one in the history of the 
classis." TWs is the carefullyenunci
ated opinion of missionaries, some of 
whom have been forty years upon the 
field. 125 families were added to 
our churches; 147 persons united with 
us on confession of faith, and 9 per
sons who had been suspended, were 
restored. 

Two hundred and thirty -nine children 
of Christian parents were baptized; 110 
adults were baptized, and 485 persons 
have renounced heathenism and have 
put themselves under Christian instruc
tion, preparatory to baptism. We have 
143 Sunday-schools with 4,809 children, 
of whom more than one-half are non
Christian. 

The contribution of the native 
churches for the support of their own 
pastors is also much more than ever 
before. Their earnings are small, yet 
several churches are supporting their 
own pastors without outside help. 
Many families living on an income of 
from $5 to $7 a month, contribute 
one-tenth of their income or even 
more. This is all the more remarkable 
since it has taken place in a year when 
famine has threatened and there has 
been much suffering. 

According to a summary prepared by 
the A. B. C. F. M., the contributions
from Protestants the world over to for
eign missions have increast $1,100,000, 
but with a decrease in the United States 
of $70,000. Communicants in Protes
tant missions have increast 64,000. 
Altogether it is estimated that there are 
267 missionary societies, 4,525 stations, 
14,037 outstations, 6,336 male mission
aries, 5,675 female missionaries, 60,164 
native laborers or missionaries, and 
1,221,175 communicants. The total in
come is said to amount to $15,649,243, 
a very small sum when compared with 
the figures representing the outlay on 
intoxicating drink. 

The Church Missionary Society needs 
an income exceeding last year's by 
50,000 pounds sterling, to escape debt. 

. Much prayer is now being offered that 
this result may be realized. This noble 
society is doing the largest work of any 
now in the field, and is peculiarly apos
tolic in method and spirit. It com
mands universal respect and love on the 
part of all denominations. 

The Nyassa Industrial Mission of 
British Central Africa, is an inter
denominational society, establisht on a 
Biblical basis, aiming to found self
supporting and self-propagating mis
sionary plantations or centers of in. 
dustry, so that Christians at home shall 
not be called upon to support the work. 
The governing board is in England, 
Richard Cory, president, Benjamin I. 
Greenwood, treasurer, and Charles 
Rudge, secretary. The field of opera
tions is the Shir~ Highlands of South 
Nyassaland, a country healthful and 
fertile, where the natives are friendly 
and teachable, but unevangelized. 
This is something on the plan of Mr. 
Heli Chatelain's plan for establisWng a 
colony, and one which, we believe, with 
prudence and perseTerance will prove 
most effectual in the evangelization of 
the Dark Continent. 

The Livingstonfa Mission (Free 
Church Scotland) is making astonish
ingly rapid progress at Bandawe, Ny
assaland, the "hearers" classes num
bered at close of last session, 500 men 
and 1,000 women (more than double); 
the number of communicants is 120, 
and of attendants at church, 1,000 and 
over. 

The Peruvian mission has found it ad
visable to reorganize on a more efficient 
and definite basis. Dr. Grattan Guin
ness and the directors of Harley House, 
London, have become responsible for 
its management. Lima, Cuzco, and 
Puno will be the centers of operation 
from which the work of the evangeliza
tion of Peru will be carried on. 
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Book Reviews. 
A HISTORY OF CmNA.*-No writer 

on Chinese subjects deserves a hearing 
more than the author of "The Middle 
Kingdom," which has been for many 
years the standard work on this coun
try. The present revival of interest in 
the "Land of Sinim" has led to a de
mand for more information in regard 
to the people, their land, and their his
tory, and the present volume will be 
gladly welcomed in consequence. Dr. 
Williams, who was for many years a resi
dent of China, and a close student of the 
character and history of ihe Chinese, 
begins his treatise with some interesting 
information in regard to the earliest 
days of legend and myth, and passes 
on through the various cycles and 
dynasties, down to the great famine of 
1878. Frederick Wells Williams, in
structor in Oriental History in Yale 
University, furnishes an additional 
chapter on recent events, including the 
French conquests in Indo-China, the 
accession of the present Emperor, the 
recent riots and disasters, the war with 
Japan, and present day progress in 
science and civilization. No book is 
so full of reliable information in regard 
to the history and progress of the Celes
tial Empire, and none is more interest
ing and graphic in its descriptions of 
the events narrated. 

The size and price of this volume will 
make it more accessible to many than 
is "The Middle Kingdom"; the closing 
chapter on recent events also adds to 
its completeness and interest. 

LETTERS FROM ARMENIA.t-The 
horrors of Armenia and the fiendish 
character of the treacherous Turk are 
destined to make a lasting impression 
upon history and on literature. " The 
Year of Shame" has already created a 
markt sensation in England, and the 
letters of Mr. and Mrs. Harris, written 
from the very theatre where these tra~
edies were enacted, cannot fail to stIr 
every heart with indignation against 
those who perpetrated and those who 
permitted such deeds, and must move 
men and women of every creed and 
clime to deepest sympathy for the sor
rowing and suffering victims. 

Mr. and Mrs. Harris are not mission
aries, and will, therefore, be more read-

* A History of China, Historical Chapters 
from .. The Middle Kingdom," by the late S. 
Wells Williams, LL.D., with a concluding 
chapter on recent events by Frederick Wells 
Williams. Charles Scribners' Sons, New 
York. $2.00. 

t Letters from Armenia, by J. Rendel Har
ris and Helen B. Harris. Fleming H. Revell 
Co. $1.25. 

ily listened to by some who are preju
diced against the noble men and women 
of that calling. The letters are from 
visitors in a strange country to friends 
at home, and do not iudulge in extra· 
vagant and untrustworthy tales of 
horror and suffering, but simply re
count what was seen or gathered from 
reliable witnesses. The Turk is treated 
with fairness, and the general moderate 
and impartial tone of the letters is 
noticeable, yet what is narrated is de
scribed with a sympathetic and graphic 
touch which thrills and moves as does 
no other account which we have seen. 

We should be glad if everyone indif
ferent or antagonistic to the cause of 
missions and of Armenia could read 
these letters-they could not long re
main unconvinced of the worthiness of 
the workers and the work. Not onlr. are 
the scenes of the massacres descnbed, 
and the condition of the people, but the 
methods of relief and the character of 
the missionaries and tllCir work. The 
illustrations and map give an added at
traction, which is acceptable, but is not 
needed to make this volume painfully 
interesting. 

Books Reoeived. * 
SHORT HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MIs

SlONS.-By George Smith, LL.D. 5th 
edition, revised. Hand-books for 
Bible classes, by Dr. Dods and Dr. 
Whyte. T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh. 

MISSIONS OF THE SOCIETY OF THE 
M. E. CHURCH.-By J. M. Reid, D.D., 
revised and extended by J. T. Gracey, 
D.D. Maps and illustrations. 3 vol
umes. Eaton & Mains, New York. 

TWENTY· SIX YEARS OF MISSION 
WORK IN CmNA.-By Grace Scott, 
illustrated. Hodder & Stoughton, 
London. 

EEN J AAR AP REIS IN DIENST DER
ZENDING.-By F. Lion Cochet. J. A. 
Wormser, Amsterdam. 

CHARLES FORCE DEEMs.-An auto
biography and memoir prepared by his 
sons, Rev. Edward M. Deems and 
Francis M. Deems, M.D. Fleming H. 
Revell Co. $1.50. 

RELIGIOUS LIFE IN GERMANY as seen 
in the State and the Church. By 
Edward F. Williams, DD. Fleming 
H. Revell Co. $1.50. 

THOUGHTS FROM THE MOUNT OF 
BLESSING. By Mrs. E. G. White. 
Pacific Press Publishing Co., Oakland, 
Cal. 75c. 

"These books have not yet received ac
knowledgement in these pages. We reserve 
them for a more extended notice in future. 
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V.-GENERAL MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE. 

EDITED BY REV. D. L. LEONARD, D.D. 

Extracts and Translations from Foreign 
Periodicals. 

BY REV. C. C. STARBUCK, ANDOVER, 

MASS. 

JAPAN. 

-:Mr. Valentine Chirrol, in his" Far 
Eastern Question," quoted in the Annual 
Report of the C. M. S. for 1895-6, re
marks, in speaking of the short passage 
from Japan over to China: "It is like 
passing from night into day, from an 
atmosphere laden with the oppressive 
odor of decay into one charged with 
the ozone of exuberant vitality. On 
the western shores of the Yellow Sea, 
the traveler has left behind him II. 

countless agglomeration of human be
ings which no homogeneity of race, 
language, or religion has availed to 
weld together into a nation, a cumber
some and corrupt bureaucracy, which 
barely contrives to keep the ponderous 
machinery of government moving in 
the well-worn ruts of time-honored 
abuses, and a central authority, loose 
and shiftless at the best, and now dis
tracted to the verge of utter helpless
ness and imbecility. On its eastern 
shores he lands amongst a people 
whose national vigor has been strung 
to the utmost highest point of tension 
by a strenuously centralized adminis
tration, which itself responds in com
plete sympathy of intellect and heart 
to the touch of enlightened and reso· 
lute rulers. Alone amongst all Asiatic 
nations, Japan seems to have realized 
in its fullest sense the modern concep
tion of patriotism, such as we under
stand it in the West. In China the 
eyes of even the best among the living 
generation are hypnotized by constant 
contemplation of the dead past; in 
Japan, all eyes are straining towards 
the future. On the one hand, the 
chaos of misrule, corruption, and ig. 

norance; on the other, a rigid disci
pline based on an individual sense of 
duty and an innate love of order. In 
China an almost universal tread down
wards into the common slough of 
despond; in Japan a combined effort 
to level upwards. In both countries 
the lower classes are patient and indus
trious; but, whilst in China what re
mains to them of the fruits of their 
industry, after they have been squeezed 
by their rulers, is too often squandered 
in opium-smoking and in an insensate 
passion for gambling, thrift is the rule 
in Japan. In both countries they are 
easily governed, but in China there is 
the dull unreasoning resignation of the 
overworkt beast of burden, in Japan 
the ready acquiescence of a bright and 
light-hearted people, instinct with the 
joyousness of life." 

Again: "Japan is a nation of hero
worshippers, undiscriminating, per
haps, at times in the objects of its 
worship, but always accessible to the 
highest forms of emotion. The enthu
siasm of the army for the first time 
called out for active servico, was only 
equalled by the enthusiasm of the peo· 
pIe for the army. The warlike 
achievements of a campaign conducted 
on the most approved principles of 
modern science represented in the eyes 
of the Japanese, but the natural evolu
tion of those feudal virtues which fired 
the imagination of their ancestors, and 
had oven formed the favorite themes of 
their poets. There was not a hamlet 
in the most secluded country-side, 
which did not thrill to every episode of 
the war, and deck itself out in all the 
bravery of bunting and triumphal 
arches to welcome back its own small 
contingent of battle-stained warriors. 
Even the bearers and coolies, the hum
blest of non-combatant camp-followers, 
had their share in the joyful home
coming. In China I had seen the 
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wretched soldiers, dismist with a mere 
pittance from the colors, begging 
and bullying their way home to their 
distant provinces. In Japan, I saw the 
whole population of a small village in 
the hills of Hakona turn out to strug
gle for the gratuitous honor of taking 
in a batch of invalided soldiers, who 
had been sent up from the hospitals of 
Tokyo, to recruit their strength in the 
more bracing air of the mountains. 
The one explosion of savage revenge 
provokt at Port Arthur by the atroci
ties which the Chinese had committed 
upon their prisoners, should be remem
bered mainly as the solitary exception 
to the rule of rigid discipline main
tained throughout the rest of the cam
paign, and against it may well be set 
off the friendly relations universally 
establisht between the conquerors and 
the peasantry of the Chinese districts 
which they occupied, and the security 
enjoyed throughout Japan by the Chi
namen who elected to remain on there 
during the war." 

The Times remarks, as quoted in the 
same report: "The Japanese have not 
allowed the cares of war and diplo
macy to interfere with the national ex
hibition, which it is their practice to 
hold every four years. As the date for 
the exhibition came round this spring, 
it was duly opened, notwithstanding 
the other engrossing subjects which 
have occupied the minds of the nation 
and of its rulers. It says much for the 
many-sided energy, which seems to be 
one of the most striking characteristics 
of this remarkable people, that the dis
play of arts and industries, which fol
lowed 80 hard upon the exertions and 
the anxieties of the war period, was 
brilliantly successful. The interesting 
account of what was to be seen last 
summer in the buildings at Kyoto, 
which we publish to-day, bears witness 
to the astonishing progress already ac
complisht by Japan in the most varied 
branches of industry ..•. It has been 
observed that at one period in the Ital. 
lan Renaissance every product of hu
man activity, from the walls of a fort-

ress to the note In the margin of a 
manuscript, bore the impress of the 
sense of beauty stirring in all men's 
minds. We seem to be witnessing a 
similar phenomenon in Japan. The 
same sense of fitness which quicks the 
eye and the hand of the Japanese de
signer, as he creates his wonderful 
fabrics in porcelain or silk, appears to 
direct the worker in ruder materials to 
adapt exactly the right means to his 
end. He, too, is an artist, with an 
artist's sense of beauty and an artist's 
pride in his work. ' Art and industry,' 
observes our correspondent, 'go hand
in-hand in Japan; they are insepar
able.' There is little or no bad work
manship, and the Japanese has a natural 
abhorrence of the' cheap and nasty'
perhaps in part because prices are so 
low that he can command the cheap 
and good." 

The Japanese, who are not troubled 
with much ponderousness either of 
body or mind, have the capacity, ap
parently beyond any other nation of 
the world, of projecting themselves 
into any form of activity or of char
acter which they may think desirable 
to assume. They had determined to 
wage their war with China "according 
to all the principles of western science 
and of Christian humanity. They car
ried out both purposes marvelously, 
aided by the absolute discipline and 
obedience to command, which is the 
very nature of the Japanese. Is this 
humanity now inrooted henceforth and 
persistent in the national character, or is 
it the fruit of a special effort, likely to 
disappear when that effort is relaxed? 
Some point to the atrocities at Port 
Arthur as proof that the terrible provo
cation given there by the Chinese pro
vokt a momentary self-forgetfulness 
in the Japanese, and that their horrible 
retaliation exhibits more nearly their 
underlying selves. But how will that 
agree with the unquestionably milder 
tone of Japanese administration gener. 
ally, as compared with the Chinese? 
The same unfriendly critics point to the 
accumulating reports of unnamable and 
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continuing atrocities in Formosa. The 
Japanese, they say, are Mongolians, 
and where they are not ~n their best 
behavior, they are quite as cruel as 
the Mongolian Turks. Let us hope 
that the terrible reports from Formosa 
wiIlsoon be disproved, although, if they 
should be establisht, they would only 
show that the Japanese have not yet 
risen above the level of English hu
manity in Ireland under Elizabeth, or 
of Spanish humanity in the Nether
lands under Alva. As Christians we 
ought to be at least so far in advance 
of them. 

II'lLAlI. 

The Rev. Edward Sell, quoted in 
the C. .M. Intelligencer, remarks, that 
according to true Mohammedan law 
the Turkish Sultan can not be the 
calif. It mUilt, legitimately, always 
be an Arab, of Mohammed's own tribe, 
the Koreish. The practise, which has 
of late become more usual in India, of 
offering prayers in the mosques, might, 
it appears, be legally forbidden. Out
side of the calif's own temporal juris
diction, such prayers should be offered 
for the ruler of the land, that is, in 
India for the empress. Mohammedan
ism, indeed, hardly contemplates that 
any considerable body of Moslem shall 
live under the government of a non
Moslem ruler. Mr. Sell goes on to 
say: 

"In thus casting doubt on the legal
ity of the claim made by Turkish 
sultans to the Khalifate of Islam, I do 
not deny that the law of Islam requires 
that there ShOl,lld be a Khalif. Un
fortunately for Islam, there is nothing 
in its history parallel to the conflict of 
Pope and Emperor, of Church and 
State. 'The action and reaction of 
these powerful and partially indepen
dent forces, their resistance to each 
other, and their ministry to each other, 
have been of incalculable value to the 
higher activity and life of Christendom. ' 
In Islam the Kha1if is both Pope and 
Emperor. Ibn Khaldun states that 
the difference between the Khalif and 

any other ruler is that the former rules 
according to divine, the latter accord
ing to human law. The prophet in 
transmitting his sacred authority to the 
Khalifs, his successors, conveyed to 
them absolute powers. Khalifs can be 
assassinated, murdered, banisht, but 
so long as they reign, anything like 
constitutional liberty is impossible. It 
is a fatal mistake in European politics 
and an evil for Turkey to recognize the 
Sultan as the Khalif of Islam, for if he 
be such, Turkey can never take any 
step forward to newness of political 
life." 

F. F. Adessey, in the InUlligencer, 
speaking of the great Mohammedan 
university at Al Azhar, at Cairo, says: 

"Theology and science are almost 
one at Al Azhar. The Koran is the 
standard both of religion and of gram
mar, and it is quite as much a sin to 
break one of the rules of grammar as 
to tell a lie. Thus to the student of 
Al Azhar his language becomes part of 
his religion, and he would almost as 
soon think of changing his native 
tongne as of changing his faith. It is 
one of the commonest reproaches used 
against a Christian in this country that 
he does not know Arabic, not having 
studied at Al Azhar. In a sense it is 
true, as none are so bound to the letter 
of the Koran as the Sheikhs of Al 
Azhar, even their everyday langnage 
being in consequence different from 
that of ordinary men-a kind of 
stilted book talk. The axiom with 
which the student at Al Azhar begins 
his work, and which dominates his 
whole university course, is that the 
Koran is infallible. He is not 
allowed to question the truth of its 
statements in theology or science, and 
whatever will not agree with it must be 
rejected. As it was written to meet 
the special local circumstances of the 
inhabitants of Arabia in the seventh 
century, the result upon the student 
may be imagined. Instead of his uni
versity course enlarging his ideas, it 
tends to cramp and cripple them, 
until he becomes a narrow-minded 
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bigot like his teachers, the uncom
promising opponent of all enlighten- . 
ment and progress. And let no one 
think that the study of the Koran tends 
to produce a favorable inclination 
towards Christianity. On the contrary, 
the student at AI Azhar learns to be· 
lieve that the Christian Gospels have 
been corrupted, that Christ was never 
crucified, and that Christianity is the 
great hindrance to the progress of the 
true religion-Islam. 

"The influence of such a university 
on the Moslem world is terrible to con
template. The spiritual teachers of 
Islam are, for the most part, men to 
whom the Spirit is nothing, the letter 
everything, and wherever they go, they 
must hinder the progress of Christian
ityand true civilization." 

Tm: JEWS. 

Archdeacon Sinclair, quoted from 
" R. R. R.," in Jewish Mi88iona'l'?/ Intel
ligenC8, admirably says; "With regard 
to the Jews, what we need is more 
love, affection, brotherliness, kindness. 
We must make the transition easier for 
the Hebrew. He must no longer live 
in isolated and unassimilated masses in 
the midst of an unsympathetic Gentile 
population, but become one of us in 
nation, heart, and association. Thirty
one years is but a short time for the 
Hebrew to have forgotten the disabili
ties and suspicion from which, during 
long centuries, he suffered. We must 
not treat each individual Hebrew as if 
he personally and of his own deliberate 
device had rejected Him whom we be
lieve to be the Messiah. Nineteen cen
turies of un-Christlike treatment and of 
national concentration have made it 
almost impossible for him to share our 
faith. 

"He has been thrown back upon 
himself, and he has not thought of 
Christianity as even a possibility. By 
far the laJ.'gw number of Hebrews in 
our country know absolutely nothing 
about Christians, except that they pass 
their lives amongst large populations 
who bear the name of Christian, but 

who are no recommendation to any 
faith whatever. We must try to per
suade the Hebrews that it is worth their 
while to inquire about this strong in
alienable belief of ours that the Messiah 
did come nineteen hundred years ago. 
How is it that, whereas there are in the 
population of the world eight millions 
of Hebrews, there are no less than 
three hundred and ninety-three millions 
of those who agree with the Hebrews 
in accepting the Holy Scriptures of the 
Old Testament as the Word of God, 
but also believe that the Messiah was 
that marvelous person born of a Hebrew 
mother, Jesus of Nazareth? Ought 
they not, as patriotic Hebrews, to look 
with an earnestness which they direct 
to no other subject, into the history of 
that character, so unique in His in
fluence, who has added no less than 
three hundred and ninety·three millions 
of believers to the adherents of the 
Old Testament Scriptures, and whom 
those three hundred and ninety-three 
millions believe to have been Him of 
whom the Law and the Prophets con
tinually spoke? 

"Thirdly, we ought as Christians to 
take much more trouble than we have 
taken hitherto in supplying them with 
short, clear, and succinct statements in 
their own language of the reasons for 
our own belief. These ought to be 
accessible to every one of the ninety
two thousand in this country, and part 
of their familiar literature, and our 
religion teaches us every item and pre
cept of theirs; and as they are living in 
the midst of us who have so much and 
of such incalculable importance in 
common with themselves, it is not too 
much to ask that also in their tum 
they should try to understand our prin
ciples, our beliefs, our reason, and our 
hope." 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

-Since 1872, the C. M. S. mISSIon
sionaries, from 225, have risen to 671 ; 
native Christians from 100,000 to 217,-
000; communicants from 20,000 to 
58,000. 
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-" Our lay-schools lay claim to re
ligious neutrality. This too often trans
forms itself into irreligious hostility." 
Le Missoinnaire, (Dec. 1896.) This is 
not true of the Swiss Republic alone. 

-Of all German Societies, says the 
Calwer Missionsblatt, the Rhenish has 
in the last ten years made ,the greatest 
advance, 68 to 111 missionaries; from 
54 to 74 stations, 68 to 156 out-stations' 
29,974 to 60,144 Christians. ' 

-" M. Coillard has been visiting the 
W aldensian valleys, and has given an 
interesting account of his visit in the 
Journal dDJ Mis8ions E'Dangeliques. 'In 
1881, at the time of my first visit to the 
valleys,' he writes, 'there was but lit
tle interest there in missions.' The late 
M. Meille, the severest pastor of Priour, 
said to me: 'Ah, if only a missionary 
current could be created!' Well, God 
has created this current. He has 
warmed hearts, awakened consciences 
opened the purses of poor and rich'. 
Fathers and mothers have not hesitated 
to bring their Isaacs to the altar. Since 
that time these churches, which are 
certainly not rich, have sent nine of 
their sons and daughters to the mission
field, seven of whom have gone to the 
Zambesi. I find young men and young 
girls burning with impatience to enroll 
themselves amongst us; and I see 
fathers and mothers rejoicing, and feel
ing themselves honored that God is 
claiming their offspring.' "-Tlte Cltron
icle. 

-The great historian, Edward A. 
Freeman, says of the Turks, that they 
have never governed well, and that 
they have never governed ill, that they 
have simply never governed at all. 
They remain to this day what they were 
five hundred years ago, a vast camp of 
brigands entrencht on the soil of 
Europe. To talk of patriotism as ap
plied to them is to make a scandalous 
misuse of words. 

Dr. Cyrns Hamlin has had a long 
life, but we will venture to say that 
the most humiliating task that has 
ever come to him was the necessity of 

breaking on the wheel that human 
butterfly, F. Hopkinson Smith. He 
has done it thoroughly, however. We 
understand also that Mr. Richard Hard
ing Davis has added a few finishing 
strokes. There is no question of the 
gentlemanliness, nay, of the kingliness 
of the Turks. The very sound of their 
language reveals that. But the time is 
gone by in Christendom when kingH
ness entitled a man to massacre some 
fifty or sixty thousand human beings, 
and then be extolled for it by adoring 
sycophants. 

English Notes. 

BY JAMES DOUGLAS. 

The meetings held at Exeter Hall on 
April 29th and 30th were attended as 
well as ever, and the Baptist Missionary 
Society gratefully owns that God has 
shown more manifest tokens of His 
divine approval of the work done for 
Him. 

There is now no debt at all in the 
society, and the income has increased 
to the amount of £5,000 that of the pre
vious year, the total amount raised 
during the year being £76,000, out of 
which £11,000 was devoted especially 
to the special relief of the famine 
sufferers in India. 

Although prosperity marks this year 
from a financial point of view, all the 
missionaries taking part in the meetings 
point out the still almost unoccupied 
tracts of country as yet totally dark, 
and urge the pressing need for yet 
more service as well as more money. 
The work is necessarily limited because 
the workers are few; those who are 
laboring see and feel. how small is the 
portion which they can do, and realize 
the truth of the Master's word, "The 
harvest truly is great, but the laborers 
are few;" and pray with sincerity and 
earnestness that He may see fit to send 
more" laborers into the harvest." 

(JItina Inland Mi8Bion.-One of the 
main items of interest in "China's' 
Millions" now to hand, is a graphic ac-
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count of itinerant work, during the 
past five years, on the Si.gan plain; 
and the results as shown in the number 
of mission stations dotted over an area 
of some 12,000 English square miles. 
This large tract of country contains 
twenty principal towns. Si-gan the 
capital, with its half a million inhabit
ants, and a great number of smaller 
towns, villages, and hamlets. " The 
earliest journeys," says Mr. Bland, one 
of the pioneer workers, "were neces
sarily taken with a view to spy out of 
the land;" and, as his narrative shows, 
to pave the way for occupations by 
meeting prejudice with patience aud 
overcoming evil with good. Through 
accessions to the pioneer force by the 
arrival of the first contingcnt or Scan
davian friends and others, the work 
presents now a bright contrast to the 
early days of five years ago. Closer 
contact with the people, and more 
frequent visits have gradually disarmed 
suspicions; and, by the blessing of the 
Lord, fourteen towns are now open 
for residence, each a mission station, 
and evangelistic center. Without being 
sensational, the account shows the 
gain accruing from faith as evidenced 
in patient and persevering well-doing. 

It is reported in the current number 
of "China's Millions" that quite re
cently forty-one converts have out
wardly shown their faith in the Master 
by Baptism. Many others are waiting 
to make this avowal of their religion, 
and surely this will result in China 
being evangelized by her own people, 
for none can so fully enter into the 
difficulties and hindrances which come 
in the way to prevent the Chinese peo
ple coming to the faith of Jesus Christ, 
as can the Chinese people themselves. 

Mrs. Scott has just written a most in
teresting book on .. Twenty-six Years 
of Missionary Work in China," which 
shows with remarkable clearness the 
pleasure and the pain, the blessings and 
the troubles of work among the Chi
nese. Mrs. Scott concludes her book 
by saying: "The dark places of the 
earth are still habitations of cruelty; 

and yet the missionary's life is one of 
surpassing joy; for who has ever tasted 
a delight more intense than that of see
ing souls born into the kingdom? And, 
perhaps, no country has given larger 
results for the amount of labor be
stowed than China." 

Oentral Africa.-The Board of this 
Society recently welcomed the Rev. D. 
P. Jones, of Central Africa, and Dr. 
Eliot Curwen, of Peking, who have re
turned home on account of failure of 
health. Mr. Jones stated that the past 
year had been a very unhealthy one in 
Central Africa; but as regards the 
work of their mission they had every 
reason for encouragement and deep 
gratitude. The congregations num
bered between 700 and 800 every Sun
day, and there were from 150 to 200 
children in the schools. 

Dr. Curwen (who was accompanied 
by Mrs. Curwen), spoke cheerfully of 
the outlook in China, having found a 
knowledge of the Gospel among all 
grades of society. The Chinese them
selves, he described as agnostics, and as 
having no hope of reformation from 
within themselves. 

-AmD1J Oongregational UnWn.-1n 
connection with the Forward Movement 
of this Union, the work of native mis
sionary enterprise is now extended as 
far as Ting Chow Fu, which lies on the 
mainland due west of Amoy, and is 
only reacht by a long road journey of 
more than 200 miles over a mountainous 
country. The dialect here is utterly 
unlike the Amoy dialects. A liver runs 
through the city, but it is hardly navig
able in its upper reaches, for which 
reason, together with the lingual diffi
culty, the city and district have been 
left very much alone. The Rev. Frank 
P. J oseland, who, in company with Mr. 
Johnson, of the Scottish National Bible 
Society, has prospected the region, in
stances a number of hopeful points 
about the work there; and, among 
others, the friendliness and open-heart
edness of the people, and their superior 
education, so many being able to read, 
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so that the hearers soon learn the hymns, 
as also to read the Bible intelligently. 
Another point is that work among the 
women is facilitated by their large feet, 
and the ease with which they can get 
about and come to the services. Mr. 
J oseland solicits prayer in behalf of the 
native pastor and his band of preachers 
and colporteurs, and that the young 
churches may grow in numbers and in 
godliness, as also that the promise of 
the Forward Movement to send a doc
tor and a missionary to superintend the 
work may soon be fulfilled. 

-Bapti8t Mi88ionarll &eietll.-Writ
ing from Shansi, North China, the Rev. 
Herbert Dixon says: "I am just re
turned from a visit to Hsin Cheo, and I 
have had the joy of baptizing the first 
two converts there, who have stood 
firmly during eighteen months' proba
tion, and have shown much growth in 
grace. At Tai Chou we have waited 
four years, and have now baptized six, 
but those six are real, earnest Chris
tians." Mr. Dixon gives a brief account 
of several men whose hearts God seems 
to have toucht, and who are in attend
ance at the service-one, that of a flour 
merchant, who is strongly opposed by 
his father, and who, in addition to 
this, finds the ridicule and cursing he 
meets amongst business men very hard 
to bear. Another case is that of a man 
of considerable wealth, who tries in his 
way to make the villagers understand 
the Gospel, and who is a regular at
tendant on Sundays. It is believed, if 
the truth should take hold of him, that 
he will come out boldly. 

-Yakusa, Upper Kongo Riur.-Al
bert E. Wherreft has early fallen at his 
station, which he reacht in October last. 
Educated at Bristol College, his great 
ambition was to serve God in Africa; 
but with no more than three months of 
active service, for which he had given 
six years of special preparation, he has 
been called to his reward. The Rev. 
David Carter, one of his intimate com
panions, writes: "There are hundreds 
of hearts that will be saddened by the 

news of his death, and not least among 
these will be the very many who have 
been led to the Savior through our 
friend's instrumentality." 

THE KINGDOM. 
-Ask of me, and I shall give thee 

the heathen for thine inheritance, and 
the uttermost parts of the earth for thy 
possession. 

The mighty God, even the Lord, 
hath spoken, and called the earth from 
the rising of the sun unto the going 
down thereof. 

-The treasurer of the Relief Fund 
in Turkey has received $50 from Foo
chow, mostly from the Epworth Leagu
ers of the Methodist mission and the 
Christian Endeavorers of the American 
Board, and the Church Missionary So
ciety. In-sending it they say: "We 
are far separated, but we want - the 
Christians of Turkey to know that 
many earnest prayers go up to the 
throne of grace from China on their 
behalf." 

-The Outlook calls attention to the 
unselfish life of a royal oculist, Duke 
Charles Theodore of Bavaria, a brother 
of the Empress of Austria. But his 
wife also, the Duchess Maria Josepha, 
and her daughter, Marie Gabrielle, de
vote the greater part of their time to 
the care of the three eye hospitals of 
the Duke, one of which is at Munich, 
one at Meran, and the third at Tegern
see. In most of his operations the Duke 
is assisted by his wife and daughter, 
the latter being thoroughly skilled and 
trained nurses. They enter p~rfect1y 
into the spirit of the Duke's philan
thropic work, and are adored by the 
patients. Their costume, when nurs
ing, is a simple black dress with collar, 
cuffs, and big apron of blue and white 
striped linen. Rising early, every morn
ing at seven o'clock, the three may be 
found at the bedside of a patient. The 
Duke has already more than 3,000 suc
cessful cataract operations to his credit. 
Even anarchists and dynamiters could 
scarcely object to an aristocracy of that 
stamp. 
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-A much larger proportion of 
native Christians give a tenth of their 
income into the Lord's treasury than 
we, and make far greater sacrifices to 
do so. It may be true that those who 
compose the Christian community of 
Asia or Africa have not the temptations 
to spend money that assail us at every 
turn. Their homes are simple, their 
dress is scanty, and the illustrated 
monthlies, the fascinating books, the 
candy !Shops, and the fiower stands are 
not constantly bewitching the dimes 
and quarters out of their pocketbooks. 
We are the victims of an insatiable, 
luxurious civilization. At every wed
ding I attend, I am amazed to see the 
new and ingenious devices to bring the 
recipient of bridal gifts into bondage 
to things. Our lovely homes are often 
so overcrowded with senseless bric-a
brac that one sighs for the severe 
simplicity of a Japanese interior. Not 
only the native Ohristians but those 
who worship false gods, put us to 
shame in the matter of giving. Rather 
more than a year ago I stood in the 
new Buddhist Temple at Kyoto, and 
saw the two hundred and fifty highly 
polisht monoliths of Keyaki wood, 
which no ordinary fiber of rope was 
strong enough to move. Then the 
Japanese women offered their most pre
cious personal possession, their glossy 
and abundant black hair, to be coiled 
into strands which could bear the strain 
of these massive pillars, which were to 
adorn the temple of their god Buddha. 
So numerous were offerings of long 
tresses that at last the priests had to 
give out the word that no more would 
be accepted.-Mr8. J08eph Oook in life 
and light. 

-One of the English magazines con
tains a letter from Archbishop Wake 
to missionaries Ziegenbalg and GrUnd
ler, in India, dated from "Our resi
dence of Lambeth, January 1st, 1719," 
one hundred and seventy-eight years 
ago, which shows he was ahead of his 
age in appreciation of the work of 
missionaries. He wrote: "Let others 

gain titles and honors for which they 
have neither gone through trouble or 
danger, JlUt lived perhaps in idleness, 
or in the common profession amongst 
Christians, but you will gain both a 
lasting fame in time, and a great re
ward in eternity, for you have labored 
in the vineyard which you yourselves 
planted in faith. You have made 
known the Name of Christ amidst in
numerable dangers and difficulties, you 
have assembled a congregation where 
His Name was before unknown, and 
you have faithfully remained by it to 
support it. I consider that your lot is 
far higher than all Church dignities. 
Let others be prelates, patriarchs, and 
popes; let them be adorned with pur
ple and scarlet, let them desire bowings 
and genuflections; you have won a 
greater honor than all these, and when 
that day comes when the great Shep
herd shall reward His sheep, each one 
according to his work, a far more mag
nificent recompense will be given to 
you, for you shall be taken into the 
holy company of the prophets, 
evangelists, and apostles, and shall with 
them, shine like suns amongst the stars 
for ever." 

-Look here, upon this picture, and 
on this, taken from the Indian Witn."" 
one of the very best papers coming 
from mission lands. How strange that 
the encouragement comes from within 
the pale of heathendom. While the 
chief ground for solicitude centers in 
the Christian churches of Great Britian 
and America: "It is a striking and 
remarkable fact that, at a time of un
precedented prosperity and the largest 
promise in foreign mission flelds, 
several of the more important mission
ary societies should be seriously 
embarast by lack of adequate funds 
in prosecuting the work they have 
undertaken. Speaking for India, we 
may confidently assert that not a mis
sionary in the empire but believes that 
the position of Christian missions is 
stronger and more encouraging in every 
respect to-day than it has ever been 
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since Carey lI.ung his banner to the 
breeze a century or so ago. If it may 
not be strictly true of all parts of the 
land that the people are positively 
eager and hungry for the knowledge 
of God, it is· absolutely true that in 
almost every place there is a most 
gratifying readiness to hear of Christ 
and to be instructed regarding the re
ligion revealed in the Christian Scrip
tures. There is unlimited access to the 
youth of both sexes, Christian litera
ture is everywhere in fair demand, 
the moral superiority of Christianity is 
being more and more widely acknowl
edged, and thoughtful min?s a;e 
remarkably open to truth. It IS a SIt
uation to thrill the heart of Christian 
heralds with profund gratitude and 
joy. But here is the stern, deplorable 
fact; the resources available to enable 
the missionary force to take advantage 
of these" divinely-created opportunities 
are whoily inadequate, with little im
mediate hope of a change for the better. 
This is particularly true of American 
societies. The financial stringency of 
the past couple of years has told seri
ously on the missionary exchequer. 
Considerable reductions and extensive 
retrenchment have had to be made on 
the right hand, and on the left. All 
know what a retrogressive step means 
in India, how hard it is to regain lost 
ground. We wish we could feel cer
tain that the home churches realized 
the gravity of the situation. Most 
careful perusal of the religious papers 
of the home lands fails to assure us 
that missionary authorities are at 11.11 
alive to the importance of thoroughly 
and speedily arousing the Christian 
hosts to take prompt and vigot:ous 
action to avert serious loss, if not dis
aster. Our missionary boards and sec
retaries and bishops have a tremendous 
responsibility upon tlIem. Failure now 
means a burden of crippled energies 

" and arrested development for a genera
tion to come. 

-As a result of the labor bestowed 
. in FOrnIOBa by 2 missionary families, 

at the end of 25 years are found 
97 churches with 4,899 members, 90 
native evangelists, and native contri
butions amounting to $5,000 annually. 

-An article in an American mIssion
ary periodical calls attention to the 
inconsistency of which some theorists " 
at home are guilty in insisting on tech
nical evangelism alone, pure and sim
ple, for the foreign work. In the home 
land the Church approves and sets in 
motion enOrnIOUS aids to her evan
gelists, along what may be termed sec
ular lines. Her evangelistic giants, 
like Spurgeon and Moody, give large 
attention to orphanages, training .schools, 
and other benevolent institutions. The 
Church is hard at work day and night 
supplementing the direct preaching of 
the Gospel by the establishment of hos
pitals, asylUlns, refuges, homes, reform
atories, colleges, publishing houses, etc., 
etc. These are all regarded as indispen
sable to the best type of Christian civlli
zation. Indeed, without them a true 
Christian civilization can not be thought 
of. Not without reason is it askt: 
Why should any, in their zeal for tcch
nical evangelism, or exclusive evange
listic work, deny the foreign mission 
field those powerful aids which the 
most favorably-eircumstanced Christian 
communities of the West consider essen
tial to the development of the best type 
of Christianity?-lndian Witne88. 

-Brooklyn has a curiosity in a police
man and evangelist combined. For 
nine years he has filled both these 
positions, working twelve hours daily 
on the force, and as many of the other 
twelve as his strength will allow he 
gives to preaching, Bible reading, 
caring for the sick and poor and helping 
the unfortunate. The police autho
rities give him the fullest commenda
tion as an exceptionally faitlIful, con
scientious, and efficient officer. 

-The good work that is being done 
among Bohemians in the United States 
is an outgrowth of the work of the 
American Board in Austria; and now 
comes an interesting fact showing the 
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interrelation of these two branches of 
work. The Bohemian Mission Church 
in Cleveland, having a membership of 
170, almost all of them poor people, has 
just made a contribution to the Ameri
can Board of $77.45, while another 
Bohemian church, in Silver Lake, 
Minn., numbering 87 members, almost 
all of them farmers in very moderate 
circumstances, has forwarded over $50 
for the relief of the sufferers in Ar
menia. These Bohemian Christians 
are reflecting great credit both upon 
the mission in Austria, from which 
they sprang. and upon their spirited 
leaders in this country. - Missionary 
Heralil. 

-Rev. J. F. Chaffee, of Minnesota, 
at the recent meeting of the Methodist 
missionary committee, gave a very 
striking illustration on the subject of 
missionary giving: "The average mem
ber of our church gives less than one 
cent a week for the spread of the Gos
pel in the world. What amazing par
simony I My brethren, if you will 
pardon the homeliness of my illustra
tion, take a hen. If you should take a 
hen and consecrate her to this service so 
that her time and attention might be 
turned this way, she could give larger 
results in the way of money than does 
the average member of our church. 
For, do you not see, it is a bad time for 
eggs when they are not worth a cent 
apiece, and no man would keep a hen 
that would not lay more than one egg 
each week. Even on that calculation, 
which is without doubt against the 
hen's part in what she could do and 
the commercial value of her product, 
2,700,000 hens would give annually a 
reliable income of $1,350,000. That 
would pay all the money we shall 
appropriate at this meeting, and the 
debt besides, in a single year. Oh, I 
wish we had the hens I I should like 
to listen to their cackle. There would 
be something in it, at least an egg, 
which would market better than some 
people's shouting with nothing to back 
it up." 

-Rev. Colin Valentine went to 
India as a medical missionary in 1861, 
and was six weeks making the journey 
in a bullock cart from Calcutta to 
Beawar in Rajputana. He says: "The 
inhabitants of that part of India were 
a simple aboriginal people, without any 
systematized form of religion or wor
ship, until these were introduced among 
them by a British officer, who built tem
ples for the Hindus, and stockt them 
with idols, also mosques for the Mo
hammedans-all this at the eaJpen86 of 
the East India Oompany / 

-Rev. John H. Barrows, while reo 
cently in Palestine. wrote thus in the 
Interior: "I was distrest to find, 
from wide inquiry, that the Ben Oliel 
Mission among the Jews is entirely un
worthy of confidence and support. 
Like so much else in Jerusalem it de
serves to be stigmatized as a fraud. 
Good people in America should no 
longer be deceived by representations 
which those who are on the ground know 
to be untrue. Christian men of con
scientious carefulness, who right here 
in Jerusalem have for years watcht 
this thing, deeply regret that well· 
meaning Christians far away should be 
hoodwinkt and cheated into giving 
money for a work that is not done, for 
a mission which the Christian workers 
of Jerusalem repudiate." 

-" Relics of the garments of the 
Holy Virgin will be exposed in the 
Chapel of the Seminary during the 
whole of this month." Even so doth a 
Quebec paper inform us. We dwellers 
in "the States" are duly grateful for 
this, as also for all valuable intelli
gence; and we confess to such dense 
ignorance as not to have been aware 
that any portions of the wardrobe of 
the ancient woman referred to were 
still visible lind tangible. 

UNITED STATES. 
-It is an interesting fact that the 

new Chinese minister at Washington is 
a Christian man, a member of the 
Church of England. His suite nearly 
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all speak English, and one of them, 
who it is expected will be Consul
General, belongs to a well-known 
Christian family in Hongkong. A 
letter in The Ohri8tian .Ad'/JOCat6 8ays 
that Minister Wu Ling Fan was edu
cated in London, and called to the 
English bar in 1877. Viceroy Li Hung 
Chang became imprest with his ability 
and selected him as his legal adviser. 
He was afterward made director of 
Chinese railroads, and was connected 
with the negotiations for peace with 
Japan. While in San Francisco, on 
his way to Washington, he attended a 
reception given by all the Christian 
Chinese in the city, gave a fine ad
dress in English and one in Chinese, 
and especially reminded his hearers of 
the fact that they owed much to the 
missionaries for their interest in them 
at the time when there was no Chinese 
diplomatic representation in this coun
try.-Indep6ndent. 

-In the 73 years of its existence the 
American Sunday-school Union has 
founded 100,000 schools, from which 
6,000 churches have sprung. Last 
year it started 1,600 Sunday-schools, 
and during that time 108 churches 
developt from schools which previous
ly had been opened. 

-The American Bible Society is in 
sore straits for funds, and says: "The 
shrinkage in the gifts of the living, 
and the falling off.of legacies at the 
same time, make it imperative to inform 
the friends of the Society, and all in
deed who count upon its co· operation 
in the evangelization of the world, that 
the appropriations announced for the 
current year, already exceeding $100,-
000, can not be paid, nor can the So
ciety's work in foreign lands continue, 
unless, either directly or through the 
80cieties enrolled as auxiliary, contri
butions are made to its treasury on a 
scale greatly in advance of the last two 
years. The expenditure for benevolent 
work during the year closing on the 
31st of March exceeded the receipts by 
f77,Wl. The expenditures for two 

years have been $156,051 more than 
the receipts. 

-The annual report of the New 
England Watch and Ward Society, just 
made, says: We know no reason for 
changing the statement we made in our 
report a year ago, viz.: "In our opinion 
there is neither a faro bank, a roulette 
game, a lottery office, nor a pool-room 
in Boston." This is a condition which 
exists in no other great city, a condition 
which we were told fifteen years ago 
by the police could never be secured, 
and to attempt which would be only to 
do harm. 

-In many localities the saloons could 
not exist a day against the active pro
test of the Roman Catholic authorities. 
Would that all of them would take the 
firm stand of the Roman Catholic arch
bishop of Boston and his 170 priests, 
who have just petitioned the State legis
lature to pass a law forbidding the sale 
of liquor in any public park or pleasure
ground of Massachusetts. 

-Eight denominations are doing 
Christian work in Utah, with these 
figures representing a portion of the 
results: 42 mission schools, with 80 
teachers and 3,635 pupils; 115 Sabbath
schools, with 7,653 scholars; 84 minis
ters, 98 churches, and 5,101 members. 

-The sixteen Southern States are to
day paying as much for the public 
schools as the British Parliament votes 
every year for the public school system 
of the British Islands-between $20,-
000,000 and $30,000,000. Since the war 
the South has expended $250,000,000 
of its own money for education, and 
$75,000,000 of it for the education of 
the colored people. 

-The Presbyterian Church, South, 
expended last year about $150,000, and 
has no debt. Its mission work is in 
Mexico, Brazil, Africa (Upper Kongo), 
China, Korea, and Japan. The mis
sionaries number 150, of whom 58 are 
ordained, with 36 native preachers, and 
98 other native helpers. To the churches 
508 were added, making a total of 3,156 
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members. The 25 schools have 726 
pupils. In the hospitals and dispens
aries 88,219 were ministered to. 

-Lewis Crozer, who lately died near 
Chester, Pa., in his life-time gave large 
sums to benevolent objects. Crozer 
Seminary was often remembered in his 
benefactions. By his last will he gave 
$250,000 for the establishment in Ches
ter of a free library, and $500,000 for a 
Homooopathic Hospital, with a Home 
for Incurables attacht. 

-The probating of the will of Judge 
Benjamin R. Sheldon, who died at 
Rockford, TIl., lately, reveals the fact 
that among his bequests is $100,000 to 
Williams College, while the Hampton 
(Va.) Institute also receives $100,000. 
He was for eighteen years on the Su
preme Bench of Illinois, and served for 
more than forty years on the bench in 
that State. 

EUROPE. 
-Great Britain.-The Church of 

England reports the number of its 
communicants as 1,840,351, with 13,688 
ministers. The total voluntary contri
butions for every purpose last year was 
$28,725,240, which is $500,000 less than 
for the year previous. The following 
are the figures given for the Noncon
formist denominations in England and 
Wales: Wesleyans, 529,786; Congre
gationalists, 406,716; Baptists, 316,569 ; 
Primitive Methodists, 196,628; Welsh 
Calvinistic Methodists, 147,297; United 
Methodist Free churches, 79,657; 
Presbyterians, 69,632; Methodist New 
Connection, 33,932; Bible Christians, 
27,506. 

-The London City Mission is said to 
be the only organization in that metropo· 
lis which for sixty years has carried on 
evangelistic work by the union of 
Churchmen and Nonconformists. The 
committee consists of an equal number 
of members of the Establisht Chlll'ch 
and of Nonconformists, all laymen. It 
has an income of about $300,000 a 
year, derived chiefly from subscrip
tions, donations, and legacies. Once a 
year all the missionaries-not far from 

500-meet for the Lord's Supper, alter
nately in a Nonconformist and Church 
of England place of worship. One of 
the principles Qf the Inission is that all 
the agents should be bona-j/d6 working
men. The mission cooperates with 
churches of all denominations and 
aims to have converts brought, so far 
as possible, into connection with Borne 
church, the choice of the particular 
church being always left to them. 
Missions to special classes are an im
portant feature. There are 127 special 
missionaries working among bakers, 
cabmen, omnibus and tramcar men, 
canal boatmen, Chelsea pensioners, 
coachmen and grooms, dockmen, cattle 
drovers, factory employes, firemen, 
gasmen; Welsh, French, Germans, 
Italians, Spaniards, Asiatics, Africans, 
Jews; foreign sailors in the docks; nav
vies, railroad men, post-office employes, 
the police, landlords and customers in 
public houses, servants in hotels and 
clubs, soldiers, theater employes, gyp
sies, scavengers; and the inmates of 
hospitals, workhouses, infirmaries, and 
common lodging-houses.-Independent. 

-A munificent London Churchman, 
who prefers to remain anonymous, has 
just made a gift to the Church Mission
ary Society in the form of stock valued 
at $150,000. The interest of the fund 
is to be available for the general pur
poses of the society. 

-The Aged Pilgrims' Society has 
for its object the regular and permanent 
help of Christian aged poor. Its opera
tions extend to all parts of the United 
Kingdom! Since the establishment of 
the society 6,420 persons have been 
assisted, and £265,000 distributed. The 
expenditure was £13,000 last year. 

-The British Syrian Mission received 
last year an income of £5,200, with 15 
women missionaries, 4 of whom gave 
their services without payment. There 
were 100 native teachers and Bible 
women trained in their institution at 
Beirut. Miss Butcherd at Damascus 
gave over £500 a year to the mission, 
besides her time and work. 
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-The Wesleyan Missionary Society 
reports for last year: Chapels and 
preaching places, 2,322; missionaries 
and assistants, 370 j catechists, teachers, 
and other agents, 2,859 ; local preachers 
and Sunday - school workers, 5,841; 
church members, 44,573 j on trial, 
9,695 j children attending Sunday and 
day schools, 88,542. The total income 
for the year was £127,858, which fell 
short of the expenditure by £834. 

-In January, 1890, there were 125 
mi~ionaries holding British degrees or 
diplomas, but since that date the num
ber has increased to 239. 

The Continent. - The Moravian 
Church issues a call for funds, where
with to procure a new mission ship to 
take the place of The Harmony No.4, 
or the tenth vessel used for the Labra
dor Mission since 1770. At least $35,-
000 are required, and more if steam is 
used. 

-The Western Alliance of Young 
Men's Christian Associations in Ger
many, numbering 400 centers and 25,000 
members, celebrates next year the fif
tieth anniversary of its foundation. It 
has purchased at Elberfeld a valuable 
$ite, and is erecting thereon a handsome 
Alliance building, in which, among 
other things, the journals and various 
publications of the Alliance will be 
printed. 

-In the German Empire during the 
period from 1890 to 1894, 18,804 per
sons severed their connection with the 
Protestant State Church, while 23,607 
came from other churches. Of these 
converts 2,088 were from Judaism; 
17,002 from Roman Catholicism; and 
4,517 from other churches, During 
this time the Protestant State Church 
lost to Judaism 61 persons; to Roman 
Catholicism, 2,794; and to other com
munions, 15,944. The gain of the 
Protestant Church from Judaism is 
notable-2,027 members to offset a loss 
to Judaism of 61 members. In Prussia 
14,045 Roman Catholics became Protes-

tants, while the transfer of Protestants 
to the Roman Catholic Church was 
only 1,467 members. 

ASIA. 
-India. Few persons whose vision is 

bounded by "the four seas" know how 
cosmopolitan Indian races are becoming 
under the colonizing influence of the 
British. Sikh soldiers from the Punjab 
are a permanent element in the police 
of Hong Kong and other Chinese coast 
cities, as well as in the Straits Settle
ments of Singapore, in Mombas, 
Uganda, and other East or Central 
African towns. Indian emigrants in 
Natal and other parts of South Africa 
are said to number 100,000. In Mauri
tius there is a large popUlation of 
Indian coolies, the Lahore Tract and 
Bible Society has sent large cases of 
Christian books to that island, and also 
to Demerara in the West Indies. At 
Baku on the Caspian Sea there were, 
at any rate till recently, Hindu traders 
to be found, and in all the nearer. parts 
of Central Asia they abound. All these 
are quite independent of the many 
I_ascars, or Mohammedan sailors, chiefly 
from Western India, who man the 
ubiquitous ships of the P. & O. and 
other great steamship companies.
Ohurch InfAllligerw61'. 

-The average annual income of the 
Indian population, taking rich and 
poor together, does not exceed 27 
rupees per head, that is, about 2 cents a 
day. This was the official estimate of 
Lord Cromer when finance minister of 
India. The failure of a single harvest 
causes death from hunger, not only by 
thousands and tens of thousands, but 
by hundreds of thousands and millions. 
This utter helplessness arises from the 
fact that the ryots possess no reserve 
store, either of money or food. They 
not only possess nothing, but the great 
lliass of them possess much less than 
nothing, being devoid of credit and 
hopelessly in debt to the money lend
ers. In the earlier days in India al
most every ryot [husbandman], how-
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ever poor, had an underground store of 
millet put away, enough to keep his 
family for a year or two. If these 
little stores now existed, people would 
not die from the loss of one harvest. 
But they are now impossible, being 
swept away by the bailiffs in execution 
of the decrees of the civil courts which 
Great Britain has set up in the rural 
districts.-London Ohronicle. 

-There are 1,000 native Indian 
preachers, Hindu, Parsee and Moham
medan, in India. 

-Whose eyes will not flash flre?" 
So asks a Cawnpore Mohammedan 
magazine, indignant at the "mission 
witchcraft "-the special mission being 
the S. P. G. Cawnpol'e work. "There 
are mission schools." says the alarmed 
Mohammedan writer, "in no less than 
five of the city wards, in which 
Mohammedan girls receive Christian 
teaching. All the teachers work with 
real interest and zeal, and so successful 
have their efforts been that no less than 
350 Mohammedan thresholds have been 
crosst by their unhallowed feet, in 
which 441 women are taught such work 
as is suited to zenana life, and secretly 
instructed in the Christian religion. 
What true Mohammedan can hear of 
these things and retain composure? 
Whose eyes will not flash fire? These 
dear, innocent girls have given up their 
books of religion, and, handed over to 
mission workers, are being shown the 
road to hell. For shame I for shame I " 
-Presbyterian, London. 

-Dr. Murdoch, of Madras, the great 
worker in India for good literature, is 
pushing claims for physiology in the 
university education of India. He 
rightly thinks that it is more important 
for the Indian student to see the danger 
of living with an open sewer running 
under his floor, the cruelty of marrying 
his children at an immature age, and 
the impolicy of exhausting the soil of 
his fields by disregarding the principles 
of chemistry, than that he should dis
criminate in respect to the dramatie 
qualities of the Mysteries or the Morali-

ties, or tell how Shakspere knew 
Geeek mythology'. 

-The battle-ground was around the 
water standpipe in one neighborhood 
of Kolhapur City, and the quarrel con
cerned the right to a general use of the 
water. Progress seems to have won 
the day, for now Christians freely fill 
their jars from the same standpipe as 
their high-caste neighbors.- Woman'8 
Workfor Woman. 

-It seems to me well within the facts 
to estimate Dr. Barrows's services as 
the most important single recent event 
in the interest of Christian missions in 
India. First, he could authoritatively 
correct, as no other living person could 
do, the misapprehension that the Par
liament of Religions meant a lowering 
of the Christian standard and Christian 
purpose in Amelica. Secondly, he had 
a unique and unprecedented oppor
tunity for securing a thoughtful hearing 
to the Christian message. Third, he 
presented that message in a masterly 
way; in a historical way, in a spirit of 
sympathy with whatever truth may be. 
-Rev. Robt . .1.. Hume .• 

-Swami Vivekananda passes. Noth-
ing succeeds like success. There is no 
telling What he may attain to in due 
time. His Indian admirers are making 
the most of 'him, and doing what they 
can to advance him to honor. The 
simple graduate (in the second class) of 
the General Assembly's Institute, of 
this city, who used to act in religious 
dramas at the house of the late Babu 
Keshab Chundra .Sen. is now in a fair 
way to be apotheosized. At Ramnad 
he was presented with an address which 
commenced as follows: "To His Most 
Holiness, Sri Paramahamsa Yathi Ra
jah, Dikvija Kolahala, Sarvamatha 
Samprathiparma, Parama Yogeeswara, 
Srimat Bhagavan Sree Rama Krishna 
Paramahamso Karakamala Sanjatha, 
Rajadhiraja Sevitha, Sree Vivekananda 
Swami; May it please Your Holiness." 
The address, pitcht in a high Oriental 
key, of course. congratulates him On 
"having convinced the cultured au-
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diences in Europe and America that 
Hinduism fulfils all the requirements 
of the ideal of a universal religion, and 
adapts itself to the temperament and 
needs of men and women of all races 
and creeds 1" Famine may be abroad 
in the land, but India will not Buffer 
from a famine of Swamis, while such 
magnificent opportunities offer to am
bitious, ready-tongued gentlemen of 
the Babu Norendra Nath Dutt ilk, to 
become veritable religious heroes on 
luch meager capital, with such marvel
ous ease, and at such a trifling cost to 
everybody.-Indian Witneaa. 

China.-He is a prefect in Kansu, 
the province west from Shensi, in 
which there has been rebellion and 
great distress. Last year he-the pre
fect of Sinning-loaned the China In
land Missionaries in the city some 
grain, then to be bought only at famine 
prices. The missionaries were leaving 
the city for some months last summer, 
and they went to the yamen to repay 
the loan. They could not get corn to 
buy, the scarcity not having abated; so 
they offered the prefect the price of 
the quantity he had lent them. He re
fused to take the money, telling them 
to wait until the new grain comes in, 
which will be much cheaper, and then 
to repay the loan in kind; a ~saving to 
the missionaries of three to four taels. 
He asked if they had straw and bran 
and peas for their beasts; they said 
they had. "Well," he said, "any
thing you want, just tell me, and I will 
get it for you." .. Is not this kindness 
from an official?" the missionary asks. 
.. I am sure we have need to be thank
ful! He always recognizes us on the 
street. We were able to return a little 
of his kindness by giving him eye med
icine." 

-Any reader of the imperial edicts 
regularly issued at Peking, will be much 
imprest with the evidence that idolatry 
is thoroughly ingrained into the Chi
nese national life, as well as the social. 
Here is a sample of this. "Jen-Tao
jung, acting director general of the 

Yellow river in Honan, reports that all 
is quiet at present on the river in his 
jurisdiction, and that the year now 
closing has been free from any great 
casualties caused through the over
flowing of the embankments and dykes 
in Honan, and declares his thankful
ness for the protection of the gods. 
Weare also thankful for the mercies 
shown by the river gods, and now 
desire to show it by sending ten sticks 
of great Tibetan incense to J en Tao
jung with the command that he shall 
take them and personally lay them at 
the altars of the river god and offer 
them on our behalf to that divinity." 

-M. Imbault Huart, the French 
consul at Canton, says: "The first of 
the non-official Chinese newspapers 
appeared at Shanghai thirty years ago, 
and was succeeded by two papers 
started at Tien-Tsin and Canton by 
Europeans, who, however, only lent 
their names to the lettered mandarins, 
who were their real proprietors and 
conductors. Chinese papers are now 
read in the most distant parts of the 
empire, and the Shanghai New8, which 
has for the last 7 years pubUsht an 
illustrated weekly supplement, has a 
circulation of 12,000. 

-This city of Si-gan, in the north
western Chinese province of Shensi
the city outside which stands the fam
ous tablet commemorating the N estori
an missions of the 7th and 8th centuries 
-there is again, after so long an inter
val, a Christian church. The Si· gan 
Church is now so far developt that, 
like our own mission churches, it has a 
monthly magazine. In the first num
ber, just issued, there is an essay on 
Heaven, written by a Chinese Christian. 
He quotes Rev. xxi. 18, and then pro
ceeds to speak of the New Jerusalem 
in a realistic fashion, which is interest
ing. "A.ll the cities in the world are 
made either of earth, brick, stone, or 
wood. Whoever heard of a city made 
of silver or of gold? Or who would 
tile a pagoda or a temple with golden 
tiles? If a person saw (such a thing) 
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he would think, what an enormous 
outlay before such a thing could be 
done I But in this city, not only are 
the houses roofed with gold, even the 
whole city is made of choice gold; and 
the very streets are paved with it." 

-The increasing demands on the 
Presbyterian mission press at Shanghai 
are one index of an awakening interest 
among the Chinese in western litera
ture of a high order. Here is a single 
instance: One man from the anti-foreign 
and exclusive province of Hunan 
visited Shanghai during the past year, 
and subscribed for 120 copies of the 
Re'lliew of the Time8 in Chinese. The 
issues from this great press establish
ment are given in the report just re
ceived as 500,000 copies, and over 
46,000,000 of pages for the year under 
review. Nearly 80 different Bible so
cieties and missionary organizations 
look to this press for assistance in 
furthering their far-reaching operations. 
Such are the constantly growing de
mands upon it as to the quality and 
quanity of its work, that it is under the 
necessity of frequently adding the 
latest and best of press appliances from 
Europe, and of increasing its working 
force.-Church at Home and Abroad. 

-It will be 50 years on the 15th of 
the coming April, since 2 men sailed 
from Boston as our pioneer Methodist 
missionaries to China. The jubilee 
celebration of that event will be ob
served with enthusiasm in that country, 
and many there and more at home will 
recall and study with gratitude the 
growth of our Chinese mission work, 
now almost half a century in existence. 
Even our children know the story of 
the trials, the long and tedious discour
agements, the waiting for fruit, that 
were required of our heroic pioneer 
representatives in that field. It was 10 
years before a single conversion oc
curred; now we have in that country 
the Foochow and the North China 
annual conferencell, the Hinghua mis
sion conference, the Central China and 
the West China missions, including 

about 16,500 members and probationers, 
with scores of native preachers and 
workers, and with a great plant lo
cated in strategic centers, and including 
schools, hospitals, chapels, and the 
foundations for a university.-08ntral 
Christian Ad1lOCat,. 

-A missionary writes: .. When we 
lunched, A Kiln ate with US; one of 
the women said to her, "It has not 
been a month since you were afraid to 
eat their food." A Kiln has made 
more progress than just to lose a little 
heathen superstition; she kneels with 
us at family worship, and when we 
repeat the Lord's Prayer she joins us, 
as she has committed that to memory. 
It is about as hard for the heathen to 
bow to the true God, as for the uncon
verted of the home-land. Our cook 
first sat during prayer; by and by he 
stood up; next he sat fiat on the fioor; 
at length he came to his knees. He 
has been with us five months. He 
helps sing and joins in repeating the 
Lord's Prayer, and we frequently hear 
him reading the Bible in his room. The 
Chinese always read aloud. 

AFRICA. 
-To our African geographical dic

tionary we gratefully ,welcome the 
introduction of so convenient a term as 
that of "Nigeria," in substitution for 
the unwieldy designation hitherto de
scriptive of the Royal Niger Company's 
possessions in the Dark Continent. The 
agglomeration of pagan and Moham
medan states brought, by the exertions 
of the Company, within the confines of 
British rule has increasingly. of late, 
vindicated its claim to consideration as 
a territory in lack of a suitable title. 
To one of these states, the interesting, 
but comparatively little-known king
dom variously designated as Boussa, 
Barbar, or Borgu, lying west of the 
Nigerian plateau, we would draw at
tention as one which has successfully 
withstood those encroachments of the 
Mohammedan power to which their 
neighbors have succumbed. -Olvuroh 
Mis8ionary Intelligenclr. 
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-Our mission in West Central Africa 
has received communications from Mr. 
Coillard, of the French Evangelical 
mission on the Zambesi, saying that on 
account of the rinderpest in South 
Africa there seems to be no way for 
the French society to answer the urgent 
call for supplies for the missionaries on 
the Zambesi, except by sending in 
goods by way of Benguella and BiM. 
The present proposal is to send in some
thing like 50 loads of goods, and Mr. 
Coillard asks the aid of our missionaries 
at Bailundu and BiM in expediting the 
caravan into the interior. This is a 
long route to the Zambesi, but at pres
ent it is believed to be the most feasi
ble.-Mi88Wna;ry Herald. 

-It is a sad thing the Bishop of 
Zululand should have to describe racial 
prejudice at Eshowe, as he does; "We 
have built a small church here at 
Eshowe, which has cost us about 
.£1,000. Black and white will not wor
ship together (perhaps I should say 
white will not worship with black peo
ple) in this country, and so we shall be 
compelled to build a small native 
church as well-of course, the whole 
thing is utterly and entirely wrong. I 
hope that by degrees the difficulty may 
be overcome, but I am afraid it will be 
a very long time before it is. We can 
not, however, be satisfied until it is. 
Of course, the language is a difficulty 
at present. The existing wall of pre
judice is too strong to knock down. 
The only thing to do, I think, is to try 
and undermine it by the teaching of 
our Lord. Personally I can not see 
what else can possibly remove the 
prejudice. " 

-The South African General Mission 
was formed in 1894 by a combination 
of the Cape General Mission and the 
Southeast Africa Evangelistic Mission. 
Rev. Andrew Murray, of Wellington, 
is the president, with an executive 
committee in South Africa and a coun
cil in London. It works on undenomi
national lines among the Europeans, 

natives, and Jews' in South Africa. It 
has work not only in Cape Colony but 
in the Transkei, Pond oland, Basuto
land, Swazieland, as well as at Johan
nesburg and other points. The organ 
of the mission is TItS South African 
Pioneer. 

-Great importance is properly at
tacht to the decision of ihe Transvaal 
Volksraad to repeal the Transvaal im
migration law. A meeting was held to 
discuss the answer to be made to the 
dispatches of the British Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, Mr. Joseph 
Chamberlain, who demanded a repeal 
of the )aw. The law was repealed; 
but it is explained this step was taken, 
not because it was a breach of the Lon
don convention, but because it was dis
tasteful to neighboring states. The 
Transvaal attorney tendered his resig
nation in disspproval of the repeal. 
This action of the Transvaal Govern
ment, it is said here, clearly indicates a 
backdown upon the part of President 
Kruger and the V olksraad, and renders 
the chances of war remote. It is the 
most important concession yet made by 
the Transvaal, and removes the chief 
cause of friction not only between the 
Transvaal and Great Britain, but be
tween Cape Colony and the Transvaal. 

-At last slavery has been abolisht 
in Zanzibar. On April 6th the Sultan 
issued a decree which abolishes the 
legal status-incredible as it sounds, 
we have actually been enforcing planta
tion slavery in the islands ever since we 
took possession of them-but provides 
that rights over concubines shall re
main as before, unless freedom is 
claimed on the ground of cruelty, the 
women being treated as wives. Com
pensation is to be awarded for slaves 
legally held, and if Zanzibar is unable 
to meet the expenditure, help is to be 
given by England. The clauses as to 
compensation are said to have made the 
Arabs receive the decree without dis
content, and there is reported to be no 
probability of resistance. 
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